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In modern societies systems of formal schooling are charged with the

dual responsibilities of providing academic training and citizenship train-

ing. Research into the effectiveness of our schools has, however, tended to

focus on one or the other of these dual concerns. Yet somehow, teachers

influence the development of both scholarship and citizenship through day-to-

day communication of expectations (cf. Brophy & Good, 1974). They teach facts.

BUt they also teach, a role--the student role--within which conduct is main-

tained and facts absorbed. Socialization into this role, from the point of

view of both teacher 1-1c1 child, was the focus of our research project.

Although the goals of the project were in many respects descriptive, we

were working within a general theoretical framework in approaching the problem

of role socialization. Everyone agrees that roles are learned. Yet the

vocabulary of the "role theory" literature is metaphorically rich and scientif-

ically sloppy (cf. Biddle & Thomas, 1966; Biddle, 1978). The central scientific

meaning of role appears to be action within a prescribed social position or

status. Roles are socially determined, in that groups have expectations for

how role occupants ought to behave and will behave. Roles are socially under-

stood, in that group members give common descriptions of action within role.

Roles are socially learned, in that people learn appropriateness of behavior

through direct or vicarious rewards and punishments. Thus there are three

logically exhaustive components to a role to be observed: prescriptions for

action (what should you do?); descriptions of action (what did you do?); and

evaluations after action (what did the others think of it?) (cf. Thomas &

Biddle, 1966, p. 28).

These components are also isomorphic with a recent model of human/respon-
/

sibility judgments (Hamilton, 1978a, b; Hamilton & Sanders, 1981).
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The model argues that judgments of responsibility--i.e., acco:ntability or

liability for sanctions--involve normative or role expectations and deeds

performed or omitted as determinants of sanctions themselves. This model deals

with adults and already-socialized members of a group. But to learn a role

in the first place is to learn its boundaries--what things garner praise, what

things evoke blame. Thus the elements of a model of responsibility judgments

for the already-socialized can also be seen as the crucial elements for the

learning of a role.

The goal of the study--producing a detailed map of socialization into the

student role--was thus approached with certain points of mind. The key role

"other," from the child's point of view, is clearly the teacher. Thus we

emphasize teacher communication about the student role as the potential cause

of children's judgments about classroom norms, themselves, and others. Within

teacher communication, we further emphasize inrormation about expectations,

actions,
1

and sanctions. Given these foci, the attribution and social learn-

ing theory literatures provided guidelines for hypotheses about optimal teacher

communication; a brief overview of relevant aspects of these literatures is

provided in our forthcoming chapter (Appendix G). The emphasis on teacher

communication further suggested some look at ways in which teachers themselves

differ. Sociological and educational literatures (also reviewed in Appendix C)

indicated the importance of examining effects of open versus traditional

classroom task structures, as well as the importance of teachers' managerial

efficiency irrespective of structure. The final constraint on socialization

is the socializee; this constraint is represented in the psychological and

sociological literatures as a concern with individual or group differences in

socialization (see Appendix G). Review of the relevant literatures convinced

us that among the. key variables that might affect student role socialization

4



werethechild's age, sex, and social class.

The project was thus initially p .0 examine the process of student

role socialization within varied class' sk structures-and for children of

varied age, sex, and social class. We th, -e planned for choice of two open

and two traditional classrooms in each of and fifth grades in predominantly

working versus middle class schools--for a total of 16 classrooms.
2

In the

conveniently located working class schools, however, officially open class-

rooms were abolished before we could begin d to collection. Thus we adjusted

to a more mixed 18-classroom design, in which our predominantly middle class

school district contributed two open classrooms and two not so designated at

each of the two grade levels; and two predominantly working class districts

were tapped for a total of 10 rather than 8 classrooms (5 at each grade level),

"to obtain as much variability in task structure as possible. The measures

used for structure of task organization, described below, are then based on

our own observations rather than official designations and produce a contin-

uous gradation rather than the official dichotomous labels. An indicator of

managerial effectiveness is also provided from our observations. We then

followed students the next year to as many classrooms as was feasible (11) to

obtain a longitudinal component to the study; to concentrate on the crucial

early phases of socialization, we selected 7 second and 4 sixth grade rooms

for this second phase.

The fundamental questions to be answered in part involve simple descrip-

tions of ceacher talk and student thought about the student role. Thus below,

after presenting an overview of methods for the entire study, vie will summarize

basic data on teacher communication: distribution of attention among the

areas of classroom life and, where possible, among particular, issues;

provision of potentially key socializing information (expectations, attributions,



and sanctions); and, following from social learning theory, the extent to which

communication is proactive or reactive, positive or negative in evaluative

tone, and of high or low salience or intensity. We then explore differenti-

ation of teacher talk by teacher variables--managerial effectiveness and task

structure--and target variables--children's age, sex, and social class.

Children's thought about the student role is obtained through a series of

three questionnaires to be described below. In the present report, we will

summarize findings concerning the importance of various classroom norms,

children's reports of affect they would feel at exceeding norms or at failing

to meet them, and the reasons they give for norms' importance. We then look

at interrelations among these aspects--importance, affect, and reasons--and

at their determination by children's own charaL:teristics and by aspects of

teacher communication. We subsequently present preliminary analyses of a

second questionnaire on children's judgments of responsibility (praise or

blame) and punishment/reward for exceeding classroom norms positively or

negatively, as well as teacher responses to the same questionnaire and links

between these. Finally, we present data on children's conceptions of class-

room justice derived from combining responses to these two questionnaires, and

explore potential structural determinants of the degree to which the child

fits a model derived from equity theory and previously applied to adults

(cf. Hamilton & Rytina, 1980). We reserve for a later addendum to this report

a summary of data on children's be-lavior, obtained for a subset of the

children, with its relations to teacher communication and children's views of

the student role; we'also reserve analyses of an extensive questionnaire

probing children's views of their particular clasb-room and of their own and

peers' achievement and conduct. The latter questionnaire and the bulk of

the behavioral data were obtained in the second year of'data gathering and
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are still in early stages of analysis. Finally, a separate addendum by

Steven Bossert will provide an initial report on ethnographic. data which he

and his students gathered in 12 rooms during the first year's study and

8 rooms during the second.

Methods

Categorizing Components of the Student Role

In looking at teacher communication, child behavior, or child perceptions

of classroom norms it first proved necessary to distinguish among components

of the student role. We have already noted the fundamental dichotomy between

scholarship and citizenship in this role, but a more fine-grained approach

was preferable for coding purposes. Although the central defining character-

isti: of the student role is clearly an academic one, even academic instruc-

tion can profitably be divided into content versus procedures for operation.

On the citizenship side, given that the classroom is a group setting, social

procedures for working with or in the presence of others must be instilled.

And moral norms must be enforced, in the classroom just as anywhere else in

the society. Ranging from those most specific to the setting to those most

general to society, the role expectations to be conveyed by the teacher can

thus be conveniently divided into four categories or domains: academic

performance, academic procedure, social procedure, and social/moral norms.

In our initial investigations of teacher communication and child reaction we

therefore organized coding in terms of these different domains, making it

possible to explore teacher emphasis on one area versus another as well as

differences among domains in either socializing strategies used or teacher

impact on pupils. Relevant coding operations will be discussed below.



Measures of Teacher Communication

The coding scheme for teacher communication is summarized in Appendix

The universe of statements that were coded consisted of all remarks that

communicated directives about performance or feedback on performance, whether

that performance was of an academic or social nature. The only teacher

remarks thereby excluded were social talk, such as complementing a student on

a new dress, and sheer academic instruction, in which no statements of either

role expectations or feedback were being., made. All remarks were recorded

verbatim and subsequently coded at the level of clauses containing information.

All such Elauses were first coded regarding the domain of the remark:

academic performance, academic procedure, social procedure, or social/moral

norms. Issues considered as falling into each domain are found in the

appendix. Clauses were also coded for whether the remark was proactive or

reactive (i.e., occurred before or after child behavior); for the quality of

the behavior from the teacher's point of view (positive, negative, ambiguous,

or not applicable--i.e., when the remark occurred before a behavior); for

the target of the remark (boy, girl, small group, or whole group); for the

structure of the activity being engaged in by the teacher and by the class;

and for the salience of the teacher's remark (essentially whether she appeared

to be upset or excited and deliberately drew class attention to it).
3

Within this universe of communication, some embedded further information

to the target: expectations, attributions, or sanctions. These were differ-

entiated as described in the appendix. Categories used for expectations and

sanctions were derived from our prior observational experience, while

categories for attributions followed closely from the literature in that area.

The sole exception to the clause-level analysis is also a new attributional

category, mixed, in which the teacher made two linked attributions at once,
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one of which was positive and one negative in implication. We felt that use

of this combination category represented a more accurate reflection of the

information imparted than would be obtained were these treated as independent

bits of information.

Observers were trained in two ways. First, sample transcripts of teacher

statements taken from previous Work were prepared. Observers were taught to

code from these transcripts to familiarize themselves with the categories.

SecOnd, to be certain that they gathered accurately the set of teacher state-

ments that were of interest for our purposes, each observer was accompanied

by one of the experimenters familiar with th codes for a thirty-minute session

inaclassroom.Later,agreement between observer and experimenter was assessed

both for inclusion of remarks. into the universe of socialization statements

and for recording of basic context information necessary for more detailed

coding (i.e., reactivity, quality of remark, aLo target). Reliability for

recording the correct information was .92. Reliability for correctly coding

all categories (domain, issue within domain, reactivity, quality, target,

(75
teacher activity structure, class activity structure, salience, expectation,

attribution, and sanction) subsequently ranged from .75 to .90 with an average

of .85. Given that the verbatim records of teacher statements were available

for checking, it was readily possible to ensure that this more detailed

information was coded correctly during actual data gathering. First, one of

the experimenters reviewed all statements recorded for the first three hours

of coding per classroom and checked all categorizations with observers

individually. Weekly meetings were then held to spot check coding and discuss

any problems. Spot checks of the coding against the verbatim teacher state-

ments indicated that after three hours of data collection all coders had

reached at least .85 accuracy.
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Ten hours of statements made by teachers were collected in each class-

room. Only statements made by the adult with primary responsibility for the

classroom were recorded, eliminating remarks by student teachers, substitute

teachers, or parents. Insofar as possible, statements were recorded verbatim,

given that actual coding was done from the notes taken in class.

Observations were scattered throughout the school day. At least two

hours of observations were done while the teacher conducted reading lessons

or reading groups except in those rooms where reading instruction was not

carried out in group fashion. The remaining hours included periods devoted to

other subjects such as math as well as less academically oriented periods such

as show-and-tell.

Managerial Effectiveness and Task Structure

Managerial effectiveness was not originally built into the project design

as a potential determinant of student role socialization. However, as it

emerged that managerial issues might be important, we were able to include a

questionnaire for observers in the second year's data gathering so that

managerial issues could be directly assessed. In analyzing the first year's

data, in contrast, we must rely on an indicator of such effectiveness rather

than an explicit measure. There is always the possibility, therefore, that

the indicator chosen is really "something else," and this should be kept in

mind in evaluating the year one results.

Given that the central official task in the teacher role is to impart

scholarship, what we chose as an indicator of managerial effectiveness is

What might be seen as the teacher's "work orientation": the proportion of

socializing communication devoted to academic performance as opposed to

procedural or 'social/moral issues. As a measure of managerial effectiveness,

10
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the danger of using such a variable is that high proportionate attention to

academic performance could result either because the teacher has procedural

issues under control and is able to do her job, or because she is simply

ignoring procedural and social chaos and plodding onward with the lesson.

Thus we examined observer comments about the rooms as well as their transcripts,

finding consistent evidence that the rooms high in proportionate attention to

academic performance were also generally characterized by high student pro-

ductivity and good behavior. Overall, then, a teacher's relative attention

to academic performance, at least in these data, seems a reasonable indicator

of managerial effectiveness.

Given that all clauses of teacher communication were coded for the domain

addressed, obtaining a score for each teacher's attention to academic perfor-

mance was simple. We merely calculated the percentage of all clauses coded

as dealing with academic outcome. While certain questions cannot legitimately

be addressed using this variable--such as, for example, teachers' relative

attention to social procedure, because it would have to be negatively

correlated--most of the potentially relevant research questions can be.

Differences between teachers on attention to academic performance and

correlates of these differences will be presented below.

In contrast to the managerial effectiveness measure, we had a number of

possible measures for the degree of openness of the classroom task structure.

We preferred to use an observationally derived (and hopefully continuous)

measure rather than the official dichotomous designations, both for ease of

multivariate analysis and to reflect adequately the actual structural vari-

ability in the working class rooms, all of which were officially traditional

rather than open. The ethnographic data gathered by Bossert have been coded
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for task structure. However, as these correlated highly in the first year

data with our own records from coding teacher communication, and were avail-

able for only a subset of the rooms, they were used simply as validations of

these teacherdata. As is evident from the codes in Appendix A, the teacher

communication records included two variables bearing on task structure: the

activity in which the teacher was engaged at the time of a communication, and

the activity in which the child (or children) was engaged.

Because the child's activity variable was more finely differentiated and

reflected the organization of the class at a given time, we used that

variable for constructing the task structure measure. We simply took,all

activities in which the children were doing the same thing at the same time,

coding those as traditional; all activities in which children were doing

different things (essentially multitask structures, in terms of the relevant

literature), coding those as open; and got a score for each teacher of "per-

cent openness" by looking at the distribution of the resulting dichotomy

across all.clauses recorded. The resulting variable provides a continuous

gradation of degree of openness of the observed task structure for all

classrooms studied.

Student Thought

In order to assess how students react to norms, the teacher tries to

impose, children first responded to pictures illustrating conformity and non-

conformity to norms for each issue in each domain coded in the teacher state-

ments. To facilitate presentation, issues were divided into "good" books and

"bad" books, where the good books concerned doing deeds that one should and

omitting deeds that one should omit, and the bad books concerned the reverse.

No more than ten issues were included in any one book, with three books
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containing 28 issues presented in one session for the good books and three

books containing 30 issues presented in a single session for the bad books.

The large number of issues was necessary because we wanted to ask about both

sides of each norm: doing a bad deed would go into a bad book, while omitting

it would go into a good book, and the reverse. The additional issues in the

bad books included Leasing and tattling, which were side issues not represented

in the teacher codes and for which comparable mirror images were difficult to

construct. Order of presentation of issues was randomized within one set of

books and then kept the same for the second set. Which set was tested first

was then alternated within grades, and booklet order was varied according to a

Latin Square design to control for possible effects of order of presentation.

A sample good and bad book are included in Appendix B, and a full list of the

issues used will be presented in the results section below.

Two quantitative measures were included for each issue to tap both

cognitive and affective responses to classroom norms. Children were asked to

assess how bad (or good) each thing was to do, and then asked to indicate

"how they feel when they do" what was pictured. All children had first

responded to a training task in which a very bad (good) and mildly bad (good)

extra-classroom deed had been depicted and the interviewer had ascertained

that they could differentiate the importance of issues. To assess the

importance--degree of goodness or badness--of an action, fifth graders drew a

line within preset boundaries of 250 millimeters. First graders, for whom

such a task was deemed too difficult, moved a marker on a ""magic line maker"

where a red line was revealed when the marker was pushed. To indicate how

they would feel when doing an action depicted, all children marked one of

four faces that ranged from neutral to a large frown for bad acts and neutral

to a large smile for good acts. Fifth graders were interviewed in groups,
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usually of five students at a time; first graders were interviewed individually.

Since the fifth graders simply filled out booklets, there was no interference

or sharing of answers between children.

In addition, all students responded to a pair of booklets about (7)

possible rewards and (8) punishments for classroom acts. Order of presenta-

tion was counteroalanced across classrooms so that it was opposite to the order

for the good/bad issues. For each reward and punishment children simply rated

relative importance.

Because different children might calibrate the scale for importance in

different ways, we used a data transformation for the issue importance

variable. This transformation uses the lines as measures of relative

importance on a child-by-child basis. Indices of importance--degree of

goodness and badness--were constructed for each issue by assigning the value

of 1.0 to the longest line drawn by each child, and the value 0 to the short-

est, with intermediate lengths transformed accordin; to the formula (length

- minimum length)/(maximum length - minimum length). For each issue, there-

fore, average importances reported across children can also theoretically

range from 0 to 1.0, and results reported can be read essentially as propor-

tions of the maximum range.4

A more developmentally oriented measure of the reasons why children

thought the norms important was provided for a subset of the issues. For the

first booklet from each set the child rated, the child was encouraged to give

up to three responses for why the behavior depicted was good or bad to do.

Latin Squares for the good and bad books were staggered such that mirror

image books were never presented first in both sequences; thus all students

gave reasons for two-thirds of the issues, in either their good or bad book

version. Pretests convinced us of the,redundancy of asking students about
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reasons for each (e.g., why it's good not to fight and why it's bad to fight),

both because reasons were essentially identical and because childr;_a them-

selves complained of the redundancy. In analyses presented below, results

for issues are then collapsed across good and bad book versions.

The finely differentiated codes initially constructed for the reasons

are presented in Appendix C. These were largely empirically derived from

precoding a subset of responses, and had an intercoder reliability of .80.

From these we collapsed codes into more theoretically meaningful categories,

attaining an intercoder reliability between the two coders of .91. Of the six

categories thus derived, four pertained to personal consequences: intrinsic

consequences to the self (e.g., learning), sanctions (reward/punishment or

threat/promise), social approval from adult or peers, and other extrinsic

consequences to self (e.g., having to finish work the next day). The remain-

ing two categories were consequences to others and rules stated abstractly

(e.g., "it's nice to share").

Given that children could make multiple responses to any item, although

relatively few did so, analyses involving reasons must be sensitive to the n.

We therefore considered each reason type for each issue as a dichotomous

choice by the child--mentioned/not mentioned--and conducted analyses in terms

of percentage of children mentioning a particular type of each issue (or

domain, in more aggregated analyses).

Consistency measures were also constructed for the variables of importance,

affect, and reasons. Since the importance measure was intrinsically contin-

uous and the affect measures could readily be quantified by assigning numbers

from 1 to 4 to the neutral to large smile (frown) faces, the consistency

between importance and affect can be represented simply by the correlation

15
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between the two within child. These correlations can then themselves be

subjected to further analyses to explore structural determinants of consistency.

Correlations can also be constructed at varying levels of generality, ranging

from across the data set as a whole to within gooe or bad books, within

domains, or within both type of book and domain. Since the reasons were

qualitative choices rather than quantitative indices, it is not really appro-

priate to speak of consistency between reasons and either importance or

affect, but it is a simple matter to ascertain whether there is an associa-

tion between particular reasons and importance or affect scores by performing

t-tests for differences between those choosing and not choosing a reason on

importance or affect score. This can also be done at different levels of

aggregation, as will be indicated below in presenting consistency data.

A follow-up questionnaire in the first year's data gathering then asked

children about experimentally manipulated variations of a subset of the norms.

From the' 28 norms represented in Loth good- and bad books in the earlier

questionnaire, 18 were selected for variation. These were chosen to cover

the four domains of classroom life and to include issues rated as low and high

in importance within domain, based on preliminary analyses of the previous

questionnaire. Four experimental versions of each norm were constructed: one

a positive act going beyond role expectations, one a positive act that might

be considered expected behavior, one a negative act with some excuse or

justification, and one a negative act without such excuse. All children were

then presented all 72 versions (4*18), plus two versions of another norm

("sharing") for training purposes. Versions were arranged into four booklets,

with a shorter first booklet containing the training items plus three norms

(12 versions), randomized. The remaining three booklets included five norms
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each (20 versions), randomly interspersed. Presentation of the last three

booklets was varied according to a Latin Square to allow for tests of order

effects. Children responded to three questions about each version: whether

the actor should or should not have done the act in question, whether the actor

deserved any praise or punishment, and what praise or punishment should be

given (with a subset of praises and punishments presented in the first

questionnaire provided as choices). The "should" item yields a seven point

scale, the "desert" item an eleven point scale, and the sanction choice item

twelve categories of choices. Appendix D presents the overall list of issues

and versions plus a sample booklet to illustrate how children made their

choices. Fifth graders filled out booklets in four sessions of large group

or whole class administration, Odle first graders did so in small groups.

In both cases an experimenter was present to read the questions.

Analyses of the second questionnaire per se (hereafter referred to as the

responsibility questionnaire) can therefore take the rather straightforward

route of analyses of variance for the scaled items and categorical analyses of

praise/punishment. A more elaborate but exciting analysis tool is also made

possible by the overlap between questionnaires. Children's own ratings of

an issue's importance in the first questionnaire can be substituted in the

second, by giving the child's good book importance rating to both good versions

and bad book rating to both bad versions; similarly, the child's own rating of

the goodness/badness of a praise or punishment can be substituted for the

choice of either on each issue. This then yields potentially 72 instances of

the punishment fitting. (or not fitting) the crime and the reward fitting

(or not fitting) the good deed. Transforming the negative acts and punish-

ments into literal negative scores then makes it possible to test for the

child's version of justice across good and bad deeds. Possible analyses

17
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include whether children treat good and bad deeds symmetrically, the extent

to which children show consensus in judging stimuli, and the extent to which

they individually fit a model of justice based on desert. Given that the

basic data are the child's within-individual correlation between deed and

outcome plus measures of convergence between the child and the average, it is

then a simple matter to assess demographic and classroom-related determinants

of the degree to which the child's vision of the classroom is one of desert-

based justice. (See Hamilton and Rytina, 1980, for relevant adult data and

detailed explication of analysis issues.) Preliminary results of both basic

anovas on the second questionnaire and justice models using the two question-

naires will be presented below.

Measures of consistency between children's responses to this latter

responsibility questionnaire and teachers' responses can also be constructed

from these first year data. Of the 18 teachers in the first year sample, 16

returned a packet of questionnaire items given '.1em at the end of the year.

The packet included the rewards and punishments rated by the children, the

full responsibility questionnaire of 72 versions of the issues, and a question-

naire asking for teacher evaluations of the achievement of each child studied.

(This last measure, Appendix E, facilitates assessing differences between

students thought by the teacher to be low and high achievers in their judge-

ments of classroom norms.) The consistency measures involve correlations

between teachers' responses and the average responses by their classrooms on

importance or affect.

The final information regarding children's thought about the student role

5s provided by a three-part interview conducted in the second year of data

gathering. That questionnaire series, reproduced in Appendix F, was developed

to assess children's self-perceptions, expectations, perceptions of the teacher,

16
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assessments of the affective and learning climate of the classroom, and

judgments of the fairness of teacher instructional and disciplinary practices.

Each child was interviewed indiviCually during three different sessions

lasting approximately 30-40 minutes. Both open- and closed-ended questions

(using a 5-point scale) were included. Analyses of these questionnaires will

include both discrete and continuous multivariate analyses, including the

construction and use of a number of scales for children's perceptions of self,

others, and classroom. Preliminary results will be included in an addendum

to this report, as noted earlier.

Children's Classroom Behavior

In addition to measuring aspects of children's thought about the norms

involved in the student role and about their own specific performance and

classroom, we also have observations of behavior for a subset of the children

in each year of data gathering. In the first year of the study, a pilot

observation was cor.ducted on 40 children, with an attempt to concentrate on

students that teachers indicated were particularly "good" or "problem"

students across several rooms. Each child was observed for a total of 3

hours, with verbatim records taken of conversations with teacher or peers as

well as accounts of activity in five-minute spans. Review of these procedures

then resulted in improved recording during the second year's effort, but with

the benefit that the relatively verbatim record makes it possible to Tecode

first year data to fit any modified second year schemes.

Of the 158 children in the second year sample, a subset of 88 (8 children

in each of the 11 rooms) were selected for behavioral observation. This sub-

setting was necessary in the interests of economy and of not maintaining an

overly intrusive presence in the room. The 88 were chosen on the basis of

19
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prior participation in the first year of the study and consultation with the

teacher regarding children of i-tterest. Particular efforts were made to

obtain children designated "excellent" or "poor" by the teacher in terms of

either academic performance or conduct, but a (disproportionately small)

number of average children were also selected for observation. Thus the

158 children interviewed represented a full range from excellent to poor

students, and the subset of 88 was skewed toward children at the extremes.

Unfortunately, three students were dropped from the sample due to excessive

absence, so that we were unable to sample their classroom behavior adequately.

Each of the subset of 85 children was observed for a total of 2 hours.

The observations were conducted during academic work times, especially math

and reading periods; activities like show-and-tell and art were excluded.

No child was observed for longer than twenty minutes at one time. Since we

were particularly interested in teacher academic feedback, we concentrated our

efforts on reading groups, during which this feedback is most likely to occur.

In those classes that used reading groups, each child was observed during two

reading sessions. In those that did not, we tried to be present,during any

individual reading sessions with the teacher or during periods like confer-

ences when feedback typically was provided.

The purpose of the observations was to characterize the child's behavioral

and verbal interaction with teachers and other classmates. Codes similar to

those of Brophy and Good (1974) were used to record (a) the frequency and

quality of academic and behavioral (managerial) feedback from teachers and

peers; (b) the frequency and quality of instructional interaction with the

teacher--such as getting help; (c) the frequency of personal interaction with

the teacher. Peer interactions coded concerned (d) seeking and giving help,

(e) social comparison, (f) negative interchanges like fighting or provoking,



and (g) positive ones like stroking. In addition, (h) personal conversations

between peers (labeled social talk) were noted if there were at least four

exchanges among the participants.

For each interaction the following information was noted: (a) actors

(teacher-child, child-peer), (b) initiator (teacher, child, peer), (c) activity

in which the child was involved (E.g., seatwork, small group, class recitation),

and (d) activity in which the teacher was involved (e.g., class recitation,

small group, checking individual work, or uninvolved but available). This

background information was noted during the cbservation and a short descrip-

tion of the interaction was written. Later the description was categorized

for domain - academic, social/procedural, personal - and type of interchange. 5

(For instance, a description such as "Bill went to the teacher with paper in

hand and asked how to spell a word. The teacher spelled it for him," would be

coded as child seeks help, teacher gives help. The domain is academic.)

Obtaining written summaries allowed for checking of coding and enabled us to

recapture the nature of interactions for future studies. A total of 3738 class-

room interactions were recorded, with a mean per child of 44 and a range from 7

to 124.

Summary

A brief summary of the data sources available from each year of the study

is provided in Table 1, along with an indication of its role as an independent

or dependent variable for most analysis purposes. As indicated above, the

primary emphasis in this final report will be placed on teacher communication

and child perception data from the first year's data, with subsidiary addenda

on child behavior data and on children's perception data gathered in the second

year. The first year's data alone provide at least a substantial step toward

answering our initial questions about the shape of the student role as communi-
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cated by the teacher, as perceived by the child, and as shaped by structural

forces within the classroom or impinging from the larger society. Let us now

turn, at last, to answering those, questions.

Insert Table 1 about here.

Results

Overall Flow of Teacher Communication

The overall flow of communication averaged 585 clauses per classroom,

ranging from 270 to 1126 clauses. This communication was largely reactive,

negative, -ind procedural in nature. Fully 78% of the clauses occurred after

rather than before student behaviors. Evaluative tone, which could be positive,

negative, ambiguous, or not applicable (for "before" statements), was 49%

negative to 28% positive. Salience of remarks, however, was low, indicating

that the degree of affectivity displayed by the teacher was slight; fully 98.5%

of all clauses were rated as of low salience. A majority of the overall commu-

nication was procedural, either academic (31%) or social (26%), with a smaller

proportion devoted to academic performance issues (41%) and a miniscule propor-

tion devoted to social/moral concerns (2%).

Characteristics of communication varied dramatically between domains.

Academic performance was heavily reactive (98%), academic procedure least

reactive (53%), and the other domains interruediate. This is predictable given

that performance communication by definition is primarily after a behavior, while

academic procedure communication tended to be linked to instructions about work.

More interestingly, the evaluative tone also differed dramatically, with

academic performance standing out as only 30% negative, in contrast to the

predominantly negative tone of social procedure (76%) or social/moral (81%)

communications. This combination suggests in part the obvious point that
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reactivity per se should not necessarily be characterized as negative or bad,

but may be an inevitable part of the domain in question.

From the viewpoint of attribution or social learning theories, the presenc

of clauses that communicated further socializing informatL)n -- expectations,

attributions, or sanctions -- might be of equal importance in predicting effec-

tive transmission of the student role. For convenience in discussion, we will

refer to these types of communication as informatives, although they in fact

simply embed further information of a theoretically relevant nature. A small

proportion of the role-relevant communication, only 14%, consisted of infor-

matives. This ranged from a low of 5% to a high of 27% of all clauses recorded,

yielding a total ranging from 22 to 126 informatives for 10 hours of observa-

tion. Particularly given that our universe of communication already excluded

social talking and simple instruction, one message of these data is that

potentially key informatives occur but rarely in a sea of other speech.

Informatives were dramatically more negative and procedurally-oriented

than was the overall flow of socializing communication, although they were

about equally reactive. An overwhelming 71% of informatives were negative,

as opposed to 8% positive, in evaluative tone; some 79% occurred after rather

than before student behaviors. Procedural concerns clearly dominated, with

37% of informatives devoted to academic procedure and 40% to social procedure,

as opposed to 20% devoted to academic performance and 3% to tne social/moral

domain. Table 2 summarizes comparisons between overall communication and

informatives.

Insert Table 2 about here.
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Given that informatives were predominantly negative, reactive, and pro-

cedural, a further question concerns differences in quality of this information

between domains. Table 3 presents comparisons beween overall communication and

informatives by domain. It shows that first, significantly fewer informatives

are provided in the academic performance domain -- hardly what one would see

a priori as beneficial, but probably in fact so given their overwhelmingly

negative character. Among informatives, academic performance is again the

most reactive and academic procedure the least reactive domain. Somewhat

hearteningly, academic performance also again stands out from the other domains

in involving dramatically more positive feedback, although positive feedback

is outweighed more than double by negative among informatives even in this

domain.

Insert Table 3 about here.

Perhaps surprisingly, a single issue dominated the informatives for each

domain. Over half of the miniscule quantity of social/moral informatives (57%)

concerned respect for others, while over half of the social procedure informa-

tives (51%) concerned talking; nearly half of academic procedure informatives

concerned keeping on task (46%), and nearly half of academic performance infor-

matives concerned language content (45%). The dominance of language content

over other academic issues may well be a function of our care in sampling reading

and writing periods. But the heavy single-issue emphasis in the two procedural

domains -- which themselves accounted for 77% of informatives -- would appear

to be clearly a "real" result, meaning that over one-third of the overall total

of expectations, attributions, and sanctions transmitted. simply concerned

talking or keeping on task.
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Further questions concern the distribution of informatives by types among

domains, as well as their breakdown into the finer categorizations actually

coded. Table 4 shows the overall distribution of informatives among all

categories of expectations, attributions, and sanctions, as well as this same

distribution for each domain. Giv'n the large number of categories and the

high variation in amount of information by domain, comparisons must be made

with care. But a number of differences are instructive. The domain of academic

performance shows heavy use of attributions, and these have a relatively positive

cast. 6
In particular, negative ability is rarely communicated to students, there

or in other domains of communication. The procedural domains show heavier re-

liance on expectations, with a preponderance of intrinsic (consequences-oriented)

communication.' Socialization concerning social/moral issues presents possibly

the bleakest picture. The exceedingly rare informatives in this area are

essentially negative sanctions or extrinsic explanations in terms of rules. But

sanctions in general, it is strikingly clear, are essentially negative.

Insert Table 4 about here.

The initial picture of teacher communication regarding the student role

is thus mixed at best. It is reactive, negative, and procedural. Informatives

-- expectations, attributions, or sanctions -- occur but rarely, and are even

more negative and procedural in emphasis than the overall flow of talk. Sociali-

zation concerning the core task of academic performance, although outweighed by

procedural communication, does offer the most positive picture; but it is perhaps

most honestly characterized as simply less negative than the other socialization

that occurs. Since teacher communication may depend, however, on structural
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factors, we now turn to an overview of potential structural determinants of

teacher communication.

Teacher Talk: Managerial Effectiveness and Task Structure

It is important to note that both managerial effectiveness and openness

of task structure are correlational rather than causal variables with respect

to teacher communication. As noted in the methods report, our indicator of

managerial effectiveness was percentage of communication devoted to academic

performaace. Thus, as noted, certain comparisons like distribution of remarks

among domains are ruled out. But it is also true that features that emerged

as characteristic of the academic procedure domain are likely to correlate with

"managerial effectiveness" because of the choice of indicator; we shall attempt

to sort out the extent to which such findings might actually be part of an

overall package of effective management, given evidences from the previous

literature. The degree of openness of task structure, in contrast, is defined

independently of any of the other measures of interest. It presents a correla-

tional problem only in the sense that a teacher both chooses to operate within

a task structure and talks to students. It is thus possible that some (unmeasurec

teacher characteristic causes both the selection of task structure and charac-

teristics of teacher talk. We would agree with this argument, although we tend

to believe that task structures, once set up, have causal effects in molding

what the teacher says and how it is said. To partially sort out this latter

correlation /causation question, we also examine differences in teacher talk

during more differentiated and less differentiated instructional activity,

since all teachers in fact engaged in both open and traditional types of activity

this strategy effectively uses teachers as their own controls.

Characteristics of speech in the academic performance domain have already

been summarized both for overall communication and for informatives, above and

2
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in Table 3. Academic performance communication was less negative, more reactive,

and contained fewer informatives than that for other domains. When Lhe variables

are all transformed to percentages for individual teachers, and the n thus

becomes 18, only one significant correlate of percent academic performance

remains: negativity. Teachers' percentage of communication devoted to academic

performance and the percentage negativity of their talk correlated a substantial

-.77, highly significant even with teacher as the unit of analysis.

For the measure of openness, we first characterized the various categories

of the child activity code as either differentiated, multi-task, or undifferen-

tiated, single-task, with the former considered as open and the latter as tradi-

tional. It is then possible either to look at the level of clauses for relation-

ships with other variables or to characterize teachers overall and seek relation-

ships at that level. At the level of clauses, several significant relationships

emerged. When the teacher talk was occurring in an open activity structure,

it was significantly less negative (43% versus 53% for traditional); more likely

to involve academic performance and less likely to involve social procedure

(by 11% in each case); and contained fewer informatives (14% to 21%). At the

level of teachers' overall percentages, no relationships were significant. For

example, although speech occurring in an open activity structure tended to

involve more academic performance it was not the case that teachers who had more

open classrooms had any significant tendency to emphasize academic performance.

Finally, teacher's degree of openness was checked for relationships with grade

or social class. Although no relationship was found with grade, there was a

significant difference between working and middle class in openness. It is

not surprising that working class rooms were significantly less open, given that

as noted in the methods section, officially open rooms had been abandoned in those

schools prior to the study.

27
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Relationship of Teacher Communication to Target Characteristics

Grade differences. Surprising similarity between first and fifth grades

was observed. Overall communication to the two grade levels was about equally

reactive. In the first grade positive communication did form a significantly

higher proportion of talk, by 62% to 50%, as would be expected from the assump

tion that first grade teachers are trying to instill rather than enforce already

instilled norms. Teachers differed across grades, however, in what was being

instilled or talked about, with emphasis in the first grade on academic perfor

mance and social procedures, in the fifth grade on academic procedure. Yet

these differences, while statistically significant, were small -- suggesting

that overall emphasis on procedural issues characterizes both grade levels

equally well.

Although informatives were found in roughly equal proportions across

grades, and were again about equally reactive, they differed both in again being

more positive in the first grade and in the kind of communication being made.

First grade teachers provided proportionately fewer expectations than fifth

grade teachers (39% to 48% of informatives). When expectations were broken

down into extrinsic versus intrinsic (consequencesoriented) types, first grade

teachers were also significantly less likely to provide intrinsic expectation

information. These differences suggest that the first grade teacher may presume

less about what her students can or will understand of their action, focusing

more on telling and doing than on explaining, relative to her fifth grade

counterpart. Overall, however, grade had a generally slight impact on the flow

of communication or of informatives within that communication.

Sex of student. A much more dramatic socialization difference emerged

within classrooms than across classrooms of different grades, with overall

communication substantially more likely to be made to boys (39%) than to girls

(29%). The remainer of communication was addressed to small groups or to the

2d
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whole group. 7
This imbalance is even more pronounced in looking at infor-

matives only, for 39% of these were addressed to boys as opposed to 21% to girls.

Both differences are highly significant.

One question that arises in considering such lopsided communication is

the problem that the target of communication may be such for a positive reason

(e.g., the teacher likes boys better) or a negative reason (e.g., the teacher

finds boys to be behavior problems). Thus we examined overall communication

received by boys, girls, small groups, and whole groups to explore its quality

and the distribution of concerns addressed. Results, presented in Table 5,

indicate that reactive Communication was addressed heavily to individuals,

although about equally to boys and girls. There was a slight but not over-

whelming tendency for boys to receive proportionately more negative feedback

than girls, a difference that may be explicable in terms of the concerns

addressed to the two sexes. Girls received an appreciably higher proportion

of their communication regarding academic performance, while communication to

boys involved more of both procedural areas. As we have already seen academic

performance communication tends to be more positive than that aboiat procedural

concerns.

Insert Table 5 about here.

The picture of informatives for boys and girls resembled that for overall

remarks. Informatives were again almost identically reactive, but more similar

in their negativity than was true of overall communication: 81% of informatives

to boys were negative in comparison to 78% to girls. Distribution of these infor-

matives among domains was somewhat more skewed, with girls receiving an even

higher relative proportion of their informatives about academic performance (37%)

29
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than was true for boys (22%). Given these differences in concerns addressed

to the two sexes, it is not surprising that only 17% of the negative informatives

addressed to boys concerned academic performance, in contrast to 33% of the

negative informatives to girls. The kind of information provided also differed

in congruent ways. Comparing the overall distribution of informatives among

expectations, attributions, and sanctions, girls proved to receive proportionately

more attributions, among their informatives (40% versus 28% for boys). This is

also not surprising given that attributions, were found earlier to be concentrated

more heavily in the academic performance domain.

Overall, these data resemble those from our pilot investigation (Blumenfeld

et al., 1977, 1979). The striking difference in teacher handling of girls versus

boys lies in the amount of attention paid to them in the first place. Within

that background fact, there are relatively more subtle tendencies for girls to

receive academic performance communication disproportionately, and quite slight

evidence of more positive communication to girls. Teachers do not appear to be

attending to boys because they are disruptors -- although of course they might

be attending to boys so as to prevent them from becoming disruptors.

Social class. In contrast to those for grade or sex, the effects of social

class on teacher talk can be readily summarized: there were almost none. The

sole difference of any import found is a tendency toward more sanctioning --

which essentially means more punishing and threatening -- in the working class

schools. Some 34% of informatives were sanctions for the working class, while

the percentz.ge for middle class schools was only 24%. Although managerial effec

tiveness was uncorrelated with social class, recall that openness was substantially

related to class. Thus we examined the relationship between class and distribu

tion of informatives controlling for whether the teacher communication occurred in

an open or traditional structure. The class difference proved to hold only during

30
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traditional communication (which occurred to some extent in all rooms).

Thus with the caveat that it is limited to traditional communication, this

sanctioning difference would appear to be a "real" social class difference.

But the overall similarity in teacher communication to working and middle class

students is far more impressive than this one rather slender difference.

Children's Thought about the Student Role

The student role as communicated by teachers during our first year's

observations is one of conformity to procedural demands, enforced through largely

reactive and negative means, and rarely accompanied by further informatives that

might guide internalization of classroom norms. Structural differences in this

communication were relatively few, with the effects of our indicator of managerial

effectiveness and the differences in attention paid to boys versus girls standing

out in a general picture of cross- and within- classroom similarity. The issues

then remaining concern students' perceptions of the norms of classroom life,

the ways in which they interrelate these perceptions, and the ways in which

perceptions are shaped by structural forces. Perceptions include what children

think about the relative importance of the domains of classroom life or issues

within them; how they would feel if they met or failed to meet expectations;

and what reasons they give for the importance of these norms. A further issue

in norm perceptions concerns children's evaluations of responsibility and rewards

or punishments for hypothetical examples of such norms. Consistency issues

include the relatively conventional question of association between such variables

as importance and feelings, as well as the more theoretically motivated question

of whether children's judgments of importance match up with their administration

of reward and punishment according to a model of justice norms. Potential

differences in both children's perceptions and their consistency on the basis

of structural variables include differences ba4ilon child's grade, sex, or
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social class and those based on teacher's managerial effectiveness or task

structure.

Importance and feelings. Table 6 presents average importance and feelings

ratings summaries for each issue as well as for each domain overall, separately

for good and bad books. Grade differences, also presented here for convenience,

are discussed below. In examining results or in particular in comparing impor-

tance and feelings data, recall that the measure-of importance is a trans-

formation of the continuous line data that ranges between 0 and 1.0; feelings

data represent assignment of numbers, ranging from 1 to 4, to neutral face

through large smile (or large frown) stimuli.

Insert Table 6 about here.

Certain general patterns appear across domains, as well as, predictably,

differences among domains. A first general pattern concerns how students react

to meeting an expectation ("good books") versus failing to meet one ("bad books").

Overall averages for good versus bad books show, across all domains, that children

rate it to be better to meet an expectation than it is bad to fail at one. In

addition, they are consistent in rating that they would feel more good in

meeting a role expectation than they would feel bad in failing to meet one.

This pattern is somewhat surprising, given that such a high proportion of teacher

communication concerns essentially the "bad books" version of issues; in addition,

children are supposed to absorb learning about doing and not doing "bads" earlier

than they do about "goods" (Keasey, 1978).

Relative importances of the domains show clearly that the domain receiving

least emphasis in the classroom -- that of social/moral issues -- is the most

important one, at least by the criteria of how children responded to these lines
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and faces measures. This both again illustrates children's ability to distinguish

moral from other issues (e.g., Turiel, 1978) and suggests that moral concerns

might be mcct fruitfully considered as outside the student role per se. They

are something that is learned in the child's daily life, rather than in the

classroom itself, and are carried into the classroom as into any other setting

the child encounters.

Responses within social moral issues do suggest clues to how different

types of norms may be learned. In this domain there are clear distinctions bet-

ween issues where children are taught "thou shalts" and issues where they are

taught "thou shalt nots." Norms like comforting another, sharing, including

others, and playing fairly call for the commission of behavior. Norms about

such issues as aggression, lying, and cheating, in contrast, call for the omission

of behavior. For the commission norms here, children consistently reported that

it was more good to do the act than it was bad to omit it; for the omission norms,

they reported that it was more bad to do the act than it was good to omit it.

There could be a variety of reasons for this pattern of differences, including

thelperceptual and conceptual simplicity of human action (versus inaction), as

well as possibly the reinforcement patterns employed for the different types of

norms. In any case, the overall result that "good books" tended to receive

generally higher ratings than "bad books", discussed above, may be a function

of the fact that most classroom norms are either clearly commission norms or

ambiguous rather than omission norms.8

The three domains specifically related to classroom life look very similar

with regard to how good it is to meet an expectation. Teachers' relative lack

of emphasis on academic performance may be reflected in the results for the bad

books that it was rated least bad not to fulfill academic performance norms,
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and that children indicated they would feel least badly about not doing so.

Norms in this domain are also clearly and uniformly commission norms, however,

while some norms in the two procedural domains are ambiguous or omission norms.

Thus it is not entirely clear whether to attribute such results to the domain

of activity or to the type of norm involved.

Among the procedural issues, one
essentially "moral" norm stands out:

persistence, trying to do one's academic work. Weiner (1979) has suggested

that effort is seen by children as a moral imperative. It is clear that

children here perceived persistence as the best of the academic or social pro-

cedural activities when fulfilled, and failure to persist as the worst violation;

their feelings data were congruent with these importance ratings. These patterns

suggest that Weiner's argument is correct.

Group differences in importance and feelings. The one truly overwhelming

set of group differences was already presented in Table 6 above: the consistent

difference between first and fifth graders. For every norm except cheating and

stealing, first graders rated the actions as more extremely good or bad and

indicated that they would feel better or worse, respectively, than was true of

fifth graders. Grade differences on lines for importance might possibly be

attributed to use of a different measuring instrument, as described in the

methods section above. But the congruence of the reactions for feelings suggests

that first graders were simply reacting with greater conformity to any and all

norms. This pattern is consistent with our cognitive development-based expecta-

tion that responses of first graders would be less discriminating and more global.

Many fewer differences emerged between boys and girls or working and middle

class students, and in both cases they tended to involve ratings of feelings

rather than importance. For both of these variables tests were made using

3.i
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regressions with grade controlled by entering it first hierarchically; the

interaction of each variable with grade was also entered, and will be discussed

where significant. Tables therefore report partial correlations rather than

means for both sex and social class. Because there are multiple non-independent

statistical tests made for such data, we adopted the decision rule that issues

only be examined individually when the overall summary variable for the area

showed a significant group difference. (This rule was obviously unnecessary

for grade differences, where nearly every test was highly significant.) Table 7

shows the results that emerge for sex differences using this selection criterion.

Insert Table 7 about here.

The consistent patterns of sex differences emerge in response to the

bad books only, and involve feelings only, in the acadeMic procedure, social

procedure, and social/moral domains. Results are quite easy to summarize:

Girls always reported that they would feel worse about violating the norm. The

other dozen-odd scattered significant effects, for lines or for faces in the

good books, might not be ones that could be individually trusted; but their

pattern was also consistent with that found for feelings, in that girls always

reported that it was better to fulfill an expectation and that they would feel

better doing so, or worse to fail an expectation and (as shown) that they would

feel worse. Thus sex differences are simply sharpest with regard to feeling

bad about norm violations.

The pattern of sex differences bears no direct relationship to the differen-

tial treatment the sexes received from the teacher. Girls reported greater con-

formity to the norms, despite receiving much less socializing attention than that

received by boys. Girls were also most different from bays in the social/moral
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area, at least as indexed by number of significant differences found, and that

area barely appears in classroom life. They were least different in the area

of academic performance, the domain where teachers target the highest proportion

of effort at girls. In general, evidence from student thought about the role

supports a relatively "sugar and spice" picture of girls -- certainly more so than

is true of the teacher talk data, and in ways not particularly consistent with it.

Surprisingly, there were more significant differences between working and

middle class students than between the sexes. These were also primarily concen-

trated in the feelings ratings, as Table 8 shows, but did involve importance

ratings for both good and bad books in the academic performance realm. In

contrast, for feelings ratings there were significant class differences in six

6

of the eight possible areas, everywhere except in the good books for academic

performance and procedure. Results can be readily summarized, as they were

consistent across all tests: Working class children always indicated it was

better to meet a normative expectation and that they would feel better doing so,

or that it was worse to fail an expectation and that they would feel worse

doing so. Thus despite little if any evidence of differential socialization by

teachers, working class children -- even more so than girls overall -- exhibited

greater conformity to the norms involved in the student role.

Insert Table 8 about here.

A couple of interactions between social class and grade lev I did emerge.

For the social procedure bad books, the working class children gave higher impor-

tance ratings in the first grade, while in fifth grade the two social classes

were essentially equal. For the social/moral bad books, there was a reversal such

that in the first grade working class children gave higher importance ratings;



and in the fifth, middle class children did so by a very simiilr margin. These

patterns give some indication of reduction with age in working class conformity

to the norms in question, but do not involve the feelings ratings where most

of the class differences lie.

Reasons for ratings and group differences in these. Six categories of

reasons collapsed from the original coding scheme can be examined for patterns

across areas of classroom life and for group differences in utilization. As

noted in the methods section, two reason categories were relatively intrinsic,

those labeled intrinsic and welfare; four were relatively extrinsic, those labeled

extrinsic social, extrinsic other, reward/punishment, and rules. Thus in addition

to examining patterns by specific reason type it is also possible to construct

a composite intrinsicness index. Below we will present asoociations, and in

the following section consistency measures, both for the reason types considered

separately and for a composite index.

Table 9 presents percentages of children mentioning a particular reason

type for each issue, arranged by domain of classroom life. The table also

indicates the presence of significant group differences, whi-.h will be dis

cussed after obtaining an overview of the general patterns by domain. It is

clear from the table that certain types of reasons tend to cluster in domains,

as evidenced by high proportions of children mentioning a particular type in one

domain versus another. Among the intrinsic reasons, those labeled intrinsic

show their consistently heaviest mention in the academic performance and pro

cedure areas; those labeled welfare (for welfare of or consequences to others)

are appropriately concentrated in the social procedure and social/moral domains.

Extrinsic social reasons (essentially social approval), like welfare reasons,

are found primarily in the social domains. Extrinsic other reasons -- which

were frequer,:ly of the "you have to do your work over" or "you'd miss recess"
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variety -- emerge most consistently, and again appropriately, in the procedural

domains, both academic and social. Reward or punishment as a reason is offered

most consistently in the two procedural domains. Its use is highly variable in

the social/moral domain, but in a pattern which suggests a distinction between

adultdefined offenses and those against peers: with heavy mentions for

aggression, lying, cheating, and stealing, in contrast to the peer issues of

comforting another child,sharing, tattling, or teasing, with playing fair in

an intermediate position. Rules, finally, are offered with greatest frequency

for social/moral issues, followed by social procedure issues. The overall

differentiation of reasons by domain is both sensible and informative regarding

differences between issues within domains, as in the case of use of reward/

punishment reasons for social/moral issues.

Insert Table 9 about here.

The fact that the group differences noted here are for raw mentions of

reasons type forces us to a cautionary note, given first the fact that

children were allowed to mention up to three reasons and second the fact of

the sheer number of tests involved. Thus we shall merely present broad

patterns of differences where these appeared, and then reconsider the question

with further statistical controls below. For example, grade differences

appear quite sweeping, involving all reason types to some extent. For reasons

labeled intrinsic and welfare, these differences are all consistent: fifth

graders always mention the reason more frequently. But out of 25 significant

grade differetces among the external reasons, fifth graders also mentioned

these more frequently in 18 cases. This would be surprising given the

e:cpectation of greater internality with further cognitive development if we
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did not remember the possibility of variation in numbers of reasons - -and that

fifth graders may be mentioning more reason types across the board simply

because they are more verbal. For the much smaller number of sex differences,

there are enough consistent patterns (by a criterion of covering at least

three issues) to Ciscern an effect for three types of reasons. Males

mention reward/punishment and other extrinsic reasons significantly more,

while females mention rules. Social class differences emerged a relatively

large number of times, although less frequently than grade differences, and

with two striking patterns. All of the eight significant class differences

for intrinsic reasons showed the middle class children mentioning them more,

while all of the 15 significant differences for mention of reward/punish-

ment showed working class children making more frequent mention.

Of these sets of patterns, the most pervasive group difference--and

the least clear in meaning--is that for grade. Conastent differences

appear for intrinsic reasons, with fifth graders showing more mentions, but

with a large number of extrinsic reasons also showing fifth graders pre-

dominant. The most unimportant group difference would appear to be sex,

both in that few differences were significant and in that those signifi-

cant differences were all concentrated among extrinsic reasons; boys

apparently tend to offer more personalized extrinsic reason's, the extrinsic

social and reward/punishment categories, in contrast to the girls'

impersonalized rules. The class differences, intermediate both in terms of

number of significant findings and clarity of the differentiation, suggest a

middle claps intrinsic versus working class extrinsic tendency.

The most important potential confound in these results is the number of

reason types the child offered. Reasons were coded such that, although the

child could offer up to three reasons, only different reason types were coded;
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two intrinsic reasons in a row, for example, would receive a count of one.

Thus it is the diversity as well as the sheer volume of response that is at

issue between groups. Comparisons by issue for grade, sex, and class

differences showed that both sex and class effects previously reported stand

unconfounded by the number of reason types offered. Of the thirty issue

comparisons for each of these variables, there were a trivial two sex

differences and one class difference on number of reason types. In contract,

29 out of 30 comparisons were significant for grade, with fifth graders

always offering more reason types. The diffuseness of the earlier signifi-

cant findings for fifth grade mentions of reasons is thus partly a function

of the volume and.diversity of their responses.

Since the key sul--;tantive issue in any of these comparisons is the

relative intrinsic versus extrinsic nature of the response, °he attractive

way of providing appropriate controls plus making the crucial group differ-

ences tests is to construct a measure for overall intrinsic versus extrinsic

response. Although there are a variety of ways of doing so, one method

which also controls for number of different reason types offered is to con-

struct an index of intrinsic responses minus extrinsic responses divided by

intrinsic responses plus extrinsic responses. Group differences on such an

index cannot be a function of number of reason types offered. Further,

such an index can provide a convenient summary measure for additional

further analyses, such as those involving consistency or those exploring

teacher impact on children's responses.

Results for group differences on the summary measure of intrinsicness

in fact identify the true significant patterns.in the above raw data. In a

hierarchical regression with grade entered first, followed by sex and class,

grade proved to be a highly significant predictor of intrinsicness
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(partial r = .29, p <.0001); sex was not significant, while social class was

also highly significant (partial r = .20, p = .0002). Fifth graders were

indeed more intrinsic with a control for number of reason types, and working

class children were indeed more extrinsic. Since the sex differences

previously found were all within extrinsic categories, we would not expect

any intrinsic-extrinsic differences to appear here.

Before turning to direct tests of consistency among measures, it is

noteworthy that these patterns of intrinsicness already point to certain

interesting divergences. Although fifth graders proved significantly more

intrinsic in reasons offered, they also earlier emerged as consistently rating

conformity rms as less important and themselves as feeling less good

about conformity and less bad about nonconformity than first graders. Thus

the intrinsicness of one's reasoning about an issue is no guarantor of

one's evaluation of it or one's feeling about it. Similarly, working class

children both gave more extrinsic reasons than middle class children and,

where they differed at all, rated normative conformity more favorably and

their feelings as more intense. The supposedly more internalized (intrinsic)

response need not be the most intense nor need it be accompanied by greater

normative or behavioral conformity. It may even be accompanied by less.

Measures of Consistency in Child Perceptions

Importance and feelings. The basic indicator of consistency between

importance and feelings ratings is the within-child correlation between the

two. Such within-child correlations can be calculated at several levels of

generality, given the fact that 58 stimuli were evaluated. As indicated by

the summary in Table 10, weassessed consistency overall, across all good

stimuli, across all bad stimuli, within each domain, and for good and bad
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stimuli respectively within domains. The table presents the results from

cit..gressions in which we tested for effects of grade, sex, and social class

on these consistencies. Looking first at the general results irrespective

f demographic differences, several interesting patterns emerge. The general

( level of consistency is quite substantial, particularly in the light of the

restricted range of choices available for the measure of feelings. Con-

sistency is higher, however, for bad stimuli than for good ones, possibly

as a function of the more extreme scores already rated for good ratings of

both importance and feelings, if these essentially yielded ceiling effects.

Domain differences are more unambiguously substantive, with lower consistency

for academic procedure than for the other areas of classroom life. Probing

why this might be the case then moves the inquiry into the area of demographic

determinants of consistency.

Insert Table 10 about here.

The most striking difference in consistency, a predictable one, is that

between first and fifth graders. All consistency measures, from the most

general to the most specific, show higher consistency for fifth graders.

Social class differences are less ubiquitous and less powerful, but they are

still both common and themselves internally consistent, with working class

children always appearing more consistent whenever there is a significant

class difference. This class effeCt appears primarily due to ratings of the

good stimuli, but encompasses all domains except for academic procedure.

When the domains are broken down into their good versus bad stimuli, class

differences are revealed in the good and bad stimuli for the social procedure

domain, in the good stimuli for both academic performance and social/moral
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domains, and in neither set of academic procedure stimuli. (In general, we

would expect fewer(significant results among the breakdowns by both stimulus

type and domain, in light of the smaller number and range of stimuli

for which the consistency correlation is being calculated.) Despite a virtual

absence of sex differences in consistency, the sole significant difference

providesa clue about the previously noted lower consistency in the academic

procedure domain; for there is a sex difference in consistency there, with

boys showing lower consistency than girls. Although the regressions comparing

the sexes for good and bad academic procedure stimuli separately show no

significant sex difference, as shown in Table 10, examination of average

academic procedure good and bad correlations for boys and girls and their

relationships to the other consistency correlations revealed that for boys,

the consistency of the academic procedure good stimuli is distinctively

lower than that for other domains; for girls, consistency is more even

across domains. Among the bad stimuli, both sexes showed less consistency

in the academic procedure and academic performance domains than in the other

two. Thus the "something special" about academic procedure that renders it

an area of lower consistency between importance and feelings appears to be

the responses of boys to that area, and particularly to the good stimuli

presented in it.

Overall, then, a substantial amount of consistency in ratings of

importance and feelings was revealed, tempered by findings of differences

between good and bad stimuli, among domains, and between demographic groups.

The most striking demographic result, the general pattern of greater

consistency for fifth graders, was also in a sense the least informative.

In contrast, the class differences in which working class children appeared

more consistent were concentrated to some extent in the good stimuli,
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an area of overall greater consistency; and the only sex difference emerged

in the academic procedure domain, with boys less consistent, possibly

providing an explanation of the distinctively lower consistency in that

domain.

Reasons. The relationship between reasons offered for the importance

of issues and either their importance or the feelings attached to them is,

as noted above, not truly a question of consistency; instead, it simply

indicates whether there is some association between a particular reason type

and the assessment of importance and feelings. The only associations that

were anticipated were possible links between the intrinsic nature of a reason

given and an issue's importance or feelings, with the expectation that

reasons of an intrinsic type would be associated with ratings of greater

importance or feelings; in contrast, we expect lower importance or feelings

ratings for reasons of an extrinsic type. First associations between the

six reason types for each issue were assessed separately for good and bad

versions of the issue, by regressing the importance or feelings score on each

reason type in an equation with grade entered first, followed hierarchically

by the reason (scored as chosen/not chosen) and the grade-reason interaction.

Grade was used as a control because of its already-demonstrated importance

in determining importance scores, feeling scores, and the consistency

between the two.

Limited evidence of any association between any particular reason type

and either importance or feelings was found. Out of a total of 348

regressions (28 good stimuli and 30 bad stimuli for six reason types),

importance scores were significantly different for only 14 main effects of

reason type and eight interactions of reason with grade--well within what

might be expected by chance, particularly considering that the reason types
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were not completely independent, given the limitation of three answers per

issue that was imposed. The only consistent pattern found was, however, in

the anticipated direction in that four effects of intrinsic reason on

importance rating all showed a higher importance rating associated with

choice of an intrinsic reason. Only slightly more pattern emerged in the

associations for reason type and feelings ratings, with a total of 21

significant main effects of reason and nine interactions; again, given the

348 not fully independent tests, hardly striking evidence of any linkage

between reasons and feelings. But eight effects of rule emerged, all in the

direction that choice of rule as a reason was associated with higher feelings

scores. This pattern, albeit weak, is somewhat noteworthy both because it

runs counter to our initial prediction and because the weak patterning found

for importance ratings ran in the opposite direction.

More conclusive answers are possible, given the apparently weak-to-nil

relations between reasons and either importance or feelings, by turning to

the summary index of intrinsicness. Use of that index makes possible two

sorts of consistency check: first, a direct check for a link between

intrinsicness and either importance or feelings ratings; and, second, an

assessment of whether intrinsicness is itself associated with greater con-

sistency between the other two measures, using the correlation between

intrinsicness and the previously derived importance-feelings correlations.

Any direct link between intrinsicness of a reason and either the rated

importance of a norm or the associated feeling proves to be absent. When

grade is controlled, intrinsicness is uncorrelated with any of the eight

summary measures (by domain and by good versus bad stimuli) for either

importance of feelings. (Without grade controlled, there are a number of

apparent linkages of intrinsicness to lower importance or feelings,
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resulting from the fact that intrinsicness is correlated with grade which

in turn predicts to both lower importance and lower feelings.) Thus the

small number of somewhat inconsistent findings noted at the level of

individual reason types can essentially be ignored.

Similarly, intrinsicness proved unrelated to any importance-feelings

consistency measure. While this finding serves to clarify the picture of

the role intrinsicness plays--i.e., it is not linked in any way with consistency

of response--it also illustrates that the demographic variables can have

quite distinctive effects on different aspects of the data. Although grade

powerfully predicts both the consistency correlations and the intrinsicness

of reasons, the two are themselves unrelated.

Effects of Teacher Talk on Student Thought

Thus far we have seen a series of differences between children's

judgments of the importance of classroom norms, their reasons for these

judgments, and their feelings about them, difference_ that bear but little

relationship to any patterns uncovered in teacher talk itself. One natural

question, then, is whether any aspects of teacher communication do affect

children's views of the student role. Given the theoretical foundations in

social learning and attribution theories, a number of possible candidates

for appropriate "aspects" emerge. The reactivity of the communication is

not particularly appropriate, given, as we have seen, that it can be simply

a part of a classroom activity--like feedback about academic performance-

rather than really serving as an indicator that the teacher is failing to

shape behaviors. The negativity of communication is a much more plausible

candidate, but given its correlation with the teacher's emphasis on academic

performance, it is more reasonable to consider negativity as itself an

effect of the manageable variable.
9 We are then left with aspects of the
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informatives provided by teachers as possible determinants of children's

thought about the student role. It is to these that we then look for

teacher effects.

Information per se would be a category so broad as to be useless, for

results showed that informatives of different types were distributed across

the domains of classroom life in very different patterns and were also of

differential negativity. Thus we chose to look at three different indices

for informatives: the teacher's percentage of attributions provided in the

academic performance domain, for that was where attributions were concentrated;

and the teacher's percentage of expectation and sanction information in each

of the academic procedure and social procedure domains, for these domains

were where expectations and sanctions were chiefly found. In addition to

controlling for domains involved, this division also separates a relatively

positive category (attributions) from the more generally negative expecta-

tion and sanctioning information.

Importance and feelings. These information measures were first

regressed on each of the measures of perceived importance or feelings

separately, using hierarchical regressions in which grade was entered first,

then the information measure, and finally the interaction between the two.

Again the decision rule was employed to look at specific issues only when a

variable had an effect on a summary variable (such as "good books" responses

for academic performance). Table 11 presents the results of these regressions

for all three variables for the importance data only, given that there were

generally many fewer effects on children's feelings ratings. Where there

were significant relationships to feelings, these will be discussed below

in text.
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Insert Table 11 about here

As Table 11 reveals, the effects of the teacher's percentage of attribu-

tions in academic performance were quite specific to academic areas, and

within those, to judgments of the good books or meeting of normative expecta-

tions. There was an overall positive relationship for the academic perfor-

mance domain itself, tempered by an interaction between percentage of

attributions and grade; examination of that interaction revealed that there

was no impact of attribution percentage in the first grade, but only in the

fifth grade. In the good books for the academic procedure domain, only an

interaction with grade emerged. Examination showed that it was similar to

the previous interaction, in that there was a negligible negative effect of

attribution percentage in the first grade and a substantial positive one in

the fifth grade.

The most dramatic news in these analyses of teacher information, obvious

from Table 11, concerns the difference between the impacts of expectations

and sanctions from the two procedural domains. Although we have seen that

the realm of academic procedure is a relatively negative one, and there is

no reason to believe that the expectations and sanctions being tapped by the

present variabl- :iffer fr- those in the social procedure domain in this

respect, they have op?u,ite effects on children's ratings of importance.

Expectations and sanctions in the academic procedure domain, as a percentage

of overall communication in that domain, had simple positive relationships

to children's importance ratings for both academic performance and academic

procedure. The chief difference from the pattern for attributions is that

the expectations/sanctions variable affected ratings of the bad books,
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or failures to meet normative expectations, rather than the good books.

In addition, there was also a significant relationship to ratings of the

faces, or feelings data, for the academic procedure bad books. Attributions,

in contrast, had no relationship whatsoever to feelings ratings.

Percentage of expectations and sanctions in the social procedure domain,

in contrast, had quite diffuse effects on children's ratings across all

domains. For academic performance, both good and bad books, there was a

negative effect of teacher's percentage of social procedure expectations/

sanctions on children's ratings. In the academic procedure realm, a similar

main effect appeared for good books, plus an interaction with grade;

similarly to the previous interactions, this now indicated that there was

a bigger negative relationship in the fifth grade than in the first. In

social procedure itself there were again relationships with the good books,

both a main negative effect of expectation/sanction percentage and an

interaction with grade. The interaction again involved a larger negative

relationship in the fifth grade than in the first. Results for the social/

moral domain showed the only difference from the general pattern at all, in

that an interaction with grade was the only general effect in the importance

data; that interaction showed no effect of social procedure expectations/

sanctions in the first grade, and a negative effect in the fifth. Further,

the only relationships to feelings ratings appeared in this area, for the

Dad books--and involved a different interaction, with a small negative

relationship in first grade and no relationship in fifth grade. Given that

this was the only link of this variable to feelings ratings and that the

pattern differed from that of all the other interactions--which each showed

larger negative effects in the fifth grade--the results should probably be

discounted. Even including it in the overall pattern, that pattern clearly
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involves a negative impact of teachers' use of expectations or sanctions in

the social procedure domain: The more those were used, the lower the

children's importance ratings of a whole series of norms across the full

range of norms tapped. Further, this relationship was generally stronger,

and sometimes appeared at all, only among fifth graders.

Overall, then, teachers' use of attributions in the academic performance

domain had a positive impact on children's importance ratings of academically-

related norms. This is reasonable given that such attributions are both

informative per se and, as we have seen, relatively positive in tone.

Surprisingly, use of expectations and sanctions in the academic and social

procedure realms had divergent effects on children's ratings, with academic

procedure expectations/sanctions relating positively to ratings in the two

academic domains and social procedure expectations/sanctions having diffuse

negative effects on ratings. In general, however, all three teacher communi-

cation variables affected almost exclusively importance rather than feelings

ratings, in contrast to the effects especially of sex or social class on

judgments. It would appear that the more cognitive measure was more

susceptible to teacher influence, while the more affective measure was more

closely 'linked to differences children import to the classroom.

Reasons. Simpler tests were possible for the association between

aspects of teacher communication and intrinsicness of children's reasons,

given the existence of the summary index for intrinsicness. Three

regressions were run, each including grade, a teacher communication variable,

and the interaction between the two in hierarchical order. No main or

interactive effects of the teacher's percentage of, expectations/sanctions
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in the academic procedure domain were found. Interesting effects emerged,

however, for both academic performance attributions and social procedure

expectations/sanctions. A,negative main effect of attribution percentage

on intrinsicness of reasons was qualified by an interaction of attributions

and grade, such that the effect proved negative only among first graders and

was absent among fifth graders. In a reciprocal pattern, a positive main

effect of social procedure expectations/sanctions on intrinsicness was also

qualified by an interaction with grade; the effect of these expectations and

sanctions proved positive only among first graders, increasing the intrinsic-

ness of their reasons, but slightly negative among fifth graders.

Taken together, these effects of teacher communication on studerc:s'

reasons can be viewed as illustrations of the ambiguity of classroom stimuli

and the importance of considering the perceiver's processing of information.

Attributional information is neither inherently intrinsic nor extrinsic;

even "internal" attributions, for example, very commonly refer to the

unstable and heavily environmentally controlled area of effort. And

expectations and sanctions, as a category, need be neither intrinsic nor

extrinsic; many expectations, for example, refer to issues like consequences

to others. Thus what may be occurring is that for relatively extrinsic

first graders, the ambiguous stimulus of attributional information is inter-

preted extrinsically and--to a modest but significant extent -- further

fosters extrinsicness of reasoning. In the social procedure area, in

contrast, children in that earlier developmental period may simply respond

to the control involved while learning from the intrinsic information

embedded. By fifth grade, children may be more sensitive both to the

variations in meaning of attributions and to the external control implied in

expectations and sanctions.
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Teacher communication variables thus prove to be significantly predictive

of the intrinsicness of students' reasoning. But the main message of the

relationships found appears to be the importance of the child as interpreter

of the teacher's messages, with a developmentaily-linked "intrinsic" or

"extrinsic" filter moderating the meaning and impact of these messages.

Effects' of Teacher Structural Differences
on Student Thought ,

importance and feelings. Either our indicator of managerial effective-

/

ness/or the openness of task structure might also affect children's thought

aboUt the student role, both because these indicators had some relationship

to/ teacher talk and because they might reflect aspects of claSsrcom life not

nece:sarily captured in our teacher talk measures themselves. Simple direct.

9,

effects of either variable on importance and feelings were assessed in

/separate regressions where grade and classroom social class composition were

/ entered first hierarchically; interactions of each with these control

variables were also entered, and will be discussed in the text where

significant. Interactions between academic performance as a percentage of

a teacher's overall communication and percent openness were assessed in an

equation in which grade was entered-first, followed hierarchically by

percentage academic performance and percent open, followed by all interaction

terms. These interactions appear in Table 12 below, along mmaries

of each set of main effects.

Insert Table 12 about here.

In a pattern resembling that for the teacher talk variables, both of

these structural variables had effects on importance judgments only.
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The managerial effectiveness indicator had a significant positive effect on

all four sets of "good books" ratings, but no effect on "bad books" ratings.

For the social/moral good importance ratings,there was also a ;mall but

significant three-way interaction with grade and social class such that is

the first grade-,' there was an effect of percent academic performance for

working class children only; in the fifth grade there was a positive relation-

ship for both social classes. The only effects of percent academic perfor-

mance on the feelings ratings appeared in interaction with social class, for

the academic procedure good books and the social procedure bad books. In

the case of academic procedure, the social classes showed no differences

in first grade, but in the fifth grade the working class children showed

a negative effect of percent academic performance; the middle class children,

a positive effect. For social procedure, at both grade levels the working

class children showed a negative effect of percent academic performance and

the middle class children a positive effect.

Main effects of the percentage of teacher talk occurring in open

structures were even more specific than effects of percent academic perfor-

mance. There were no effects whatsoever on the feelings ratings, and effects

on only three groups of importance ratings: those for the academic perfor-

mance good and bad lines and for social procedure good lines. The most

interesting feature of the results is their negative sign, however, for the .

greater the teacher's degree of openness the lower the importance'ratings

given to the norms shown in Table 12.

Interactions are what make the results for percent openness truly

interesting, however. The only interaction with a structural variable was

one with social class for the academic performance bad books; it indicated

that in the middle class schools, openness had a positive effect in firs;
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grade and a negative effect in the fifth; in the working class schools, the

openness effect was uniformly negative. The key feature, shown in Table 12,

was the interactions with percent academic performance (typically also

accompanied by three-way interactions with grade). When graphed these

showed that in general, when percent academic performance was low, the

effect of openness on children's ratings was negative; when percent academic

performance was high the relationship reversed, and the effect of openness

was positive. This flip-flop pattern appeared more strongly, or only, in the

fifth grade, yielding three-way interactions. One way of making sense of

this pattern is to suggest that when a teacher is not an effective manager,

greater openness may simply mean greater chaos, such that it has a negative

impact on children's views of classroom life; when the teacher is an efftc-

tive manager, greater openness may accomplish some of the benefits its

proponents have suggested. Thus effects of task structure need to be con-

sidered in the context of the teacher's managerial effectiveness. The fact

that this interactive effect for openness appeared only in the fifth grades

does, however, lend support to recent cautionary notes about open structures

in the very early grades (e.g., Brophy, 1979), in that openness in the first

grade simply had negative or at best nil effects on children's ratings.
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Reasons. Testing for effects of teacher structural variables on reasons

for normative conformity (and against norm violation) differs from testing

their effects on ratings of importance or feelings in two ways. Methodologically,

given that an overall index of intrinsicness of reasons is available, the

resultant tests become substantially fewer in number and easier to interpret.

Substantively, the reasons data provide a quite different vantage point from

which to assess the impact of openness or managerial efficiency; for we have

already seen that the child's ratings of a norm's importance or of feelings

about it, while themselves correlated, bear little or no relationship to

reasons offered. Inverse patterns can even be found developmentally, such

that fifth graders rate norms as less important and feelings less intense

at the same time that they are providing significantly more intrinsic reasons

for their judgments. Thus there is no a priori basis for expecting the in-

.trinsicness index to reveal the same patterns of structural impact as those

found for the other - judgments.

Three regressions predicting intrinsicness were run to parallel those

already reported for importance and feelings: one regression with grade,

social class,percent openness, and their interactions; one with grade, class,

percent academic performance information, and interaction terms; and one with

grade, academic performance, openness, and interactions. These analyses,

whose results are presented inTable 13, show a pattern of small but signifi-

cant effects of structural variables. The issue is whether these effects,

both of which interact with grade, present the same picture of structural

impact already painted for the other ratings of classroom norms.

Insert Table 13 about here
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The first clue that intrinsicness of reasons may differ from the other-

evaluations lies in the pattern of main effects of structural variables.

The equation for grade, class and openness shows again the previously noted

demographic effects, in that older children produce significantly more in-

trinsic reasons and working class children more extrinsic ones. But further,

children in more open classrooms are also significantly more intrinsic in

their justifications regarding norms. Managerial efficiency, as indexed by

percent communication devoted to academic performance, is not significantly

related to intrinsicness of reasons; yet openness is, whether it is in an

equation with the demographics or with managerial efficiency. Thus managerial

efficiency per se appears to be playing a less important role in determining

intrinsicness, and openness a more important role in terms of main effects,

than was true for importance or feelings judgments.

Yet, here as before, clarification of how these structural variables

affect children's reasoning requires examining the interactions of both with

demographic controls. As illustrated in Table 13, openness interacted signif-

icantly with grade and, in a three-way interaction, with grade and social

class in .the first equation. Academic performance communication, in contrast,

simply interacted with grade in the parallel equation. Finally, the combina-

tion of the two structural variables with grade controlled revealed only the

already-noted interactions of each with grade, and no interaction between

them. The interactions for openness, when plotted, showed that (a) openness

had a more positive effect on intrinsicness in the first than in the fifth

grade and that (b) there was also a social class effect in the fifth grade,

but not the first, such that working class children showed a more positive
,

impact of openness. Proportionate attention to academic performance, in

interacting with grade, showed a substantial positive effect on intrinsicness

in the first grade, but a nonsignificant negative effect in the fifth.
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Taken together, the impacts of openness and managerial efficiency on

children's reasons present a quite different picture from their impacts on

importance or feelings ratings. It is important to recall the theoretical

and empirical iriependence of these two structural features of classrooms.

From the child's point of view, openness could be said ideally to foster self-

determination, managerial efficiency, self-control. It is thus sensible that

the general impact of openness is to increase intrinsic reasoning; it is also

sensible that this impact is larger among first graders, who are developmentally

further behind in attaining such reasoning. Similarly, while a well-managed

classroom in itself bears no necessary relationship to the quality of children's

reasoning, it may have a more powerful impact toward intrinsicness on those

whose need to have self-control instilled is greater.

The overall package of results for these structural variables thus sug-

gests that normative conformity, as indexed by ratings of importance or of

feelings, need not be produced by the same variables as intrinsic reasoning

about norms, and may even hold opposite relations to those variables. Results

for structural predictors of intrinsicness resembled those from the teacher

communication variables, in illustrating the dependence of teacher effects

on the developmental position of the child. Openness of the classroom, for

example, had a bigger impact on reasons in the earlier grade, as had two as-

pects of teacher communication, in ways suggestive of a developmental dif-

ference; and its effect on intrinsicness was positive where its impact on

conformity had been negative, nil, or interactive. Thus just as intrinsic

reasoning need not be related to normative conformity, it need not be produced

by the same teacher communication patterns or classroom structure. And these

results again remind us that relations between intrinsicness and other aspects

of student thought may well be negative, or at best problematic, rather than

5?
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positive. Recommendations regarding teacher practices are thus rendered

correspondingly problematic.

Children's Judgments of Responsibility for Good and Bad Deeds

Basic analyses. As indicated in the methods section, children responded

to a series of experimentally varied questionnaires about classroom norms

after they had indicated their ratings of importance of normative conformity,

feelings about deviance, and reasons for conformity. These follow-up ques-

tionnaires used a subset of 18 of the issues covered in the initial inquiry

and included four variations of each: one exemplifying "extra-good" behavior

(going beyond role demands), one good behavior, one bad behavior but with

an excuse or justification provided, and one bad behavior without such an

excuse. Children were asked about the extent to which the actor should or

should not have behaved in the way presented, the praise or blame deserved

for the act (responsibility), and appropriate reward or punishment, if any.

Preliminary analyses have been conducted for the measure of responsibility.

These incorporate, first, the act's experimentally varied degree of goodness

or badness and the domain (or particular norm) in question; second, the children's

demographic characteristics; and third, to be presented in a subsequent section,

the impact of teacher variables and correlation between children's and teachers'

responses to these questionnaires. We thus omit here consideration of chidren's

responses to the "should" or reward/punishment items, as well as certain com-

plexities in the experimental design that would not affect interpretations

of overall results (possible differences between omissions and commissions

of good versus bad deeds, and possible effects of sex of perpetrator, which

was varied for an overall 50:50 division).

Among the 18 issues, the four domains of classroom life were nearly

equally represented, such that the academic procedure and academic performance
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domains were represented by four issues each, and the social procedure and

social/moral by five issues each. Summary scores could thus readily be pro-

duced for each domain, and an initial analysis done to ascertain effects of

domain, the four variations in level of goodness-badness, and interaction

between the two. A repeated measures analysis of variance was thus conducted

for these two repeated measures factors. Table 14 presents the cell means

and marginals for children's responsibility ratings. Scores could vary from

1 (very good) through 6 (neutral) to 11 (very bad).

Insert Table 14 about here

Results showed that main effects of both variables and the interaction

between them were all significant. The most dramatic effect was that of the

goodness versus badness of stimuli (F=1999.2, d.f.=3,1014, p<.01), where the

break came between good and bad stimuli; differences between acts designated

as "extra good" and those considered good, or between acts considered as bad

with excuses and those considered bad, were not significant by post hoc con-

trasts. Thus the image that emerges is one of a dichotomous world from the

child's point of view, where deeds are unambiguously either good or bad, but

where variations in degrees of each go unattended. The effect of domain,

although much less substantial (F=35.2, d.f.=3,1014, p<.01), was nevertheless

highly significant. Planned contrasts (1) between social versus academic

domains showed higher average scores for the social domains, which inspection

revealed to be due to bad stimuli being rated worse there; (2) between pro-

cedural and non-procedural domains, showed procedural to have higher average

scores, due to good stimuli being rated as less good; and (3) between social

procedure and academic performance versus the other two domains, showed the
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former to have higher average scores due to more extreme ratings of bad stimuli.

The interaction between domain and goodness-badness, also highly significant

(F=35.7, d.f.=9,3042, p <.01), can be examined in Table 14. It can perhaps

most readily be summarized in terms of relative good-bad gaps by domain.

Although the social/moral domain revealed the most extreme differentiation

between good and bad stimuli, it also revealed the least differentiation

within such stimuli; the two academic domains were intermediate in their

degree of differentiation between and within stimulus types; and the social

procedure domain showed the smallest gap between good and bad stimuli. The

pattern for this last domain was an odd one, in that children were highly

sensitive to excuses in the bad stimuli, and yet neither rated the good stimuli

as very good nor even responded to the distinction between good and "extra-

good" stimuli in the predicted direction. This latter pattern, in particular,

led us to look more minutely at the responses to norms taken individually

in searching for an explanation of the findings.

A parallel analysis done for four levels of the goodness-badness variable

by 18 levels of norm then revealed to us an inadequacy in our interpretation

of "extra-good" from the child's point of view. Not surprL;Ingly, both main

effects and the interaction were again significant. What was of interest

to us, however, was any unusually large difference between conditions (and

especially anomalous differences) for given norms. In the social procedure

domain, two issues (i.e., two sets of four stimuli) had dealt with classroom

roles: erasing or not erasing a blackboard, and watering or not watering

a plant. The bad versus bad-with-excuse conditions for both showed the two

largest differences of all 18 stimuli, possibly suggesting that with a stim-

ulus of a highly socially contingent character children are both ready and

able to make the differentiations so generally absent here. More critically,

o
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the two role issues were also the only ones to show a reversal in ratings

of the two good conditions, such that merely good stimuli were rated as more

good than those that had been designated a priori as "extra-good." In both

cases, the latter stimulus had been a child who had not been assigned the

role doing it anyway. To us, this appeared as going beyond the call of duty;

to the child, however, it seems to have been more likely interpreted as butting

in where one hadn't been authorized to do so.

Since it was thus apparent that for at least two of the norms in the

social procedure domain we had failed at adequately operationalizing the idea

of going beyond role domains, the analysis for domains by conditions was

redone using only the non-role stimuli for social procedure, giving a total

of three issues to be averaged in that domain. Results proved not to be

dramatically different from those already obtained for the full set of stimuli.

Most importantly, the dichotomous good-bad nature of the children's judgments

remained, with large differentiation between good and bad stimuli in contrast

to insignificant differences among either good or bad conditions. Contrasts

among pairs of domains revealed that the social domains still showed higher

average responsibility assignment, due to more extreme ratings of bad stimuli;

and that the procedural domains still also showed higher responsibility as-

signed, due to less extreme ratings for good stimuli. The sole change for

domains was that the contrast between social procedure and academic perform-

ance versus the other domains (itself essentially an "interaction" contrast)

was not significant. Finally, the interaction between domain and goodness-

badness of stimulus, while still significant, differed somewhat as a function

of the changes in the social procedure domain.' The two social domains showed

more overall differentiation between the good and bad stimuli than did the

academic domains; in contrast, the academic areas showed more differentiation
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among degrees of goodness and badness, especially for bd acts versus bad

acts with excuses. Table 15 presents means and marginals for this analysis

to parallel those shown in Table 14.

Insert Table 14 about here

The general pattern across these preliminary analyses suggests two key

features of children's judgments of classroom responsibility. First, the

goodness of an act, its adherence to norms, or the badness, its violation

of norms, is of overwhelmingly greater importance in its judgment than either

degrees of rightness-wrongness or the domain of classroom life involved.

Second, differentiation among features of an act emerges most strongly in

those areas most socially contingent or classroom-taught: in the academic

areas themselves and, with certain surprises for the im-Istigators, for ex-

plicit classroom roles. Both the intensity and the noncontingent character

of responses to social/moral norms, in contrast, -:d seem to reflect their

importance as moral, rather than conventional, norms for life inside and

outside classroom walls (e.g., Turiel, 1978).

To simplify preliminary analyses for effects cf children's characteristics

on ratings, we utilized eight dependent variables, consisting of averages

for each of the four domains for good versus bad stimuli. In addition to

yielding a simple betwen-subjects analysis, use of these variables provides

parallels to earlier analyses involving importance and feelings ratings.

Analyses of each for simple main effects of grade, sex, and social class

(entered hierarchically) revealed patterns similar to those for the earlier

ratings of norms themselves, as illustrated in Table 16. In all eight analyses,
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fifth graders assigned scores of lower intensity than did first graders

assigning less praise to good acts and less blame to bad ones. Sex differ-

ences emerged in five of eight comparisons, in all cases involving females'

rating good acts as more praiseworthy and bad acts more blameworthy; these

differences were also heavily concentrated in the social areas, with no boy-

girl differences in academic performance ratings or in bad acts for academic

procedure. Finally, four social class differences Proved significant, with

working class children always rating good acts more praiseworthy and bad acts

more blameworthy; these differences were chiefly concentrated in the academic

areas, in contrast to the sex differences, with more extreme judgments by

working crass children for both of the academic performance variables as well

as for good stimuli within academic procedure.

Insert Table 16 about here

These responsibility judgments thus prove to be a function of children's

own characteristics in ways that rather closely parallel the earlier findings

for normative conformity on importance and feeling.v. First graders, girls,

and working class children each again reveal greater normative conformity

in evaluating individual acts of rule adherence or rule breaking. The pattern

for girls is again not particularly consistent with patterns of teacher com-

munication to them, in that sex differences concentrate in the social areas

where there is either little teacher communication or little sex differen-

tiation in that communication; in the academic performance area, in contrast,

a real difference in teacher communication to the sexes does not translate

into a difference in their assignments of praise or blame. Finally, greater

6ti
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working class conformity to norms again emerges as concentrated in the aca-

demic areas, despite,an absence of differential teacher communication to

suggest why this should be so. In combination with the results now presented

for intrinsicness of reasoning, these results indicate that greater normative

conformity is found in first graders and in working class children coupled

with a more extrinsic orientation toward those norms; but also in girls,

without parallel evidence of greater extrinsicness.

Effects of teacher communication and structural variables. The presence

of some effects of teacher communication on children's judgments of importance

and feelings and on the intrinsicness of their reasoning suggested conducting

analyses for their possible effects on children's responsibility judgments.

Again heuristically employing the eight summary dependent variables for re-

sponsibilityjudgments across domains and goodness-badness of stimuli, analyses

tested for the impacts of percentage attributions in the academic performance

domain, of percentage expectations/sanctions in academic procedure, and of

percentage expectations/sanctions in social procedure. Each regression used

grade, the communication variable, and the interaction of the two entered

hierarchically, since grade again promised to be an important control variable.

Of 48 possible significant effects (i.e., three variables by eight dependent

variables with main or interaction effects possible), only four proved sig-

nificant a nearly random rate. However, these effects were concentrated

entirely in the academic performance domain suggesting that, however weak,

they were in fact nonrandom and deserving of attention. Table 17 reports

appropriate partials for the significant results; three involved interactions

with grade, while only one represented a main effect. It should be empha-

sized that despite the meaningful clustering of effects, all were quite small,

especially in comparison with the effect of grade itself.
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Insert Table 17 about here

Both teacher's percent attributions in academic performance and expecta-

tions/ sanctions in academic procedure affected the child's evaluations of

academic performance good stimuli, and these effects were similar. Each

interacted with grade such that for first graders, the teacher communication

variable depressed ratings of praiseworthiness, while for fifth graders it

led to rating the acts as more praiseworthy. This result in some respects

resembles earlier effects of these variables: the negative impact of'attribu-

tion percentage among first graders paralleling its effect on intrinsicness,

and the at least partially positive impact of academic procedure expectations/

sanctions paralleling its positive effects on importance ratings. Yet the

patterning of the grade interaction for the latter variables lends a cautionary

note with respect to interpreting these data, one that is then amplified in

Considering the role of the social procedure expectations/sanctions variable.

The sole main effect of these teacher communication variables, that of

social procedure expectations/sanctions on responsibility for academic per-

formance good stimuli, is seemingly straightforward. Increases in the per-

centage of social procedure communication devoted to expectations or sanctions

lead to lower ratings of praiseworthiness of acts. Given the heavily negative

character of such communication, this result appears both consistent with

prior results for importance ratings and readily interpretable in terms of

children's reactions to a negative classroom climate. Yet from the standpoint

of those prior data and that interpretive framework, the final significant

result then appears anomalous. For ratings of responsibility for bad acts

in the academic performance domain, social procedure expectations/s4nctions
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had an interactive effect with grade such that they depressed ratings of

blameworthiness among first graders but increased them among fifth graders.

The grade difference runs opposite to that one would expect based on the

children's own intrinsicness and likely reactance against a negative climate;

further, it sheds a new and disturbing light on the previously noted (and

parallel) interaction found for academic procedure expectations /sections.

While these results are relatively trivial in statistical terms, we

consider them to be substantively important in pointing to the potentially

key rind complex role of teacher negativity in predicting children's

responsibility judgments. Before conducting these analyses for impact of

teacher communication, we had concluded that the appropriate teacher struc-

tural variable to use in predicting children's responsibility judgments was

teacher negativity rather than its alternative correlate Aanagerial efficiency,

as used in prior analyses, given that negativity appeared directly tied to

notions of responibility. A teacher's negative communication is, among other

things, information about (usually iddividual) responsibility for negativity

reflects teacher correctives, teacher sanctions, and teacher "oughts" and

"ought nots." From this standpoint, greater teacher negativity has a two-

- sided character: It provides information at the same time that it is effectively

aversive. Looked at in terms of children's attention spans, processing capabili-

ties, and the like, one might then expect teacher negativity to have a more

positive impact in higher grades as these capabilities increase. Yet on the

affective side, if greater intrinsicness of reasoning yields greater reactance

to such negativity, one would expect an affective pull in the opposite direc-

tion in the more intrinsic higher grade levels. Thus we anticipated that,

first, teacher negativity might play an important role in predicting children's

responsibility judgments; second, if it indeed had this dual cognitive and
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such as grade might be complex ones; and finally, that results for negativity

might therefore help to clarify the otherwise anomalous interaction effects

found for teacher communication variables.

Because of the greater theoretical relevance of teacher negativity to

responsibility judgments, then, regressions for teacher structural variables

were run for teacher negativity, teacher openness, and their interactions

as predictors of children's judgments of praise and blame. Prior analogous

runs for managerial efficiency consisted of series of three- variable hier-

archical regressions, first with each variable with grade and social class

controls plus their interactions, then for the two variables (openness and

managerial efficiency) with grade controlled plus interactions. Because

negativity was more highly collinear with openness than was true of managerial

efficiency, these runs alone yielded occasional anomalies in'results for

responsibility judgments. Therefore we also conducted a four-variable re-

gression with grade, social class, negativity, and openness plus interactions,

and adopted as a conservative strategy the rule of only considering results

as significant when they appeared in both the three- and four-variable analyses.

As has been done for prior analyses, regressions were conducted for the eight

summary dependent variables of responsibility by domain and by goodness/badness

of stimulus. Table 18 presents partial correlations for structural variable

effects robust across analyses.

Insert Table 18 about here

Effects of openness on responsibility judgments appear virtually nil.

No main effects of openness survive the test of consistency across runs, while
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only three interactions survive, all small and all involving bad stimuli.

Plots of these interactions revealed that:,:in the social procedure area, open-

ness increased ratings of blameworthiness for working class children. In

the social/moral area, openness depressed assigned blameworthiness among first

graders but had no effect among fifth graders. Finally, in the academic per-

formance area, openness increased assignment of blame slightly in first grade,

more strongly in fifth. Although effects were few and were individually of

small s_ ize, they form a general pattern in which openness has positive ef-

fects on responsibility judgment if at all among more intrinsic recipients;

for middle class and fifth grade children reason more intrinsically than,

respectively, working class and first grade children.

Negativity, in contrast, had a number of robust effects on responsibility

judgments. Its sole main effect, on judgments of good stimuli in the social/

moral domain, was to depress the rated praiseworthiness of acts; this effect

is consistent with what would be expected from the affective role teacher

negativity as theoretically seen as playing in the classroom. One pattern

of interactions, however, proves both empirically striking and congruent with

an information-plus-affect interpretation of negativity's impact. For all

eight measures of responsibility, social class and negativity interacted,
\---..L.---

such that for the middle class children increasing teacher negativity depressed

ratings of praise or blame, while for working class children greater teacher

negativity enhanced praise/blame ratings. For the relatively more extrinsic

children, then, negativity appears to have a positive impact that may reflect

its informational quality; for more intrinsic children, it 1:as a negative

impact that may reflect its affective meaning.

Results for interactions of grade with negativity, three of which were

robust across runs, can be seen as further evidence for a two-sided impact
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of negativity on children's respontibility judgments. These three, for the

good stimuli in the social procedure domain and the bad stimuli in both aca-

demic performance,,Y d academic procedure, showed the same patterning among

grades by social class. The overall interaction in each case was a tendency

for first grade children to show a negative (depressive) effect of teacher

negativity on praise/blame assigned and fifth grades to show a positive (en-

hancing) effect. More detailed examination of this prima facie anomalous

result showed that in each case both first and fifth graders in the working

class schools showed positive effects, while first graders in middle class

schools showed a negative effect and fifth graders no impact. We would in-

terpret this pattern as indicative of two forces at work the informational

aspect of negativity tending to render its impact positive, versus tile- af-

.fective aspect tending to render its impact negative. For the working class

schools these two effects then yield a positive impact at both grade levels,

although potentially more for affective reasons in the early grade and for

informational ones in the later grade. For the middle class children the

affective aspect of negativity yields a depressive effect in first grade,

while the affeCtive and informational aspeCts counteract one another among

fifth graders to yield an apparent absence of effect. Although this inter-
,'

pretation must certainly be considered speculative at-this point, any adequate

account of the patterns found must include an explanation of the absence of

effect among middle class fifth graders. The presence of two counteractive

effects posited here is both consistent with the empirical results and a

theoretically plausible account of the meaning of negativity in the context

of responsibility judgments.

The sole other robust effect of negativity, as summarizedein Table 18,

appeared in a three-way interaction with grade and social class for bad stim-

EJ
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uli in the social procedure domain. Examination of the pattern showed that

in the middle class schools the effect of negativity moved in a positive

direction between first and fifth grade, while in'the working class schools

it moved in a negative direction. This pattern can also be seen as a further

indication that opposing forces counteracting impacts of negativity on

judgments are at work in producing the overall patterns of responsibility

judgments. From that viewpoint, the countervailing impact of information

(positive direction) shows most clearly where intrinsicness was originally

high; the impact of affective reaction (negative direction) shows most clearly

where intrinsicness was originally low.

Results for particular aspects teacher communication and for general

features of classroom structure thus present an overall pattern of results

that are internally consistent and informative regarding the meaning of teacher

negativity in the context of responsibility judgments. Although effects of

all such variables were small, their consistency and especially the eight

repetitions of a social class-negativity interaction make them noteworthy.

As in earlier analyses, the meaning of teacher stimuli proved to be condi-

tioned by the development of the child receiving those stimuli. In contrast

to earlier results, however, the patterns found for teacher negativity suggest

that it plays two contradictory roles in guiding children's responsibility

decilions: facilitating such judgments by providing information, an effect

understandable in terms of a social learning model; and depressing the in-

tensity of such judgments through provoking an affective reaction that takes

on greater intensity as the child's own intrinsic reasoning develops. The

otherwise anomalous results found earlier for teacher expectations and sanc-

tioning can then be understood in terms of the negativity that characterizes

such communications, and the general patterns both for these variables and
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for negativity itself can be seen as a trade-off between negativity's informa-

tional and affective aspects. Thus the most important conclusions regarding

effects of teacher comr ication and classroom structure appear to be that

teacher negativity indeed plays an important role in children's responsibility

judgments, but that this variable's two-fold meaning makes its impact an

ambiguous one.

The impact of teachers' own judgments on children's ratings. Although

relationships between various elements of teacher communication or classroom

structure and children's responses can provide hints at whether and how teachers

affect children's judgments of responsibility, they do not directly tell us

that the teacher's own views have an impact on those of the child. With re-

gard to the responsibility questionnaire, we have an opportunity to obtain

a direct test of whether this is so, given that teachers themselves also

filled out these questionnaires. For the 16 teachers who returned them, then,

we can analyze whether there is a correlation between the teacher's response

and those of the children, and can incorporate it in a model that also as-

sesses possible differences by grade level.

Eight hierarchical regressions were therefore run, again separating good

and bad stimuli for each of the four domains, and including in the regression

the variables of grade, teacher score, and their interaction in hierarchical

order. Four main effects emerged, one for each set of bad stimuli. In all

cases the teacher's score was positively correlated with her children's ratings.

One interactive effect emerged in the good stimuli for academic performance;

it proved to result from a negligible negative relationship in first grade,

but a substantial positive one in fifth, between teacher's and children's

scores.

Such results are of course correlational, and do not prove that the

teacher's rating in any sense causes those of the children; further, the
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results do not even prove that there is any specific linkage between a teacher

and her pupils. One could easily argue, for example, that results simply

show that adults and children judge bad things similarly. One plausible

comparison which is readily available, however, can shed light on these pos-

sibilities. If indeed the association is simply a general one between adults

and children, then a random match between teachers and children should yield

results similar to those already obtained. If a random match proves different,

it indicates that the association between teachers and their pupils is a re-

sult of their pairing in the classroom; and, given the discrepancy in their

respective roles and experiences, at least suggests that children are learning

their responses from the teacher rather than the reverse.

A random-match parallel to the previous models was therefore constructed

by first randomly associating children from given classrooms with teachers

available for assignment. Then children's responses were regressed on grade,

their randomly matched teacher, and the interaction between the two. Results

proved dramatically different from those already reported for actual teachers.

Only three main effects reached significance, and in all three cases (two

bad sets of stimuli, one good) the randomly matched teacher's score was sig-

nificantly negatively correlated with the children's. It is thus apparent

that children's answers are associated with those of their teacher. as an

individual and not simply as an adult and at least plausible that teachers

are producing this similarity through their communication in the classroom.

The congruence between these results and earlier ones concerning the

nature of communication further heightens the possibility that teachers are

literally teaching views of responsibility. The specificity of the effects

themselves is suggestive, in that all main effects concerned bad stimuli and

that this was true for all domains. Recalling the overwhelming negativity
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to it, and just how they adhere to it, can be highly informative about what

the socialization process may mean for any of the specific classroom acts

being thereby encouraged or discouraged.

It is already established that the adult's allocation of punishment,

at minimum, can be modeled to an almost perfect degree with a simple linear

function such that the more serious the offense, the more severe the punish-

ment deemed appropriate i.e., justice as desert (Hamilton and Rytina,

1980). Thus two questions that emerge for data on children concern, first,

whether children exhibit such a justice structure and, second, whether it

holds across good deeds as well as misdeeds. Further, the Hamilton and Rytina

paper also raised a theoretical issue about the cognitive structure of norms,

in the course of testing normative consensus on whether the "punishment should

fit the crime." The authors identified two meanings of normative consensus

that are usually confounded: consensus on evaluation of the stimuli in ques-

tion, versus consensus on use of the principle involved. Thds with respect

to crimes and punishments, it is one thing to agree with one's fellows in

evaluating, say, assault for its seriousness or five years in prison for its

degree of severity; it is another thing to agree with the principle that the

punishment should fit the crime. These components of .3onsensual evaluation

versus consensual principle application can be pulled apart given the appro-

priate data. We will briefly outline the type of data and the modeling strategy

needed. in the context of the children's data from the present project.

?o assess whether a norm of justice in this case the general model

that reward/punishment be deserved is operating, one needs data about the

inputs, the outcomes, and their match: For the inputs, the deeds, we have

ratings of their importance from the importance/feelings questionnaire; "good

versions" (e.g., comforting another child, not fighting) can simply be as-
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of teacher communication, it appears likely that what teachers are communi-

cating most thoroughly about responsibility concerns negative outcomes.

Certainly their volume of communication is consistent with this pattern of

apparent causal impact.

Children's Models of Classroom Justice: Norms as Rules and Norms as Rote

Thus far we have explored several facets of children's learning the norms

of classroom life. First, we have directly examined teachers' communication

that is geared to socializing the student role. Second, we have explored

children's judgments regarding several facets of the norms that make up that

role: judgments of importance of norms, reasoning about why the norms are

important, affect about meeting or failing to meet normative expectations,

and assessment of the degree of praise or blame deserved by others who conform

or fail to conform to normative expectations. Third, we have repeatedly

explored the impact of children's own demographic characteristics and teacher

communication or classroom structural variables on children's thinking about

the student role. What we have not yet faced is the question of just what

it means cognitively for a child a first grader or fifth grader to hold

a norm about classroom life, or in what ways a child's normative thinking

might differ from that of an adult. Thanks to the juxtaposition of data from

the first year of the study in which we asked about importance of norms, in

one questionnaire, and rewards and punishments for conformity/nonconformity

in its follow-up, we are able to give a preliminary model of the cognitive

structure of a norm that may be central to the socialization process: the

norm that rewards and punishments be meted out in accordance with desert.

Such a justice norm encompasses, orders, and makes consistent children's

reactions to the full range of classroom good deeds, misbehaviors, rewards,

and punishments. Thus the questions of whether children consistently adhere
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signed their original numerical values and "bad versions" (e.g., not comfort-

ing another, fighting) their original values with a minus sign. For the

outcomes, the teacher rewards/punishments, we also have ratings from the same

questionnaires which can be treated in parallel fashion. The matching opera-

tion utilizes the responsibility questionnaire, in which children made re-

ward/punishment assignments among their other decisions in assessing the

experimentally varied stimuli. Assignment of the same importance ratings

to the varied versions represents a relatively conservative strategy, as

experimentally created differences would tend to dampen apparent adherence

to a justice norm. (For example, importance assigned to a good versus extra

good experimental version would be the same, based on the initial question-

naire; thus any differences in reward assigned to them would appear as noise

for the purposes of the present modeling.)

Children could appear to be upholding a desert-based model of justice

according to two quite different underlying processes, which can be separated

by an appropriate analysis strategy. A first model we - call consensus

based on rote learning; a second, consensus based on ruic aprlication. Hamilton

and Rytina (1980) provide an extended account of rc versus .ale processes

with respect to crime and punishment:

. . .
justice norms as cognitive entities shoul. involve c.he individual

in the use of a principle or rule that orders pi.:ceptj Is and determines

valuations. An alternative version of what norm me- . involves the

simple rote learning of the "way things are" in ,even social world.

Under this model, an individual's apparent use of a principle like just

deserts could represent nothing more tian rote learning oZ the socially

understood seriousness and punishments fcr various crimes perhaps

through a process of repeated association on TV, the newspapers, and

so forth. Under such a model, group averages reflect the outcome of

this learning process, and individual, judgments are imperfect reflections

of these aggregate social facts. The extent to which individual responses

display an apparent pattern would not reflect personal adherence to a

principle of just deserts; instead, individual-level correlations would

be a joint result of the extent to which group averages display a mono-

tonic fit and the degree of the individual's success in reproducing the

group averages. 47. 1135;
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This distinction between rote and rule versions of a orm of justice rests

on the possibility of separating out consensus on social sclmuli from con-

sensus on a rule for ordering those stimuli.

Tests for the forms of consensus and subsequently for rote versus rule

norm application involve three steps in assessing childc,tn's justice data.

A first step is to test for.apparent adherence to a justice rule at the in-

dividual level. This involves the within-individual -..-orrelation between input

values
(importance ratings for good/bad stimuli) and outcome values (extremity

ratings for the rewards/punishments matched to the stimuli by the individual

child). This step provides some indication of normative dissensus the

sense of not fitting the input to the outcome in, at minimum, a monotonic

fashion i.e., dissent from the justice principle. A secono step involves

calculating group averages for all stimuli and ouf.-omeE and ,ssessing individuals'

degree of correlation with group judgments. This step prnvides an indication

of normative dissensus in the sense of disagreement on concrete stimuli.

For both types of measure, demographic correlates of dissensus can be assessed.

The final step the testing for rote va;u:-: rule versions of principle

adherence incorporates the information frcr :.he first two. Figure 1,

model a, illustrates a model for the rote-learning version of justice as

desert. Following the logic of the earlier study, in a rote learning version

of norms individual evaluations of inputs and outcomes are each reflections

of aggregate evaluations; therefore the individual-level fit of inputs to

outcomes can be fixind by multiplication around the model, as it would be the

product of indivual's fit of input evaluation.; to aggregate evaluations, the

aggregate fit of inputs to outcomes, Eml the individual's fit of outcome

evaluations to aggregate evaluations. The "rote" element of this model can

be identified by considering the arrows representing the correlation of errors

(deviations u and v) i.e., the correlation of individual deviations from
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aggregate input and outcome assessments. If deviations are uncorrelated,

it indicates that apparent use of the justice principle at the individual

level can be accounted for by agreement with group assessments. Degree of

positive correlation of the deviations, in contrast, indexes the extent to

which individuals use a principle in ordering judgments: showing that if

they deviate from the group on input evaluations, they then correspondingly

deviate in assigning reward and punishment. (As Hamilton and Rytina note,

this is actually a conservative test for the presence of a cognitive principle,

since rule-applying children who happen to agree with the group would not

show correlated errors. But fit attributable to consensual forces could

reflect either rote or rule learning, while correlated deviations unambiguously

reflect applying the principle.) Because model a is not always appropriate

due to identification restrictions, we here estimate model b from Figure 1,

paralleling the prior Hamilton-Rytina analysis; this just identified model

serves equally well for testing the alternative normative models through

examining correlation of the deviations.

Insert Figure 1 abouehere

Results. In the earlier research with adults, it was possible to test

alternative functional forms for the justice equation given that the data

were obtained by a psychophysical scaling procedure and therefore theoretically

ratio in nature (see Hamilton and Rytina, 1980). Results indicated that a

proportional model of justice as desert, suggested by equity theorists such

as Adams (1965), was not supported by the data and that instead a simple

monotonic matching, as favored by other researchers such as Harris (1976),

7 7
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adequately described those adult data. Thus the present parallel analyses

for children's classroom justice simply utilized linear regressions within

child, with the child's reward/punishment score to be regressed on the goodness/

badness evaluation of the stimulus act. The within-individual r then indexes

the extent of monotonic match between deed and sanction.

For the 318 children on whom data from both questionnaires was available,

the degree of apparent adherence to a justice principle was high. The overall

within-individual correlation between inputs and outcomes averaged .71, with

the median r an even more substantial .76. Thus one version of normative

consensus, that concerning use of the justice principle involved, would appear

to be quite substantial; the adult data regarding crime and punishment, for

example, showed a within-individual r of .67 for abstractly defined crimes

and .79 for concrete examples. It should be recalled, however, that this

within-individual correlation can be a function of simple rote processes and

needs to be.examined in light of consensus of the other sort, that with the

group average in evaluating social objects.

Consensus with the group proves to be quite high in the classroom data.

The average correlation of individual assessments of inputs with the group mean

for those inputs was .94, and the median an even higher .96; the average

correlation of individual output evaluations with the group mean for outputs

was a somewhat lower..75, with a median of .81.. The totally aggregated model,

predicting average sanctions from average input evaluations, showed an r of

.98 between the two. These data largely parallel those found for adults

regarding negative acts, where the average aggregate r was .98 or .97 (for

abstract or concrete crimes), but where consensus between indiViduals and

group averages was somewhat lower (.71 and .77 for abstract and concrete in-

puts, .73 and .75,fot abstract and concrete outcomes). Adult and child data
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differ in a variety of ways such that formal comparisons are inappropriate

here, but the adult data are included for general information purposes in

part because the size of relationships so unusually large. Be)th adults

and children tend to agree highly with their fellows about the objects of

justice assessments, and both adults and children to a high degree match up

those objects consistently with a model of justice as desert. Acts seen as

good are-rewarded; those seen as evil, punished. And the matchings are done

with what is, in the aggregate, an almost uncannily perfect fit.

It is not yet clear, however, that children's justice as desert meted

out by rule rather than by rote. Estimations of the model in Figure 1 (b)

were therefore made for all children. (Note that since the issue is one of

within-individual association, the data provide 318 separate estimations of

the model, or in a sense replications of the test for correlated errors.)

The partial correlation within individual of inputs with outcomes, having

controlled for the correlation of each individual's scores with the group

averages and for the association of the group averages with one another, is

the indicator of whether deviations are themselves principled. The children's

data show no evidence of use of a justice principle over and above agreeing

with group assessments i.e., rote learning. The mean partial r is .05,

the median .04, and overall 60% show partials greater than zero and 40% zero

or less. To indicate how this might instead appear, the adult data are again

instructive, showing median partials of .40 and .62 (for abstract and concrete

crimes); and virtually all adults showed positive partials, 82% for abstract

offenses and 93% for concrete ones. Thus children, in assessing classroom

goods and bads, exhibited an adherence to justice as deservingness that over-

all strongly resembled that shown by adults in evaluating crime; but they

did so by a distinctly different cognitive route. Strong adherence to a norm

73
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of justice can be arrived at by rule application, or by rote learning. Within

the age ranges of this study; at least, the child's vision of classroom justice

is clearly the justice of rote rather than the justice of rule.

Demographic determinants. In exploring the meaning of children's justice-

by-rote, demographic characteristics held some promise of clarifying this

model. In particular, grade level seemed likely to related to some or all

components of the model, and fifth graders likely to show some evidence of

principle application as a function of cognitive,development. Possible ef-

fects of sex andlsocial class were less clear. The earlier study with adults

had found evidence of less use of a just desert model (for either rote or

rule reasons) by lower income and black respondents, as well as less evidence

of principled deviation (correlated errors) among fples (Hamilton and Rytina,

1980); but the predictive power of such, results for still-developing working

class children or girls was uncertain.

With respect to clearcut use of a justice principle, as evidenced by

correlated deviations in the model of Figure 1, no demographic differences

whatever emerged. The lack of relationship is of course most surprising for

grade level; its absence can perhaps best be taken as evidence that, despite

gains over first graders on such variables as intrinsicness of reasoning or

consistency between ratings of importance and affect, as noted earlier, fifth

graders are simply not formal operational and hence not consistently utilizing

a cognitive principle to order their justice assessments.

Larger surprises emerged,, however, in considering the other components

of the model. Correlations for each component, summarized in Table 19, reveal

no relationships of consensus with social class, save one weak tendency for

working class children to show less overall linkage of inputs to outcomes

according to desert, a result '7.1z)nsistent with the prior study of adults; this

3 tJ
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overall.iinkage, however, can be a function of either rote or rule processes.

Sex differences show females to be significantly more in agreement with group

averages in evaluating both inputs and outcomes, and additionally showing

a stronger overall within-individual correlation between the two. Given the

other results, this last finding of more use of just deserts-based matching

by girls can protiably.be attributed to rote lelrning processes; for the girls

agree more with the group consensus concerning both inputs and associated

outcomes, and the group average match between the two was a'near-pert; -2,ct .98.

These results are consistent with general evidence of greater normative con-

formity by girls found elsewhere in these data. The results for grade dif-

ferences, in contrast to those for social class or sex, form the true surprise.

Parallel with the results for sex differences, fifth graders emerge as sig-

nificantly lower in overall within-individual justice correlation, lower in

agreement with group averages regarding inputs, and lower in agreement re-

garding outcomes. It is possible to argue that these differences, like those

for sex, are a result of rote forces and hence can be discounted; accordi

to thisinterpretation, the grade differences would thus reflect greater

normative conformity on the part of first graders, a pattern also found else-

where in the data. But we felt that it would be facile to do so without a

further probe of the grade effects, especially in light of the a priori ex-

pectations of sians of further cognitive development on the part of fifth

graders. This further probe, described below, indeed proved to reveal subtle

evidences of development as well as exposing a major way in which the children's

justice judgments contrast with those of adults.

Insert Table 19 about here

Si
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A pared-down dataset of 299 children was prepared, including those cases

with both input and outcome data for 140 out of the

stimuli times input/outcome).. While average values

only trivially from those for the overall data (and

144 possible values (72

for this dataset differed

hence the results reported

earlier did not need revision), it was possible to eliminate certain alterna-

tive hypotheses by using it such as, for example, the hypothesis that grade

differences were a function of differentially bad data orA.ncomplete responses.

A variety of different statistics were examined in this smaller data set,

including examination of judgments for domain differences or for differences

between good and bad stimuli, examinations of variances as Well as means,

and the like. Domain differences proved unimportant; but the distinction

between good and bad stimuli revealed a key pattern in the data, and considera-

tion of variances as well as means provided a clue to explaining the grade

differences.

A look at the justice data divided into their good and bad stimulus

halves showed a striking result: Within the halves, there was no within-

individual correlation between input and outcome values. Within good stimuli,

the association averaged .05; within bad stimuli, .09. Within each stimulus

type, the correlation between input and outcome was significantly higher for

fifth graders than for first, hczk?ver. For good stimuli, the average first

grade correlation was .02, while that of fifth graders was .07; for bad stim-

uli, the first graders averaged-.04, in contrast to the fifth graders' .13.

These stand in contrast to average correlations across good and bad stimuli

.of .79 for first graders versus .66 for fifth graders. On a more detailed

look, then, children's justice judgments are highly ordered but ordered

'only with respect to the single broad principle of good versus bad. In parallel

with the results for responsibility judgments, those for justice show a single

82
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distinction to be salient, with little differentiation beyond. While it may

be highly ordered overall, the child's world of classroom acts is a categorical

one of goods versus evils, and the child's classroom justice is categorical.

justice.

The input-outcome judgments of fifth graders, then, are more strongly

associated within these two worlds of goods and evils, one sought-for piece

of evidence for their advanced cognitive development. A second evidence of

difference then emerges in considering the variability of responses. In

attempting to account for the reverse relations of grade to the overall and

good/bad half data, we examined the standard deviations of input and outcome

evaluations overall and by halves. The overall standard deviations were both

highly correlated with grade -.48 for inputs and -.52 for outcomes and

strongly related to overall justice matching correlated .34 in the case

of inputs and .51 in the case of outcomes. Input-outcome matching according

to a justice function within halves, in contrast, was negatively correlated

with overall standard deviations.

One way to make sense of such patterns in light of choices made by the

children is to argue that they reflect increased discriminative' abilities

on the part of fifth graders. The first graders are using the extreme ratings,

bipolarizing their evaluations, to a greater extent than their fifth grade.,

counterparts. This bipolarization yields large overall standard deviations.

Yet by not bipolarizing, fifth graders actually show highei degrees of dis-

crimination in evaluating inputs within halves, as indeked by larger standard

deviations for them-there. In evaluating outcomes, a different discrimination

appears to be at work, in that fifth graders show less variability by halves

as well as overall; this pattern seems-most compatible with fifth graders'

having learned that certain rewards /punishments are typical, and utilizing

SJ
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a more limited set in accord with that knowledge. Finer discriminations with

regard to inputs and judicious choices of appropriate outcome then yield them

greater justice structure withiq half even as they evidence less structure

overall. Empirically at least, the grade difference in assigning punishments

proved to be crucial, for the anomalous grade difference in overall justice

matching was eliminated when the standard deviation of outcomes was controlled.

But the differences in both input and outcome evaluations are of theoretical

relevance for understanding developing justice frameworks.

Overall, then, this exploration of grade differences revealed one over-

arching dichotomy in the children's judgments. and, within this dichotomy,

evidences of greater sophistication on the part of fifth graders. The power-

ful overall fit between inputs and outcomes was found to result from a di-

.

chotomization into good versus bad stimuli, with minimal justice structuring

within stimulus types and maximal separation between the two. This categorical

justice universe was more so for the younger children, who tended to extreme

judgments and actually provided poorer matches of input to outcome within

halves than did fifth graders. In addition to spreading their evaluations

of input acts more finely, fifth graders also proved to choose among a more

restricted set of rewards and punishments, perhaps as a function of knowledge

gained about actually likely outcomes. With variability in outcomes controlled,

the two grade levels were indistinguishable in their overall justice'function.

Children's justice judgments in these data, then, lead to three general

conclusions. First, the justice meted out is a justice of rote rather than

rule for the most part, showing none of the evidences found in adult data

for structured cognitive deviations. Second, the overall matching that ap-

pears so similar to adults' in numerical value if not in und'rlying process

proves to result from a dichotomized universe of goods versus bads rather

84
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than any fine discriminations within these categories. Third, demographic

comparisons yield evidence of lower conformity among working class children,

greater conformity on the part of girls, and certain tendencies away from

polarization on the part of fifth graders short of principled dissent,

but perhaps a step toward initial formation of a justice principle.
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Overview and Further Research Plans

A conclusion belongs at the end, and seveial components of a full report

on this project remain to be completed, as we indicated earlier. Therefore

in the present report we will simply outline the data analysis steps taken

and provide provisional summaries of broad patterns, with the expectation of

providing definiti-f- conclusions in the addendum. Data of several types have

been analyzed and interrelated: teacher communication about the content of

the student role, student perceptions of that role, the impact of structural

variables like openness of classroom on both teacher talk and student thought,

the impact of children's demographic characterics on both, and the inter-

relationships between teacher talk and student thought. Analyses of children's

responsibility judgments and their justice models, in particular', are still

in preliminary stages, however.

It is nevertheless possible to suggest three broad patterns emerging

from these data. First, teacher communication itself and its impact on

student judgments generally fit the description we initially outlined in

Blumenfeld et al. (forthcoming; Appendix G): Teachers play a managerial

role, their behavior largely serves those functions, and students respond for

better or worse in ways reminiscent of workers, rather than learners.

Effective managers, for example, yield more involved workers in the classroom

as elsewhere. Second, of the demographic differences among children grade

level stands out as having dominant impact on student thought, as anticipated.

Third, teacher communication has a differential impact depending upon the

audience; the meaning of teacher messages is not always clear without knowing

the recipient, Statistically, the last pattern is reflected in numerous

interactions between variables like teacher managerial efficiency or teacher

86
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negativity and children's characteristics like age or social class.

In addition to further explorations of responsibility and justice

judgments, follow-up analyses will focus on two data types not covered in

the present report. First, children's perceptions of their owa classroom's

characteristics and their own achievement within it will be related to the

previously obtained data. Second, children's behavior will be linked with

their perceptions of the student role for a subset of the children. Each of

these additional data sets is seen as a key element in the larger puzzle of

how teachers communicate and students absorb the student role; for the role

has components of specific classroom knowledge and judgments as well as

abstract views of behavioral norms--and the role ultimately is actions, not

merely thoughts about those actions.
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Footnotes

1 0f the possible aspects of action, we then focus on attributi. s about

the causes of action. An extensive recent literature in social psyci-:k.'l .gy

attests to the potential relevance and fruitfulness of this focus.

Class composition of the schools was determined by conversations with

principals about the class backgrounds of students a:. well as by the general

industrial characteristics of the communities concerns,

3The teacher is referred to as "her" ( "she ") throughc .or convenience,

as all but one of'the teachers involved are female.

4Thanks are extended to our computer and statistical c,...suic,ant, John Gray,

for suggesting this transformation as the most appropriate for these data.

5Domain c.:tegories used in the teacher codes were modified or children obser-

vations. Academic performance and procedure (academic) were combined as were

social procedure and social/moral (social /procedural). A new domain, personal was

added. The domains were combined so as to typfy areas of interaction in contrast

to specific remarks concerning norms more relevant in the teacher codes.

6An overall chi-square test f. domain differences in kind of infeimation

(with subCategories collapsed) did e,how highly significant differences with

dramatic reliance on attributions in academic performance, and expectations

and sanctions dominating the other domains, as ,Mould be expected from examining

the more finely differentiated table.

7Very small amounts of Communication were addressed to small groups made

up entirely of girls -or'boys. Because these mirrored the results for boys

girls individually, they were combined with those for individuals in these

analyses.
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8
D, ambiguous norms we mean ones in which the socialization might readily

be phrased in terms of either commission or omission (E g., "don't be late"

vs. "be on time"; "be neat" vs. "don't be messy").

9It appears more plausible that the domain or topic determines the

affective tone than the reverse. Thus, given th2ir high intercorrelation,

we chose to use the more structural (and probably causal) variable to the

two.
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Fig. 1. Models of the determination of an individual's input

evaluation-outcome evaluations by sample average ratings, whe-.e

I=the sample average input ratings, 0=the sample average outcome

ratings, i=the individual's input ratings, o=the individuas
outcome ratings, and u and v are the deviations.
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF DATA SOURCES

N INDEPENDENT/

SOURCE DESCRIPTION YEAR 1 YEAR 2 DEPENDENT VARIABLE

I) Demographic data

on children

2) Ethnographic data

Children's age, sex, SES 360 children 158 children Independent

and achie ,ement level based

on information in school and

teacher records.

Extensive ethnographic 12 classes !I classes Independent

field notes based on teacher

and student activities in the

room; see Bossert (1919) for

details.

3) Teacher codes Structured observation based 16 teachers 11 teachers Independent/

on all teacher verbal corn- Dependent

munication to the whole' class,

small group or individual

children, over 10 hours in

math or reading lessons,

similar to Brophy-Good

(1974) system.

4) Child rating

of norms/

responsibility

Children's ratings of class-

room norms across various

domains (academic outcome,

academic procedures, social

procedures and social-moral)

as to relative "morality" for

commission or omission. Also

included was affective response

and reasoning behind judgments,

See Blumenfeld et al. (Appen-

dix A) for details. Follow-up

quesionnaires assessed ,Idg-

ments of responsibility and

rewards or punishments for

hypothetical variations in

these x norms.

360 children Dependent

aft

1.1



INDEPENDENT/

SOURCE DESCRIPTION YEAR I YEAR 2 DEPENDENT VARIABLE

5) Child codes Structured observation 40 children 88 children Independent/

based on individual child's Dependent

interaction with teachers

and peers with respect to

social and academic feed-

back, similar to Brophy

and Good's (1974) systems

6) Child interview Structured interview with 158 children Dependent

sealed (1-5) questions and

open-ended questions on

children's perceptions of

ability, effort, conduct,

peers, teacher, classroom,

etc. Interview done in

three sessions at end of

second year. Each ses-

sion lasted approximately

30 minutes.

7) Teacher ratings Teacher rated students' ea 158 children Independent/

of children academic performance int Dependent

math and reading as well

as a variety of personal

traits (e.g., aggressive,

mature) and behavioral

characteristics (well-

behaved, easy to work

with); administered at fr

end of second year.

Teacher rated all chil-

dren who were inter-

viewed.



N INDEPENDENT/

SOURCE DESCRIPTION . YEAR 1 YEAR 2 DEPENDENT VARIABLE

1.1.110171.M..

8) Observer ratings Observers rated different NOM* 11 classes/ Independent

of classroom/ characteristics of class- teachers

teacher room such as teacher

management, accounta-

bility system, "climate"

of class, grouping patterns,

etc. Administered at end

of year after observers

had been in classroom for

approxiately 30 hours.

9) Observer ratings Observers rated different moo* 88 children Independent

of children aspects of children using

same instrument as teacher.

Only the 88 children the

observers followed for

2h hours were rated.
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Table 2

Characteristics of overall teacher communication

Versus Informatives

Reactivity

Overall Informative

Brrore 22% 21%

AiLer

a

78 79

Evaluative tone
Positive 28%

Negative 49 71

Distribution
Academic Outcome 41% 20%

Academic Procedure 31 37

Social Procedure 26 40

Social/Moral 2 3

N (clauses) 10,526 1416

aAmbiguous or not applicable (before) communication not presented.
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Table 3

Domain differences in reactivity and quality

of overall communication and informatives

Overall Communication

Performance
Academic Academic

Procedure
Social

Procedure
Social/
Moral

Percent Informatives
a

10% 21% 24% 31%

Reactivity
b

Before 2% 47% 22% 15%

After 98 53 78 85

Evaluative toneC
Positive 64% 4% 3% 6%

Negative 30 49 76 81

N(clauses) 4300 3299 2755 167

Informatives

Reactivity
d

Before 8% 34% 16% 21%

After 92 66 84 79

Evaluative tone
e

Positive 29% 4% 2% 2%

Negative 62 63 82 81

N(clauses) 276 525 568 47

a 2
X from table including informatives, feedback, and instruction =
1607, d.f. = 6, p < .0001.

b
X
2
= 2251, d.f. = 3, p < .0001.

c
Ambiguous2or not applicable (before) communication not presented.
Overall x = 6130, d.f. = 9, p < .0001.

d 2
X = 90, d.f. = 3, p < .0001.

e
Ambiguous or not applicable (before) communication not presented. Overall, X

2

271, d.f. = 9, p < .0001.
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Table 4

Distribution r tations, attributions, and sanctions

in t. talk overall and by domaina

Information:

Academic Academic Social

arall Performance Procedure Procedure
Social
Moral

Expectations

Rule 6 2 3 7 30

Consequences to self 12 6 17 11 4

Consequences to group 2 0 2 3 0

Consequences to other 7 2 3 13 21

Consequences to teacher 4 2 2 6 0

Consequences to object 2 0 1 4 0

Circumstances 10 2 13 10 6

Authority 2 1 2 3 4

Attributions

Positive effort 4% 14% 3% 1% 2%

Negative effort 7 21 7 1 0

Positive ability 3 9 3 1 0

Negative ability 3 4 3 2 2

Unstable 1 2 2 0 0

Task 5 11 6 0 0

Mixed 4 13 2 1 0

Sanctions

Reward 1 1 2 1 0

Promise 0 0 1 0 _0

Punishment 6 7 3 9 11

Threat 15 3 16 20 13

Redirection 7 0 11 7 6

N (clauses) 1414 275 524 568 47

aX2 for domain differences = 685, d.f. = 57, p < .0001.
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Table 5

Characteristics of overall communication to

boys, girls, and groups of students

Reactivitva

Boys Girls

Small
Group

Whole
Class

11%

89

10%

90

51%

49

46%

54

Before

After

Quality of Feedbackb

Positive 33% 41% 15% 6%

Negative 54 45 34 49

Distributions

Academic Performance 49% 61% 17% 7%

Academic Procedure 27.., 23 48 44

Social Procedure 22 15 35 47

Social/Moral 2 2 1 2

a
X
2 = 1851, d.f. = 3, p < .0001.

b
Ambiguous or not applicable (before) communication not presented, Overall x

2
=

2247, d.f. = 9, p < .0001.

c
X
2 = 1863, d.f. = 9, p < .0001.
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Table 6

Student thought about classroom norms by domain:

Importance (lines) and feelings (faces) for each norm

A. Academic Performance

Importance

First Grade Fifth Grade

Significance

level Overall

Feelings

First Grade Fifth Grade

Significance

level

Issue

Overall
G

OVERALL

0 Math Content

D
Language Content

B Other Content

0

o
Language Format

K Math Format

S

B

A
OVERALL

D Math Content

0
Language Content

0 Other Content

0
Language Format

K

IS Math Format

.66 .74 .59 d 3.23 3.45 3.01 d

.74 .80 .70 c 3.50 3.58 3.42 a

.70 .75 .65 c 3.30 3.47 3.14 d

.63 .70 .57 d 3.26 3.47 3.08 d

.57 .68 .47 d 2.90 3.27 2.57 d

.66 .76 .58 d 3.11 3.44 2.81 d

.46 .57 .37 2.74 3.12 2.39 d

.54 .61 .48 3.07 3.27 2.90 c

.55 .62 .49 c 2.92 3.14 2.72 d

.40 .52 .29 d 2.64 3.12 2,21 d

.34 .48 .21 d 2.29 2.80 1.82 d

.52 .64 .40 d 2.76 3.25 2.31 d

a) t - test ,2<.05

b) 2 <.01

c) p <.001

d) 2 <.0001



B. Academic Procedure

Importance

First Grade Fifth Grade

Table 6 (cont.)

Significance

level Overall

Feelings

First Grade Fifth Grade

Significance

level

Issue

Overall

OVERALL
0

.68 .76 .60 d 3.09 3.43 2.79

0 On-Task .68 .78 .59 d 3.06 3.47 2.69 d

Assistance .65 .76 .55 d 3.01 3.38 2.68 d

B Persistence .75 .82 .68 d 3.78 3.48 2.92 d

0

0
Readiness .64 .69 .59 3.07 3.42 2.76 d

K Routine .65 .75 .56 d 2.96 3.37 2.58 d

S Completion .70 .76 .64 c 3.27 3.47 3.08 d

OVERALL
A

.59 .68 .51 d 2.91 3.23 2.63

D On-Task .64 .75 .53 d 2.99 3.36 2.66

B Assistance .57 .67 .47 d 2.85 3.23 2.49

Persistence .68 .76 .61 d 3.07 3.31 2,85

K Readiness .51 .56 .47 b 2.72 2.91 2.55

Routine .62 .71 .53 d 2.99 3.36 2.65 d

Comp letion .53 .63 .44 2.87 3.22 2.55

a) t - test p <

b) p < .01

c) p < .001

.05

d) < .0001
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G

0

0

D

B

0

0

K

S

C. Social Procedure

Issue Importance

OVERALL

Materials

Place

Lining Up

General

Turn Taking

Role

Late

Cleaning Up

Noise

OVERALL

Materials

Place

A Lining Up

D
General

B Turn Taking

0
Role

0

K Late

S Cleaning Up

Noise

Table 6 (can't)

Significance

Overall First Grade Fifth Grade level

Feelings

Significance

Overall First Grade Fifth Grade level

.62 .73 .53 d 2.93 3,36 2.55 d

.69 .78 .60 d 3.12 3.50 2.78 d

.55 .68 .44 d 2.79 3.27 2.35 d

.57 .69 .45 d 2.82 3.30 2.39 d

.59 .68 .50 d 2.81 3.25 2.41 d

.64 .73 .55 d 2.97 3.34 2.63 d

.64 .71 .57 d 3.00 3.42 2.63 d

.63 .73 .54 d 2.93 3.38 2.53 d

.70 .81 .60 d 3.06 3.47 2.71 d

.62 .72 .53 d 2.89 3.32 2.50 d

.58 .69 .47 d 2.82 3,21 2.47 d

.64 .77 ,52 d 3.03 3.44 2.65 d

.43 .57 .31 d 2.42 2.88 2.00 d

.56 .70 .44 d 2.74 3.26 2.25 d

.67 .77 .58 d 2.99 3.35 2.66 d

.61 .71 .51 d 2.89 3.26 2.56 d

.63 .71 .56 d 3.04 3.25 2.85 d

.39 .48 .31 d 2.44 2.80 2.11 d

.66 .79 .53 d 3.03 3.40 2.69 d

.60 .75 .48 d 2.84 3.25 2,47 d

a) t -test 2. < .05

b) < .01

c) j < .001

d) < .0001
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D. Social/Moral

Issue

OVERALL

0 Comforting

0
Aggression

Lying

Sharing

0

0 Include Others

Playing Fair

Cheating

Stealing

OVERALL

Comforting

B Aggression

A Lying

D Sharing

Include Others

B Playing Fair

0 Cheating

0 Stealing

K Tattling .

S Teasing

1U3

Table 6 (cont.)

Importance

Overall First Grade Fifth Grade

Significance

level

.73 .81 .66 d

.78 .84 .72 d

.70 .83 .59 d

.77 .83 .71 d

.70 .76 .65 c

.68 .77 .60 d

.65 .75 .57 d

Overall

3.21

3.33

3.13

3.18

3.21

3.19

3.09

.76 .82 .70 c 3.24

,79 .83 .75 b 3.33

Feelings

Significance

First Grade Fifth Grade level

3.50 2.95

3.55 3.14

3.45 2.84

3.51 2.87

3.45 3.00

3.56 2.84

3.47 2.74

3.52

3.50

2.99

3.18

.69 .76 .63 d 3.14 3.40 2.91 d

.65 .74 .56 d 3.12 3.47 2.80 d

.78 .86 .71 d 3,30 3.57 3.05 d

.84 .89 .80 c 3.55 3.68 3.42 c

.57 .69 .46 d 2.91 3.39 2.47 d

.63 .73 .54 d 2.96 3.24 2.72 d

.54 .60 .49 b 2.84 3.10 2.60 d

.83 .84 .82 n.s. 3.45 3.51 3.41 n.s

.89 .89 .90 n.s. 3.66 3.68 3.64 n.s.

.55 .64 .46 d 2.72 3.03 2.44 d

.63 .74 .53 d 2.93 3.32 2.56 d

a) t - test

b) < .01

c) p < .001

d) p < .0001



Table 7

Partial correlations for significant sex differences
in feelings ratings.

Domain and Issue Partialr's Significance Level

Bad Books Academic Procedure
Overall .14 .01

On Task .16 .002

Routine .11 .04

Bad Books Social Procedure
Overall .15 .005

Lining Up .14 .009

General Social
Procedure .12 .03

Late .14 .01

Cleaning Up .12 .03

Noise .15 .007

Bad Books Social/Moral
Overall .21 .0001

Comforting .14 .01

Aggression .15 .007

Lying .16 .004

Sharing .15 .005

Tattling .12 .03

Tt.asing .14 .008



Table 8

Partial correlations for significant social class differences

in importance or feelings ratings

Good Books

Domain and Issue

Importance Feelings

Partial r Significance Partial r. Significance

Academic Performance
Overall .12 .02

Language Content .12 .03

Other Content .18 .0006

Bad Books Academic Performance
Overall .20 .0003 .20 .0002

Other Content .24 <.0001 .20 .0002

Language Format .11 .05 .15 .007

Math Format .14 .01 .19 .0005

Bad Books Academic Procedure
Overall ns .17 .002

On task
.14 .01

Assistance
.12 .02

Routine
.19 .0006

Good Books Social Procedure
Overall n.s. .11 .05

Bad Books Social Procedure
Overall n.s. .20 .0002

Materials
.11 .05

Place
.15 .005

Lining Up
.18 .001

Turn Taking
.15 .007

Cleaning Up
.16 .003

Noise
.16 .003

Good Books Social/ :coral

Ove:all n.s. .12 .03

Aggression
.24 <.0001

Including Others .11 .05

Playing fair
.12 .03

Bad Books Social/Moral
Overall n.s. .11 .04

Sharing
.14 .008



Table 9

Perceptions of reasons for norms:

Percent of children mentioning each reason type

by domain and issue*

. Academic Outcome

Issue

Math Content

Language Content

Language Format

Math Format

Other Content

Academic Procedure

Issue

On-task

Assistance

Persistence

Readiness

Routine

Completion

REASONS

Intrinsic Extrinsic

Intrinsic Welfare

Extrinsic-

Social

Extrinsic-

Other

Reward/

Puni, hment Rules

47.1a'c

44.9a'c

19.7

8,8

31.9a'c

33.2a' c

10,5

49.2
a

28.2

26.4

20.4

4.0

4.0
a

44.1

40.7a

10.2
c

2,1

45.0a

2,9c

8,4

2.8

3.2c

10.2

11.6

6.7

9.7
a

23.6

8.4

6.7

4.6

2.5

4.2
a

'

b

3,7

24.4

26.2

7.6,

37.5L

9.7

32.8a

16.8b

45,8

46 8a
b

50.0

29.8a'c
b c

27.1
a

' '

7,1

15.3
a

25.9a'c

44.5c

15.1

19.7

15.5

20.4c

31.0a'c

4.9

5.3
b

6.3

7,4

5.6

5.0c

20,2

12.6a

5.5

9,3

4.2

*Differences in proportion of children mentioning each reason by sex, age, and socioeconomic status.

a=grade

h.sex

c.SES
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Table 9 (continued)

REASONS

Intrinsic Extrinsic

Intrinsic Welfare

Extrinsic-

Social

Extrinsic-

Other

Reward/

Punishment Rules

C. Sccial Procedure

3.6

15.6

4.9a

9.7

2.5
6

7.6

37.5

8.8a

17.1

12.9
c

4.4

8.0
a

'

c

a

19.1
a

8.0
a

49.2
a c

39.4
a

'

13.9

3.8

1.9

65.3a

23.6
a

31.6
a

55.0a,6

52.9a'c

51.3a

6.9
a

52.8
a

63.4a'c

'54.7a

52.4

50.7

61.3

22.7a

8.3

42.6
a

13.9

36.6

6.2
a

6.7

21.8

8.4c

12.6

13.0

4.6

13.4

6.0

19.1

19.1a'c
a

16.9
a

32.9

21.8

26.5

7.9

6.0

14.3
a

10.2

14.2

22.2
a

16.0

10.1

9.2
a

16.0

38.4
a

b
218.

12.0

0.4

26.2

7.6

4.0

5.3

14.7

37.5

4.2

2,5

1.4

13.8a

33.8

32.0

30.3
a

'

c

19.7
c

20.62

24.1
alb

19.4

19,4

2.2

28.4
a

45.3

4.4
c

2.7
a

13.9

25.0
b,c

31.9

6.3

6.0

11.1
6

'

c

12.9

24118.

22,3

17.2

2.8
c

11.1

6.0

14,7
b

14,7b

10.7

11.1

18.2
b

10.2

25.6

13.0

30.1

9.7

6,5

Issue

Materials

Place

Lining Up

General

Turn Taking

Role

Late

Cleaning Up

Noise

Social/Moral

Issue

Comforting

Aggression

Lying

Sharing

Include Others

Playing Fair

Cheating

Stealing

Tattling

Teasing
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Table 10

Consistency between importance and feelings ratings plus consistency differences
by grade, sex, and social class.

Significant partials for effect of:

Consistency measure Overall r Grade (1/5) Sex (M/F) Class (middle/working)

Overall .54
.35c .18c

Overall good .47 .29c .21
c

Overall bad .57 .36c

Academic performance

-good

.51

.41

.26c

b
.17

-

-

.12
a

.18
b

-bad .42 .23c

Academic procedure .44
.18c

.13a

-good .36 .14a -

-bad

Social procedure

-good

.42

.50

.42

.20c

b
.18

b
.15

-

- .21c

.18
b

-bad .50 .14a - .16
b

Social/moral .52
.33c

- .15
b

-good .42 .22c .15a

-bad .55
.38c

a) p < .05

b) p < .01

c) p < ,nol
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Good Books

Bad Books

Bad Books

Table 11

Partial correlations for signif&Vta an effects of
teacher talk variables on childrel/V tWortaAce ratings

A. Domain and Issue
Academic Performance

Overall
Math Content
Math Format

B. Domain and Issue
Academic Performance

Overall
Other Content
Language Format

Academic Procedure
Overall
On Task
Assistance

Perk Aptaderdo

Pere0A0a4ce
AttO4W2mSignificance Level

alt

.02

.002

.05

Pere0 Academic
ProicOdu.0
Eat:100.oris/
Sailit0005 Significance Level

. 005

.002

. 03

. 03

. 04

.02

C. Domain and Issue

PeVeMIC aoc3.a1
PrVcW1li1Tk
Exl,eAtioti/
SaVctitq. Significance Level

Good Books Academic Performance
Overall ..0002

Math Content -,k4 .008

Language Content 12 .02

Other Content avO .006

Language Format avt4 .001

Math Format avtS .005

Bad Books Academic Performance
Overall Ilt6 .003

Math Content .02

Language Format .03

Good Books Academic Procedure
Overall /46 .009

On Task .005

Assistance .03

Completion .02

Good Books Social Procedure
Overall .001

Materials 1'42 .02

Place 1'49 .0006

Lining Up ^,10 .01

General Social Procedure <.0001

Role ^All .05

3



Table 12

Partial
academic performance,

Good Books

correlations for main effects of percentage
percentage openness, and their interaction.

a

r.e,:cent Academic
Academic Percent Performance X

Domain and Issue Performance Open Open

Academic Performance
Overall .13 -.15 .19

Math Content n.s. -.18 .16

Language Content .13 n.s. .15

Language Format .12 -.11 .13

Math Format n.s. n.s. .19

Bad Books Academic Performance
Overall n.s. -.14 n.s.

Language Content -.14
Language Format -.15

Good Books Academic Procedure
Overall .20 n.s. .16

On Task n.s. .19

Assistance .12 .13

Persistence .18 n.s.

Readiness .15 n.s.

Routine .22 n.s.

Completion .11 .14

Good Books Social Procedure
Overall .15 -.12 .13

Materials .12 n.s. n.s.

Place n.s. -.19 .12

Lining Up n.s. -.12 n.s.

General social
procedure n.s. -.17 n.s.

Turn taking .12 n.s. .12

Role .14 n.s. n.s.

Late .20 n.s. .11

Cleaning Up .11 n.s. n.s.

Noise .17 n.s. n.s.

Good Books Social/Moral
Overall .17

Comforting .15

Aggression n.s.
Lying n.s.

Sharing .11

Including Others .15

Playing fair n.s.

Cheating .13

Stealing .17

a)

n.s. .16

n.s.
. 15

.11

.13

n.s.
. 13

n.s.
.13

Partials for percent academic performance and percent open are reported from
equations in which grade and social class were entered first hierarchically
as controls. To simplify the number of terms involved, the partials for
the interaction were obtained from an equation in which just grade, the
two independent variables, and their interactions were entered first
hierarchically. 119



Table 13

Effects of classroom management and openness on intrinsicness of children's

reasons: Hierarchical regressions.

(a) Significant partial correlations from grade, social class, and managerial

efficiency analysis.

Variable Partial Significance

Grade .29 <.0001

Social class -.20 .0002

Grade x Manag. -.25 <.0001

(b) Significant partials from grade, social class, and openness analysis.

Variable Partial Significance

Grade .29 <.0001

Social class -.20 .0002

Openness .21 .0001

Grade x Openness -.17 .002

Grace x Class x Open .13 .02

(c) Significant partials from grade, managerial efficiency, and openness

analysis.

Variable Partial Significance

Grade .29 < .0001

Openness .28 < .0001

Grade x Manag. -.14 .007

Grade x Openness -.12 .03



Table 14

Cell means and marginals for responsibility assigned by domain of incident and
by four levels of goodness-badness of act.*

Domain: Extra good

Quality of Act

Good Bad/Excuse Bad

Academic Performance 2.87 2.92 7.88 8.37 5.51

Academic Procedure 3.04 3.22 8.21 8.45 5.73

Social Procedure 3.42 3.15 8.11 8.70 5.85

Social/Mcral 2.78 2.73 8.90 9.01 5.86

3.03 3.00 8.28 8.63

*Scores ranged from 1 = highly praiseworthy through 6 = neutral (no praise or
blame assigned) to 11 = highly blameworthy.
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Table 15

Cell means and marginals for responsibility assigned by domain of incident and by

goodness-badness of act, omitting role incidents from social procedure domain.*

Domain: Extra-good

Quality of Act

Good Bad/Excuse Bad

Academic Performance 2.87 2.92 7.88 8.37 5.51

Academic Procedure 3.04 3.22 8.21 8.45 5.73

Social Procedure 3.10 3.16 9.01 8.84 6.03

Social/Moral 2.78 2.73 8.90 9.01 5.86

2.95 3.01 8.50 8.67

*Scores ranged from 1 = highly praiseworthy through 6 = neutral (no praise or

blame assigned) to 11 = highly blameworthy.



Table 16

Significant partial correlations of demographics with responsibility judgments
by domain and goodness-badness of stimulus: Hierarchical analyses with grade,
sex, and social class.

Domain:

Good Stimuli*

Variable Partial Signif.

Bad Stimuli

Variable Partial Signif.

A. Academic
Performance .Grade .45 <.0001 Grade -.48 <.0001

Class -.19 .0003 Class .19 .0003

B. Academic
Procedure Grade .39 <.0001 Grade -.39 <.0001

Sex -.11 .049

Class -.11 .043

C. Social
Procedure Grade .39 <.0001 Grade -.39 <.0001

Sex -.18 .0007 Sex .13 .02

D. Social/Moral Grade .46 <.0001 Grade -.42 <.0001

Sex -.12 .03 Sex .14 .10

Class -.14 .009

*Since praiseworthiness ranged from a low number (1) to neutral (6), negative

partials indicate assigning more praise; for blameworthiness,ranging from

neutral (6) to high blame (11), positive partials indicate assigning more
blame.
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Table 17

Regressions predicting responsibility judgments from teacher talk variables:
Hierarchial analysis including grade, teacher variables, and their interactions*

A. Percent academic performance attributions:
Academic performance good stimuli.

Variable Partial Significance

Grade .45

% Attributions .06

Grade x Attributions -.12

<.0001

B. Percent academic procedure expectations/sanctions:
Academic performance good stimuli.

Variable

.03

Partial Significance

Grade .45

% AP Expec/Sanc -.04

Grade x AP Expec/Sanc -.11

C. Percent social procedure expectations/sanctions:
Academic performance good stimuli.

Variable

<.0001

.035

Partial Significance

Grade .45

% SP Expec/Sanc .13

Grade x SP Expec/Sanc -.07

D. Percent social procedure expectations/sanctions:
Academic performance bad stimuli.

Variable

<.0001

.02

Partial Significance

Grade -.48

% SP Expec/Sanc -.03

Grade x SP Expec/Sanc .21

<.0001

.0001

*Since praiseworthiness ranged from 1 (high) to 6 (neutral), negative partials

indicate assigning more praise; for blameworthiness, ranging from 6 (neutral)

to 11 (high blame), positive partials indicate assigning more blame.



Table 18

Partial correlations for significant main effects of teacher percentage
negativity, percentage openness, and their interactions from hierarchical
regressions with grade and social class.*

Domain

Good Stimuli

Variable Partial Signif.

Bad Stimuli

Variable Partial Signif.

A. Academic
Performance Class x Neg. -.22 <.0001 Grade x Neg. .12 .02

Grade x Open .17 .003

Class x Neg. .15 .005

B. Academic
Procedure Class x Neg. -.17 .002 Grade x Neg. .11 .04

Class x Neg. .19 .0007

C. Social
Procedure Grade x Neg. -.11 .05 Class x Neg. .14 .009

Class x Neg. -.11 .04 Class x Open -.12 .03

Grade x Class
x Neg. -.11 .04

D. Social/Moral Negativity .12 .02 Grade x Class -.12 .03

Class x Neg. -.21 .0001 Grade x Open .12 .03

Class x Neg. .16 .003

*Coefficients are reported from four-way analysis (Grade x Social Class x
Negativity x Openness) where effect was also significant in three-way

run(s). For brevity, grade and class coefficients are omitted; as
regressions were hierarchical, grade effects were identical and class
effects virtually identical to those already reported in Table 16.
As in Table 16, since praiseworthiness ranged from a low number (1) to

neutral (6), negative partials indicate assigning more praise; for
blameworthiness,ranging from neutral (6) to high blame (11), positive

partials indicate assigning more blame.
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Table 19

Correlations between children's demographic characteristics and elements
of the justice model*

Justice Model Grade (1/5) Sex (M/F) Class (M/W)

-.35
d a

r
io

.19c -.10

d .b-.39 16r -.08

r
00

partial r
io

d
.17

b
-.07

.02 .00 -.05

*Results show correlations of each demographic with, respectively, the
individual-level correlation between inputs and outcomes; the
correlation of individual input evaluations and group average evaluations;
the correlation of individual outcome evaluations and group average
evaluations; and the partial r controlling for the fit around the model of
Figure lb (i.e., correlated deviations from this model).

a
.05< 2 <.10

b
2 < .01

c
2 < .001

d.
< .0001



7 Teacher Talk and Student
Thought: Socialization into the
Student Role

Phyllis C. Blumenfeld
V. Lee Hamilton
Steven T. Bossert
Kathleen Wessels
Judith Meece
The University of Michigan

In modern societies systems of formal schooling are charged with the dual
responsibilities of providing academic training and citizenship training. Some of
the socialization of scholars and citizens is expected to occur in the home; but a
large, and probably increasing, proportion of the burden of this socialization falls
on our teachers. Researchers probing the effectiveness of our schools have
tended to focus on one or the other of these dual concerns. For example, those
,tIncemed v. ith academic achievement generally examine the effects of particular
..urrieular content or instructional methods (e.g.. Doyle, 1978; Posner, 1974;

alker & Sehallarzick, 1974). Others whose concerns are social tend to investi-
;xi: outcome, resulting from participation in student government, exposure to
:lora' training programs, or use of techniques for modifying disruptive classroom
'ehaviors te.c.. Bar-Tal & Saxe, 1978; Kounin, 1970; Rest, 1974; Simon &
Kirs,:henbaum. 1973). What remains to be done is a simultaneous examination of
socialization for both scholarship and citizenship from the point of view of both

agent and the target of this effort: teacher and child.
Researchers agree that somehow teachers influence the development of

,:holarship and citizenship through day-to-day communication of ex.pedations in
the classroom (cf. Brophy & Good, 1974). In this day-to-day interaction lies a
thread unif trig the two concerns and two functions of education. To impart
...idemie know ledge, teachers must also get children to attend to tasks. to perse-
.ere when requirements seem difficult, and to complete assignments. To create
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144 BLUMENFELD, HAMILTON, BOSSERT, WESSELS, MEECE

citizens, they must foster adherence to both procedural norms governing orderly

life in the classroom and general social:moral norms embodying concern for the

rights and welfare of others. The underlying common process is successful

socialization of the child into the role of student. Yet relatively little is known

about the daily accretions that turn children into students.

The present chapter reports on an interdisciplinary study of this socialization

process. It is a preliminary report in that we cover only the first two )ears of
longitudinal data gathering and discuss only two types of data out of an overall

total of eight) We are focusing on the effect of teachers' socializing communica-

tion on children's views of norms for classroom life: on teacher talk, student

thought, and the link between the two.
The overall model within which we are working can be summarized briefly.

Everyone agrees that roles are learned. Yet the vocabulary of the "role theory"

literature is metaphorically rich and scientifically sloppy (cf. Biddle, 1979; Bid-

dle & Thomas, 1966). The central scientific meaning of role appears to be action

within a prescribed social position or status. Roles are socially determined, in

that groups have expectations for how role occupants ought to behave and %cif/

behave. Roles are socially understood, in that group members give common

descriptions of action within role. Roles are socially learned, in that people learn

appropriateness of behavior through direct or vicarious rewards and punish-

ments. Thus there are three logical!) exhaustive components of a role to he

observed: prescriptions for action (what should you do?); descriptions of action

(what did you do and evaluations after action (what did the others think of it?)

(cf. Thomas & Biddle. 1966, p. 28).
These components are also isomorphic with a recent model of human respon-

sibility judgments (Hamilton, 1978: Hamilton & Sanders. 1981). The model

argues that judgments of responsibilit)i.e., accountability or liability for

sanctionsinvolve normative or role expectations and deeds performed or omit-

ted as determinants of sanctions. The data indicate that one is indeed liable both

for what one did and for what one should have done. as the model predicts. This

model deals with adults and already-socialized members of a group. But to learn

a role in the first place is to learn its boundarieswhat things garner praise. what

things evoke blame. Thus the elements of a model of responsibility judgments for

the already-socialized can also be seen as the crucial elements for the learning of

a role.

'In addition to the data reported here. data gathering included extensive ethnographic field notes

on teacher and student activities in 12 of the classrooms; sonometrie choices of friendship for

classmates: interviews ,aith students concerning reasons s; h) various norms were important to follosk:

questionnaires to students embedding experimental %anations of norms previously investigated, with

children asked to judge responsibilit) and sanctions. targeted obserations of children selected from

teachers' ex aluations as particular)) good or disrupti% e students: and questionnaires to teachers that

included the responsibilit experiments presented to their students plus teacher assessments of math

and %erbal achinement for each child.

rrr',1 571E
sES'y d
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7. TEACHER TALK AND STUDENT THOUGHT 145

Given a traditional psychological approach to the components of this model,
two theoretical literatures would appear relevant: the social psychological area of
attribution theory. where decisions about how to describe an event, assign causal-
ity for it, and determine responsibility have been studied; and of course, social

learning theory, where basic psychological findings regarding learning processes
are applied and mo _died to accommodate human learning in social contexts. But

two further concerns of great relevance to the theoretical model and the present
research design are sometimes slighted in educational applications of attribution

or social learning. The first concern, represented in recent educational literature

on classroom management and in traditional sociological work on organizations,
k the structural question of how the teacher's managerial role and the task

structure she implements determine the effectiveness of her socialization prac-
tices.= The second concern, often appearing under the rubric of "individual
Differences" in psychological treatments, is the issue of howthe teacher's impact

may differ depending on certain key characteristics of the pupils. (In the present
study we chose to focus on age, social class, and sex as potentially crucial
differentiators of children's student role socialization.) We briefly summarize

.client findings and predict'ons from these relevant literatures before turning to a

description of the study itself.

Attribution Theory: Teacher Descriptions and
Evaluations

Attribution theory" is by now a generic label for an arrayof theories of how

humans judge causality or responsibility and a large number of empirical applica-

!Ions of such theories (ee, e.g., Harvey, Ickes, & Kidd, 1976, 1978). Although

.1 substantial body of the empirical work in this area has been focused on children
teachers, actual observation of attribution processes in the classroom context

'14. been relatively rare (e.g., Blumenfeld, Hamilton, Wessels & Falkner, 1979;

Cooper. 1979; Dweck, Davidson, Nelson, & Enna, 1978). Thus we must draw

,,n general predictions from the literature, with some information from prior
s.thhes concerning the likely results in a classroom setting.

if the teacher is to socialize children about student role expectations, one of

iite things she must do is discuss or describe classroom behaviors: the deeds, or

%%hat happened,' part of the role/responsibility model. Although such descrip-

.ions are in general potentially important as socializing information, descriptions
typically either embed an implicit judgment about causality or involve some

,Ilow -up judgment. And attribution theories Provide evidence that causal ;,udg-
7;:nts are not evaluatively neutral (e.g., Heider, 1958; Jones & Davis. 1965;

-'11e. 1967, 1973). First, causal judgments are typically made or sought when

The teacher Is referred to as her ("she) throughout for convenience, as all but one of the
incshed are female.
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the event in question was one calling for evaluation or sanctioning. In addition.
in the allocation of causality itself, the perceiver indicates what was seen as
controlling or producing the, event. Attribution of outcomes to internal causes
leads people to see themselves as personally responsible for outcomes, which can
be psychologically satisfyingespecially when the outcome in question was a
positive one (e.g., deCharms, 1968; Weiner, 1972). Thus attributions may be
positive or negative in their direct evaluative implications as well as internal or
external in their control implications, with potential positive connotations to
internality. In sum, attributions represent potentially keyif non-neutral
aspects of teacher descriptions of events. Their power as influence tools is
suggested by the recent finding that making appropriate anributional statements
to a child can be more effective in changing that child's behavior than more
conventional persuasion strategies (Miller, Brickman & Bolen, 1975).

The very few studies of attributions in classrooms indicate that both the
overall preponderance of focus on positive versus negative classroom events and
the type of events focused onacademic versus other more procedural
concernsmay alter the effectiveness of a teacher's communication (e.g..
Blumenfeld et al., 1979; Dweck et al., 1978). Thus the imponance of attribu-
tions may include their channeling of student definitions of the role itself, as well
as their communication to the student about control and their contribution to
self-concept. We have therefore selected causal attributions as an imponant locus
of funher information in teacher talk of a descriptive son. In doing so we of
course accept the inevitable interweaving of expectation and evaluation that
occurs in description itself, despite the logical separation of these components
suggested in the role/responsibility model.

Social Learning: Teacher Sanctions and Expectations

Certain basic social learning principles suggest a strategy for producing be-
havioral conformity in the classroom. Frequency. consistency. and intensity of
praise and criticism should influence the degree of children's conformity to
teacher desires (e.g., Bandura. 1969; Cartledge & Milburn. 1978; Clarizio,
1971). In general. consistent use of social evaluations coupled with appropriate
behavioral sanctions, delivered in a manner that focuses children's attention on
the behavior in question, should result in high conformity to that particular
expectation. However, overall frequency of sanctioning need not be a good
predictor of conformity, as its effects may be attenuated by inconsistency of
response or by failure to draw appropriate attention to the behavior (Bandura.
1969, 1977; Mischel & Mischel, 1976; Parke. 1969, 1970). Blame or punish-
ment that appears noncontingent on the child's behavior can even have severely
negative effects (Seligman, 1975). Thus it need not be surprising that low corre-
lations between sheer use of sanctions and children's level of misbehavior have
been reported (Kounin, 1970).
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But overt conformity is not the usual goalor certainly not the only goal
proposed for socialization in the schools Long-term stability of behavior rests on
internalization of the socializer's goals by the socializer. and the use of explicit
rewards and punishments may even act to retard that internalization process.
Overreliance on threats or sanctions appears to create busy learners, but not
necessarily motivated or interested ones (Covington & Beery, 1976). Even the
provision of external rewards or incentives as a justification for children's be-
havior can decrease their intrinsic interest in a task (Lepper. this volume; Lepper
& Green. 1975; Pittman et al.. this volume). Thus the teacher who socializes by
carrying "carrots" and wielding "sticks" would appear to be endangering the
long-term enterprise of socialization itself.

The use of rewards and punishments per se need not work in opposition to.
internalization. however. Discipline methods may promote internalization by
communicating expectations about appropriate behavior. by providing alterna-
tie and more acceptable modes for reaching goals, and by sensitizing the child
to effects of actions on others (Aronfreed, 1963. 1969, 1976; Hoffman,
!970a.b). A discipline style that utilizes inductionsexplanations of the reasons
for following rules in terms of consequences to othersappears to be a highly
effective strategy for producing internalization. Such a sty le induces a humanistic
orientation rather than a conventional orientation to rule violation and focuses on
the spirit of the rule rather than the letter of the law (Hoffman, 1970.2). Overall
then. the consistent. judicious, and inductively-oriented use of sanctions would
appear to be crucial to the internalization process.

Given the importance of inductions in a social learning approach to student
role socialization, social learning proves to be relevant to understanding the
impact of teacher expectations as well as sanctions. Inductive explanations are a
subcategory of all explanations; and as long as the explanations focused on are
those involving why students should or should not behave in a particular way,
then they are logically prescriptive or expectation statements that simply provide
funlier reasons or rationales. In terms of the role/responsibility model, social
le;trning thus may provide the key to implementing the prescriptive and sanction-
ing portions of the model. Therefore, we have chosen to focus on all teacher
sam.ttonsor their threat or promiseand on all teacher communication regard-
ing expectations, including further "why" information. Social learning theory
and findings would suggest that either or both of these may affect children's
learning and internalization of the student role.

Management and Task Structure: Macrolevel Social
Learning Problems

%%hen looking at teacher behavior within a particular classroom, or even at
Lomparisons among teachers, educators and psychologists often utilize some
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mining classroom order and effective discipline naturally leads toward that
perspective. A further step in that direction has also been made relatively re-
cently. As evidence emerged that effects of such variables as classroom "cli-
mate" or teacher "warmth" on children's academic and social outcomes were
apparently slight, researchers began to pay serious attention to Kounin's (1970)
argument that maintaining orderly procedures for learning by the group is neces-
sary for achievement by individuals within it (see also reviews by Dunkin &
Biddle, 1974). Organizational questions therefore begin to emerge. and re-
searchers turn more attention to sociological literatures on groups, organizations,
management, and authority (Duke, 1979).

It is a relatively simple matter to bridge the apparent conceptual gap between
teacher-child dyadic reinforcement and the group-level issues. First, lookine.
within a given classroom, teacher reinforcers to the group can readily be viewed
in terms of direct and vicarious reinforcement to given individuals. More impor-
tantly, the sociological concepts of the role structure within which the teacher
operates as a manager or authority figure and the task structure which she sets up
for carrying out the role can be viewed as environmental constraints that may
govern reinforcement patterns. The role structure a constraint on the teacher;
the task structure is a constraint both on students and on the teacher herself.
insofar as it governs the allocation of time and mode of teaching. Investigation of
socialization into the student role should thus attempt to take into account the
macrolevel problems of the constraints of role and task structure. Fortunately.
there are helpful guidelines available in recent educational literatures on
"classroom management" and "teacher effectiveness."

An excellent historical and conceptual overview of the question of the
teacher's role is provided in Johnson and Brooks (1979). They first outline the
development of the American school from the undifferentiated "one room
schoolhouse" to the modern bureaucratic organization, a change achieved in
many areas by the turn of the last century. Such bureaucratization, of course, is
generally characteristic of industrialization and its accompanying urban mi-
grations. The theoretical anTrpractical importance of this change is that the
modern school must properly be considered as a bureaucracy in which teaches
behaviors may be governed by formal role constraints. The teacher is in a
hierarchy, acting both under the supervision of the principal and other adminis-
trative figures and as supervisor of the behavior and productivity of the students
taught. Thus in a very real sense even the child entering school facesan organiza-
tion in which the teacher is structurally a manager and the student a worker.

There are a number of ways in which the school is an unusual bureaucracy, of
course, including the key fact that the child is simultaneously worker and "prod-
uct" (a general characteristic of socializing institutions). The teacher's manage-
rial task is also complex in that society expects both scholarship and citizenship
to be part of this final product. As Johnson and Brooks describe this latter
tension.

BEa
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All managers hae to arrange working conditions so that workers are at least

minimally satisfied. through having basic personality needs met. but teachers are

additionally expected to manage the situation in such a way that the workers

(pupils) learn to assume increasing
responsibility for carry ing out. with diminishing

supervision. both the work of the classroom and activities outside of school. The

most distinctive feature of the classroom may be this dual concern with both

discipline for learning and learning of discipline. (1979. p. 28, emphasis added)

In our terminology. scholarship and citizenship can make a difficult managerial

mix
Evidence ranging from Kounin (1970) to other more recent sources suggests

that a teacher's effectiveness as a manager has payoffs in students' academic

progress as well as their conduct (see review by Brophy, 1979). Despite the

apparent difficulty of the managerial mix involved in the teacher's role. some of

the payoff from good management results because "good managers also tend to

be good instructors, and vice versa.** given the similar skills in preparation and

organization inoled in both (Brophy. 1979, p. 736). What remains to be seen is

the extent to which indicators of managerial effectiveness may also relate to

..hildren's thoughts and feelings about the student role itself.

The teacher's managerial role and especially control behaviors are also dif-

t:rentiated and shaped by the types of tasks employed during instruction (e.g.,

Bossert. 1977, 1978. 1979; Doyle. 1978). This is not surprising, for to the extent

that different instructional patterns involve different managerial tasks, then

:eachers may attend to and respond to different student behaviors. For example,

!n situa:ions where all children are required to sit quietly, face front, and direct

undivided attention on the teacher, such acts as squirming. whispering, day-

.!reaming. and other minor disruptive behaviors are likely to meet with disap-

p..-o al. In a less structured setting. teachers may be freed from such procedural

..oncerns to attend more to purely academic or general citizenship issues. Alter-

natkely, teachers in traditional and "open" classrooms may divide their con-

....rns similarly between the issues of scholarship and citizenship but attend to

!!!ferent aspects of these. It is clear, however. that the what, when. where, and

ow of work organization can influence specific teacher expectations for

.1a,sroom life. Thus, what actually constitutes acceptable student role behavior

vary with task structure, and teacher communication concerning that role

hould vary concomitantly.
The question of task structure has, of course. been a subject of much debate in

t;:,:ent years. as advocates of "traditional" versus "open" instruction have de-

bated their meritsoften in the absence of clear definitions of either or without

cl.:ar-cut dependent variables in mind (Horowitz. 1979; Marshall, 1981; Wright,

:975 t. Some recent research suggests.
however. that a more structured or tra-

.:.tional approach is more effective for academic performance, particularly in the

:arly grades where children have difficulty
managing learning on their own (see
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review by Brophy, 1979). Yet for children's internalization of classroom norms.
their feelings about these norms, and the whole arena of citizenship as opposeu to
scholarship, the effects of task structure are still open questions. Thus task
structure appears to be a potentially important determinant of student role so-
cialization, one that is logically distinct from managerial effectiveness per se and
one whose impact cannot yet be predicted.

Differentiating Components of the Student Role

The management and task structure literatures suggest that we should look at hot%
the teacher defines the student role itself; and the social learning and attribution
literatures suggest that we look at particular types of communication about that
role as theoretically important socializing tools. Yet a variety of clues within
each of these literatures also indicates that the student role should be examined in
terms of a number of distinct components or domains of classroom life. We hale
already noted the fundamental dichotomy between scholarship and citizenship in
the student role, but a more fine-grained view is needed.

The central defining characteristic of the student role is clearly an academic
one. However, the teacher must impart means as well as ends, training the child
in how to learn as well as what to learn. Thus even academic instruction can
profitably be divided into content versus procedures for operation. On the citi-
zenship side, given that the classroom is a group setting. social procedures for
working with or in the presence of others must be instilled. And moral norms
must be enforced, in the classroom just as anywhere else in the society. Ranging
frcm those most .specific to the setting to those most general to society. the
expectations to be conveyed by the teacher can thus be conveniently divided into
four categories or domains: academic peif"ormance, academic procedure, sociul
procedures, and social/moral norms. Important empirical questions include the
extent to which teachers emphasize one type of issue versus another, the extent to
which socializing strategies in one domain resemble those in another, and the
extent to which teachers have impacts on students across domains. Thus we have
chosen to look at structural determinants of "teacher talk, at information car-
ried in teacher talk, and at its effects on student thought in terms of these different
domains of classroom life.

Differentiation Among Students

Whatever the teacher's understanding of components of the student role, and
however she is influenced by managerial concerns or task structure in com-
municating it, the recipients of that communication are not interchangeable blank
slates. Children are cognitively and socially differentiated in ways that may
influence both the teacher's behavior and the child's understanding of the student
role. The variables that we chose to focus on were the child's age, se.., and social
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class. We discuss these and present results pertaining to them in this order, as we
anticipated the largest differences x1/4ou1d be due to age and the smallest to social
class.

The child's age may affect both the teacher's behavior, because the teacher
makes different assumptions about what the child has already learned about the
role. and the child's understanding. because of the child's level of cognitive
development. Taking two grade levels where children are reasonably separated in
both school experience and cognitive development, first versus fifth grades, we
can explore both teacher behavior and children's comprehension of the student
role

Teacher behaviors and expectations are likely to differ across grade levels.
Teachers in early grades, especially first grade. might be forced to spend a
relatively large proportion of effort on instilling procedural norms, both
academic and social. Teachers in higher grades may be spared this since children
1/4 ill have brad several years of experience in the general setting. Teacher expecta-
tions may accordingly be less stringent in the first steps of socialization, as the
teacher employs "shaping" by rewarding children for conformity to basic role
expectations. Teachers in upper grades may be less likely to.reward for simple
,onformity to role behavior or mere hasty to punish for nonconformity. These
differences in expectations may also lead teachers in upper grades to make
somewhat different attributions, in that they have more information available to
liable them to make internal attributions for failure or misbehavior. In general,
'he expectation that the child has the ability and knowledge to conform to the role
should be related positively to attributions to personal factors as causes of non-
, onformity; thus as expectations shift upwards, attributions may shift inwards,
:,ard assumine stable personal inclinations in the child.

The child's understanding of all this communication, of course, undergoes
;..iientially dramatic shifts with cognitive development. The child entering school
is probably thinking at a preoperational or early concrete operational level. The
..xperienced student. the fifth grader. is probably thinking at a concrete oper-
..itional or early formal operational level (e.g., Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). Sheer
.ognitive diti'erences plus concomitant shifts in moral judgment should affect

hat the student absorbs and how that information is organized.
Basically, the child's differentiation of the domains of classroom life and

.issessments of their importance may be a function of cognitive/moral develop-
lent Differentiation and categorization of issues should be more developed in

older child. It is known that even preschool children can make some distinc-
%on between moral and purely conventional issues and understand the greater
.niponance of moral issues (Nucci & Turiel, 1979; Turiel. 1978); but prior
s'usties have not explored a range of classroom-relevant issues, such as concern
.,r the procedural convenience of others, that represent an area of both impor-

to teachers and potential confusion to children. Further, studies of how
tdren judge academic as opposed to moral successes and failures have just
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begun (e.g., Parsons, 1974; Weiner & Peter, 1973). Thus it is important to
explore how children of different ages may assess the various aspects of the
student role.3

In both first and fifth grades, of course, one finds that most ubiquitous dif-
ferentiator of humans: the child's sex. So far, the primary attention in the educa-
tional literature has been on sex differences in disruptive behavior, with girls
coming out as "sugar and spice" by that criterion of fulfilling the student role
(see Brophy & Good, 1974). More fine-grained socialization such as that pro-
vided by teacher attributions or expectations has only recently received research
attention (e.g., Blumenfeld, Hamilton, \Vessels & Falkner, 1977; Dweck et al..
1978; Parsons, Kaczala, & Nleece, in press). What remains undone is detailed
examination across grade levels with respect to both teacher differences in type
and quality of communication to boys and girls and sex differences in what
children think is involved in being a student, given what teachers try to tell them.

The children's social class background also appears likely to mold how and
what the teacher communicates about the student role. The educational literature
indicates that teachers hold lower expectations for children from lower social
class backgrounds, often differentially allocate instructional assistance, and em-
ploy more negative sanctions against lower and working class children for social
behaviors (e.g., Davis & Dollard, 1940; Rist, 1970; review by Brophy & Good.
1974). The child's own preparation for school is also likely to be differentiated
by class, given that middle class parents are likely to have socialized with more
verbal interchanges, more verbal and induction-oriented moral training, and
higher general expectations that the child act independently and self-reliantly
(e.g., Boocock, 1972; Hess. 1970: Katz, 1968: Kerckhoff, 1973; Kohn, 1969).
What is not known in any detail is the pattern of day-to-day interaction between
the lower or working class student who may be ill-prepared and the teacher
whose expectations for him or her may be low. Detailed examination of both
teacher talk about the student role and children's understanding of that role is
necessary for exploring effects of the subtle class boundaries of American soci-
ety.

3The domains of classroom life studied here hate varied relationships to the moral/conventional
dichotomy. Two domains. soci5Ursoral and social procedural norms. fall into the realm of citizen-
ship: two domains, academic performance and procedure, into the realm of scholarship. The
rationales for in-role behavior in the two realms are likely to differ, with citizenship issues involving
consequences w others and scholarship issues consequences to the self. Overall. sociaUmoral norms
emerge as clear!) moral, as the label implies. Social procedural norms are conventional, entailing
behaviors designed to facilitate classroom management and to Leep children in crowded rooms from
interfering with one another. Academic procedural norms are also conventional. but differ from
previously examined conventional norms in frequently invoking consequences to self. Finally.
academic performance issues have thorough!) individual consequences and in that sense differ from
both the moral and conventional norms previously studied. although it is unclear the extent to which
they may have moral overtones (Weiner. 1+79).
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Summary of the Study Design and Goals

The goal of the overall study is a detailed map of socialization into the student
role. We use a model which asserts that roles are learned by learning their
boundariesthose things that lie within the role and those that exceed the expec-
tations of others either positively or negatively. The key "other," from the
child's point of view, is clearly the teacher. Thus we emphasize teacher com-
munication about the role, "teacher talk," as the potential cause of children's
judgments about the role. "student thought."

The original study design was also intended to examine variations in student
role socialization produced by classroom task structure and by children's age,
sex. and social class. Thus the plan called for choice of two open and two
traditional classrooms in each of first and fifth grades in predominantly working
ersus middle class schoolsfor a total of 16 classrooms! In the conveniently
lo,..ated working class schools. however. officially open classrooms were
abolished before we could begin data collection. Thus we adjusted to a more
ntied design. in which our predominantly middle class school district contrib-
::t...d two open classrooms and two not so designated classrooms at each of the
two grade levels; and two predominantly working class districts were tapped for a
o'ral of ten rather than eight classrooms (five at each grade level), to obtain as
much xariability in task structure as possible. The measures used for structure of
ask oreanization, described later, are then based on our own observations rather

han official designations and produce a continuous gradation rather than thtt
!!1,..ial dichotomous labels. An indicator of managerial effectiveness is also

ided from our observations.
The fundamental questions to be answered in part involve simple descriptions
;:acher talk and student thought about the student role. Thus initial questions

:,cni the distribution of teacher attention among the domains of classroom life
to the extent feasible, among particular issues within those domains; the

t.:nt to which potentially key socializing information (expectations, attribu-
-1,. and sanctions) is provided in teacher remarks; and, given social learning
..ory concerns, the extent to which communication is proactive or reactive,
.11%e or negative in evaluative tone. and of low or high salience, or intensity.

differentiation of teacher talk depending on either teacher variables
.:n.igerial effectiveness and task structureor target variableschildren's age,

or social classcan then be explored. Children's thought about the student
Lan then be described, and its differentiation by children's own chancteris-
and by aspects of teacher talk can be examined. At that point we will have

:.{Meted a first broad sweep at exploring what is in the student role as corn-

composition of the schools was determined by conversations with principals about the
grounds of students as well as by the general industrial characteristics of the communities
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municated by the teacher, what is there from the child's point of view, and
whatif anyrelationship exists between the two.

METHOD

Measures of Teacher Talk

The coding scheme for teacher communication is summarized in Table 7.1. The
universe of statements that was coded consisted of all remarks that communi-
cated directives about performance or feedback on performance, whether that
performance was of an academic or social nature. The only teacher remarks
thereby excluded were social talk, such as complimenting a student on a new
dress. and sheer academic instruction, in which no statements of either role
expectations or feedback were being made.5 All remarks were recorded verbatim
and subsequently coded at the level of clauses containing information.

All such clauses were first coded regarding the domain of the remark:
academic performance, academic procedure. social procedure, or social/moral
norms. Issues considered as falling into each domain are found in the table.
Clauses were also coded for the time at which the remark was made (i.e., before
or after child's behavior); for the quality of the behavior from the teacher's point
of view (positive, negative, ambiguous, or not applicablei.e.. when the remark
occurred before a behavior); for the target of the remark (girl. boy, small group.
or whole group); for the structure of the activity being engaged in by the child
and teacher; and for the salience of the teacher's remark (essentially whether she
appeared to be upset or excited and deliberately drew class attention to it).

Within this universe of communication, some embedded further information
to the target: expectations. attributions, or sanctions. These were differentiated as
described in the table. Categories used for expectations and sanctions were
derived from our prior observational experience, whereas categories for attribu-
tions followed closely from the literature in that area. The sole exception to the
clause-level analysis is also a new attributional category, mixed, in which the
teacher made two linked attributions at once, one of which was positive and one
negative in implication. We felt that use of this combination category represented
a more accurate reflection of the information imparted than would be obtained
were those attributions treated as independent bits of information.

51t is important to note that we were interested in teachers' efforts to socialize children into a role
rather than in the content or method of academic instruction. Thus, whereas other observational codes
(see Dunkin and Biddle. 1974) focus on lessons and subject-matter teaching (e.g., providing exam-
ples, asking questions, explaining facts) as well as on socialization practices like praise and criticism.
we exclude the former as not related specifically to role socializing activity.
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TABLE 7.1
Categorization Scheme for "Teacher Talk"

Domain and Issue. Each piece of information was categorized as to the area of classroom
life referred to and the specific subject of the remark.

1. Academic performance; Statements concerning the quality or correctness of intel-
lectual performance or referring to rationales for particular assignments. Subject
matter of math, reading and other was noted as well.

a) Format (math, reading. other): Statements related to the "correctness" of the
form or format of the student's academic work.
Example: "You forgot to put your name on the paper." "I can't read your
answers, your work is so sloppy."

b) Content (math, reading. other): Statements related to the correctness of the
student's work.
Example: "You only missed one problem, very good." "You have to have
fractions to be able to do fifth grade work."

c) Ambiguous (math, reading, other): No specific referent to correctness or incor-
rectness of either content or format.
Example: "That's nice. Okay. next." (Teacher fishes for more information)
"Yes, but what about ..."

2. Academic procedure: Statements pertaining to academic routines. These included
comments about what work the children were assigned and how, when, and where
they were expected to complete it. Statements in this domain were differentiated
into one of eight categories.

a) Assignment: Reference to expectations concerning what assignments students
should do and how they should do them.
Example: "Read two chapters in the green book today." "Use a pen to write
this letter, not a pencil." "Eseryone should try to do at least six problems on
this page."

b) On-task: Any reference to not listening when the teacher is trying to give an
assignment, instructions. or information; failure to use work periods construc-
tively .

Example: "Please pay attention. stop chattering, you won't know how to do this
later." "Get back to work now. You've almost wasted the whole period."

c) Completion: Specifications of when work is to be finished or statements of ex-
pectations that students should complete, do so on time, and know what to do
after completing an assignment.
Example: "Try to finish this work sheet before recess." ''You didn't finish the
last six problems on this page."

d) General routine: Statements concerning what students should be doing when.
Example. "Do your math first, then spelling." "You should be working on your
reading now, not your science."

e) Assistance: Reference to expectations that students should follow proper pro-
cedures for getting help with work or complete assignments independently.
Example: "Put your name on the board, if you need help." "You can ask some-
one who is finished for help."

1) Persistence: Reference to expectations that students should not give up easily on
a difficult task.
Example: "This is hard, so you'll have to try." "These problems are tough; you'll
have to work hard."

(continued)
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g) Readiness: Reference to expectations that students should be prepared for work
by having the correct materials (e.g., pencils, paper, books, etc.) or by having the
prerequisite assignment or homework completed.
Example: "This is the fifth time you forgot your math book, you'd better re-
member it tomorrow."'

h) General academic procedure issues: Reference to other types of expectations
related to academic procedures (e.g. where to put assignments) that do not fit
into one of the above categories.

3. Social procedure: Statements pertaining to classroom social rules and routines.
These included comments about conduct that facilitated or interfered with the
teacher's, other students', or one's own activities by failure to adhere to common or-
ganizational practices. These were differentiated into five issues.
a) Care of classroom and classroom materials: Reference to expectations that stu-

dents should keep the classroom neat, take care of classroom materials, and use
them properly.
Example: "Keep the floor under your desk neat." "Put the library books back
on the shelves where they belong." "Stop wasting that paper, that is all we have
for the rest of the year."

b) Place: Reference to expectations concerning where students should perform cer-
tain activities or where students should be in the classroom at a particular time.
Example: "That's right, you can use the glue in the art area." "Uhat are you
doing wandering around back here? You should be at your seat." "Karen, I
called your reading group to come up to my desk, why aren't you up here?"

c) Role: Reference to expectations that students should perform tasks associated
with an assigned job (e.g., line captain, librarian, sanitation enerieer) or that they
should not overstep the boundaries of the student role.
Example: "This is the second time you forgot to check the bathrooms, I guess
I'll give the job to someone else." "It's not your place to tell the janitor about
this, I'll take care of it."

d) Talking: Reference to (1) high level of noise; (2) following procedures for raising
hands or interrupting; (3) opening mouths when it is quiet time; etc.
Example: "Shh. I can't hear because you're so loud." "Don't interrupt, be care-
ful to raise your hand." "It's not your turn to recite."

e) General social procedural issues: Reference to other types of expectations related
to the social organization of the classroom that do not fit into one of the above
categories (e.g., lining up, closing the door, hanging up coats).

4. Social/moral: Statements referring to behaviors ofan interpersonal nature which
involve the rights and welfare of others, either physical or psychological. Statements
in this domain were differentiated into four categories.

a) Sharing: Reference to the expectation that students should share their personal
property with others.
Example: "Billy, you can't eat the candy in your desk unless there is enough for
everyone."

b) Lying or cheating: Reference to the expectation that students should be fair and
not lie or cheat.
Example: "You had four turns; it's against the rules to have more than two."
"Look at your own paper, or take it away. This is a test."

c) Physical aggression: Reference to the expectation that students should be fair
and not bite, hit, push, kick, or otherwise physically hurt others.
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TABLE 7.1 (Continued)

d) Respect for others: Reference to expectations that students should be thoughtful
towards others and should not tease, provoke, or otherwise hurt the feelings of
others.
Example: "Don't call her "four eyes," it's not nice." 'That was nice of you to
help Bills fix the model."

7)me. AuJ statements were differentiated into one of two categories:

1. Proactive (before): Statements made prior to an event which served to encourage
appropriate behavior and define and explain expectations.

2. Reactive (after): Statement made subsequent to an event or in response to a particu-
lar action.

Quality of Bet:L.110r. Statements were differentiated into one of four categories:

1. Positive: Statements referring to expected or accomplished good performance or
appropriate behavior.

2. Negative: Statements made in anticipation of or in reaction to poor academic per-
formance. failure to adhere to classroom procedure, or antisocial behavior.

3. Ambiguous Statements referring to academic performance that do not communicate
dearly whether the outcome was positive or negative such as, "Uh, huh."

4. Not applicableneutral statemen:s which communicate what work is to be done.

Target: Statements were differentiated according to the person(s) to whom they were
addressed (a female, a male. a small group, or the whole group) and whether the target
was working or not working with the teacher at the time.

Child Actil it.% The organization of activity (activities) of the class when the statement
was made were delineated into five categories.

I. Class: Students are engaged in discussion or recitation as a group.

2. Individual Searwork (same): Students are working individually on the same assign-
ment.

3. Individual Searwork (different): Students are working individually on different
assignment.

4. Small Group Students working in small groups for a common product (game, play).

5. Free Time; Students have free time/choice.

6. Combinations sere noted when the children were engaged in a variety of different
activities.

Teacher Actitits. What the teacher was doing when the remark was made was coded as:

I. Recitation: Teacher is working with the whole class, reviewing old material, instruct-
ing or giving out assignments, organizing the day.

2 Small group: Teacher is working with a small group evaluating, reviewing old mater-
ial, instructing. giving out assignments.

3. Teacher check: Teacher is moving about the room working with individuals, or stu-
dents are coming up individually to her desk for assistance or checking, or the
teacher is doing administrative work.

4. Class: Teacher is observing whole class activity, such as show and tell or free time,
without much participation herself.
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Salience. All statements were differentiatea as to the amount of attention they com-
manded. They were categorized as:

1. Low: Statements made in normal tone of voice.

2. Medium: Statements v.here the teacher raised her voice somewhat.

3. High: Statements where the teacher was clearly angry, screamed, or shook a child.
Informatives. Each communication that contained further informationexpectations,
attributions, or sanctionswas further coded at the clause level according to the follow-
ing categories:

1. Expectations. Reasons for behavioral expectations or evaluative feedback which did
not include attributional reference were coded into four categories:
a) Rule: Statement of social or procedural norms that offer no rationale beyond the

fact that the norm is to be followed.
Example: "Nice people don't call names." "First graders must learn to spell
correctly."

b) Consequences: Rationale for expectation by reference to effect of behavior on
others or oneself.

These are divided in five categories.

1. Self: "If you learn to sound out words. you won't have to ask anyone for
help."

2. Others: "It makes Janey feel good when you share with her."
3. Group: "The class is being delayed because you're talking."
4. Teacher: "1 get tired of having to pick up after you. It hurts my back to

keep bending."
5. Object: "The book will get messed up if you leave it on the floor."

c) Circumstances: Reference to present or future conditions as the basis for
requests. expectations. or evalLiati:.s.
Example: "We're almost out of paste so be careful to use just a little bit."

d) Authority: References to administrative ease or teacher preference.
Example: "Do it this way. I hk . better." "The principal says you must bring
in slips tomorrow or no trip."

2. Sanctioning practices. Statements or actions which served to p:omote compliance
were categorized as one of five types:

a) Reward
b) Promise
c) Punishment: e.g., removal of privileges, giving extra work.
d) Threat
e) Redirection of action: e.g., changing a child's seat, confiscating an object, pro-

viding the child with another task.

3. Attributions. Explicit contingent or prior feedback referring to factors contributing
to.success or failure, including four basic categories:

a) Motivation: Success or failure attributed to effort. These were further differen-
tiated as to mention of positive or negative motivation (presence or absence of
effort).
Examples: "Your spelling is good. You certainly were careful." "You keep
forgetting to read the instructions."

b) Ability: Success or failure attributed to the presence or absence of stable skills or
personal traits. These were divided into positive (desirable) and negative (undesir-
able) traits or abilities.
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TABLE 7.1 (Continued)

Examples. "You're not mature enough to behave yourselves." "Your stories are
a/ways so interesting and funny."

c) Mixed. Success or failure attributed to atypical performance. Comments about
successful performance which imply the child usually fails or about failure which
imply the child usuall!. succeeds.
Examples. "This work is not as good as you can do." "You've been having a lot
of trouble with math: I'm glad to see you got these right."

d) Unstable: Success or failure attributed to presence of some factor outside the
child's control, such as illness or fatigue.

e) Task: Su..cess or failure attributed to difficulty of the assignment or type of un-
dertaking without negative implications for the child's ability or effort.
Examples: "They're making it hard on you. Now you need to multiply three
columns." This is fiord grade work.

Obser ers were trained in two ways. First, sample transcripts of teacher
statements taken from previous ork were prepared. Observers were taught to
code from these transcripts to familiarize themselves with the categories. Sec-
ond, to be certain that they gathered accurately the set of teacher statements that
were of interest for our purposes. each observer was accompanied by one of the
experimenters familiar with the codes for a 30-minute session in a classroom.
Later, agreement between observer and experimenter was assessed both for
inclusion of remarks into the universe of socialization statements and for record-
ing of basic context information necessary for more detailed coding (i.e., reactiv-
ity, quality of remark, and target). Reliability for recording the correct informa-
tion was .92. Reliability for correctly coding all categories (domain, issue within
domain, time, quality, target, child and teacher activity structures, salience,
expectation, attribution, and sanction) subsequently ranged from .75 to .90 with
an average of .85. Given that the verbatim records of teacher statements were

ailable for checking, it was readily possible to ensure that this more detailed
information was coded correctly after actual data gathering. First, one of the
experimenters reviewed all statements recorded for the first three hours of
classroom observation and checked all categorizations with observers individu-
ally. Weekly meetings were then held to spot check coding and discuss any
problems. Spot checks of the coding against the verbatim teacher statements
indicated that after three hours of data collection all coders had reached at
least .85 accuracy .

Ten hours of statements made by teachers were collected in each classroom.
Only statements made by the adult with primary responsibility for the classroom
were recorded, eliminating remarks by student teachers, substitute teachers, or
parents. Insofar as possible, statements were recorded verbatim, given that actual
coding was done from the notes taken in class.

Observations w ere scattered throughout the school day. At least two hours of
obsery ations were done while the teacher conducted reading lessons or reading
roups except in those rooms where reading instruction was not carried out in
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group fashion. The remaining hours included periods devoted to other subjects
such as math as well as less academically oriented periods such as show-and-tell.

Managerial Effectiveness and Task Structure

Managerial effectiveness was not originally built into the design as a potential
determinant of student role socialization. Instead, we turned to this literature for
guidelines when some of the variables initially thought important proved to be
relatively unimportant parts of teacher talk or unimportant determinants of either
that talk or student thought, as is discussed later. As it emerged that managerial
issues might be important, we were able to include a questionnaire for observers
in the second year's data gathering so that managerial issues could be directly
assessed. Here, however, we must rely on an indicator of such effectiveness
rather than an explicit measure. There is always the possibility, therefore, that
the indicator chosen is really "something else," and readers should assess rele-
vant results accordingly.

Given that the central official task in the teacher role is to encourage
scholarship. what we chose as an indicator of managerial effectiveness is what
might be seen as the teacher's "work orientation ": the proportion rf socializing
communication devoted to academic performance as opposed to procedural or
social/moral issues. As a measure of managerial effectiveness, the danger of
using such a variable is that high proportionate attention to academic perfor-
mance could result either because the teacher has procedural issues under control
and is able to do her job, or because she is simply ignoring procedural and social
chaos and plodding onward with the lesson. Thus we examined observers' com-
ments about the rooms as well as their transcripts. finding consistent evidence
that the rooms high in proportionate attention to academic performance were also
generally characterized by high student productivity and good behavior. This
may provide further support for Brophy's conclusion, quoted earlier, that good
managers tend to make cood teachers because the requisite skills overlap; but in
any case, it clearly refutes the notion that high proportionate attention to
academic performance entails ignoring social chaos. Overall. then, a teacher's
relative attention to academic performance, at least in these data. seems a reason-
ible indicator of managerial effectiveness.

Given that all clauses of teacher communication were coded for the domain
addressed, obtaining a score for each teacher of attention to academic perfor-

ince was simple. We merely calculated the percentage of all clauses coded as
dealing with academic outcome. Although certain questions cannot legitimately
be addressed using this variablesuch as, for example, teachers' relative atten-
tion to social procedure, because it would have to be negativelycorrelatedmost
of the potentially relevant research questions can be addressed. Differences be-
tween teachers on attention to academic performance and correlates of these
differences are presented later in the results section.
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In contrast to the question of managerial effectiveness, we had a number of
possible measures of task structure. As noted in footnote one, extensive ethnog-
raphic records were available for 12 of the rooms; these were coded for task
structure and typified into categories of low to high openness of task structure
Dased on the teacher's degree of use of multitask teaching activities. This typifi-
:ation is highly related, however, to our measures of the child's activity structure
Ind the teacher's activity structure, both of which were obtained for all clauses of
eacher communication for all rooms.

Because the child's activity variable was more finely differentiated and re-
lected the organization of the class at a given time, we used that variable for
:onstructing the task structure measure. We simply took all activities in which
he children were doing the same thing at the same time, coding those as tra-
iitional, and all activities in which children were doing different things (essen-
ially multitask structures, in terms of the relevant literature), coding those as
Ipen. Then, we derived a score for each teacher of "percent openness" by
ooking at the distribution of the resulting dichotomy across all clauses recorded.
the resulting variable provides a continuous gradation of degree ofopenness of
he actually observed task structure for all classrooms studied.

itudent Thought

n order to assess how students react to norms the teacher tries to impose,
hildren responded to pictures illustrating conformity and nonconformity to
lornis on each issue for each domain coded in the teacher statements. To facili-
ate presentation, issues were divided into "good" books and "bad" books,
hrie the good books concerned doing deeds that one should do and omitting

leeds that one should not do, and the bad books concerned the reverse. No more
h.in ten issues were included in any one book, with three books containing 28
sues presented in one session for the good books and three books containing 30
sues presented in a single session for the bad books. The large number of issues
k :1 necessary because we wanted to ask about both sides of each norm (e.g.,
loin:: a bad deed would go into a bad book, while omitting it would go into a
ood hook). The additional issues in the bad books included teasing and tattling,
high were side issues not represented in the teacher codes and for which

omparable mirror images were difficult to construct. Order of presentation of
sues was randomized within one set of books and then kept the same for the
econd set. Which set was tested first was then alternated within grades, and
.001,1,:t order was varied according to a Latin Square design to control for
,,ssible effects of order of presentation. A full list of the issues used will be
,resented in the results section below.

Two measures were included for each issue in order to tap both cognitive and
e responses to classroom norms. Children were asked to assess how bad

or P,odi each thing was to do and then asked to indicate "how they feel when
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they do" what was pictured. All children had first responded to a training task in
which a very bad (good) and mildly bad (good) extra-classroom deed had been
depicted and the interviewer had ascertained that they could differentiate the
importance of issues. To assess the importancedegree of goodness or
badnessof an action, fifth graders drew a line within preset boundaries of 250
millimeters. First graders, for whom such a task was deemed too difficult, moved
a marker on a "magic line maker" where a red line was revealed when the
marker was pushed. To indicate how they would feel when doing an action
depicted, all children marked one of four faces that ranged from neutral to a large
frown for bad acts and neutral to a large smile for good acts. Fifth graders were
interviewed in groups, usually of five students at a time: first graders were
interviewed individually. Since the fifth graders simply filled out booklets, there
was no interference or sharing of answers between children.

Because different children might calibrate the scale for importance in different
ways, we used a data transformation for the dependent variable. This transforma-
tion uses the lines as measures of relative importance on a child-by-child basis.
Indices of importancedegree of goodness or badnesswere constructed for
each issue by assigning the value of 1.0 to the longest line drawn by each
individual child and the value 0 to the shortest. with intermediate lengths trans-
formed according to the formula (length - minimum length) I (maximum length -
minimum length). For each issue. therefore, average importances reported across
children can also theoretically range from 1.0 to 0. and results reported can be
read essentially as proportions of the maximum range.°

RESULTS

Overall Flow of Teacher Talk

If the teacher is to transmit the student role, then the first and most basic question
concerns what she say s when communicating what we ha% e characterized as
socializing information: directives and feedback about role beha%iors. How much
is said? How proactive or reactive'. How positive or negative? How informative
is it? About what? We therefore turn first to a general account of socializing
communication before exploring the effects of structural variables on that com-
munication.

The overall flow of communication averaged 585 clauses per classroom.
ranging from 270 to 1126 clauses. This communication w as largely reactive.
negative, and procedural in nature. Fully 78cc of the clauses occurred after rather
than before student behaviors. Evaluative tone, which could he positive, nega-

^Thanks are extended to our computer and statistical consultant, John Gras. for suysesting this
transformation as the most appropriate for these data.
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tire, ambiguous. or not applicable ',La "before'' statements), was 49% negative

to 28% positie Salience of remarks, however. was low, indicating that the
degree of affectt:ity displayed by the teacher was slight; full) 98.5% of all
clauses were rated as of low salience. A majority of the overall communication

was procedural. either academic (31%) or social (26%). with a smaller propor-
tion devoted to academic performance issues (41%) and a miniscule proportion

devoted to social7loral concerns (2%).
Characteristics of communication varied dramatically between domains.

Academic performance was heailyreactive (98c ). academic procedure least

reactive (53% I. and the other domains intermediate (social procedure: 78%;

social:moral: This is predictable given that performance communication
by definition is primarily after a behavior, while academic procedure communi-

cation tended to he linked to instructions about work. More interestingly, the

evaluative tone also dramatically differed, with academic performance standing

out as only 30% negative, in contrast to the more negative tone of academic

procedure (49% t. social procedure (76%). and sociaL moral (81%) communica-

tions. This combination suggests in part the obvious point that reactivity per se

should not necessanly be characterized as negative or bad, but may be an inevi-

table part of the domain in question.
From the iev, point of attribution or social learning theories, the presence of

,.i.tuses that communicated further socializing informationexpectations, at-
ulbutions, or sanctionsmight be of equal importance in predicting effective

traismission of the student role. For convenience in discussion, we will refer to

these types of communication as informatives, although they in fact simply
embed further information of a theoretically relevant nature. A small proportion

of the role - relevant communication. only 14%. consisted of informatives. This

.inged from a low of 5% to a high of 27% of all clauses recorded, yielding a total

rail ping from 22 to 126 informatives for 10 hours of observation. Particularly

;!%en that our unierse of communication already excluded social talking and
mple instruction. one message of these data is that potentially key informatives

.cur but rarely in a sea of other speech.

InformatiNes were dramatically more negative and procedurally-oriented than

the overall flow of socializing communication, although they were about

..;ually reactive An overwhelming 71 % of informatives were negative, as op-

:d to 8% positive. in el.aluative tone; some 79% occurred after rather than

:...tore student behaiors. Procedural concerns clearly dominated, with 37% of
ormatives denoted to academic procedure and 40% to social procedure, as
:Toned to 20% devoted to academic performance and 3% to the sociaUmoral

tomain. Table 7.2 summarizes comparisons between overall communication and

ntormatives.
Gien that informatives were predominantly negative, reactive, and pro-

...Jura). a further question concerns differences in quality of this information
domains. Table 7.3 presents comparisons between overall communica-
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Lion and informatives by domain. It shows that, first, relatively few informatives
are provided in the academic performance domainhardly what one would see apriori as beneficial. Among informatives, academic performance is again the
most reactive and academic procedure the least reactive domain. Somewhat
hearteningly, academic performance also again stands out from the other do-
mains in involving dramatically more positive feedback, although positive feed-
back is outweighed more than double by negative among informatives even inthis domain.

Perhaps surprisingly, a single issue dominated the informatives for each do-main. Over half of the miniscule quantity of social/moral informatives (57%)
concerned respect for others, while over half of the social procedure informatives
(51%) concerned talking; nearly half of academic procedure informatives con-
cerned keeping on task (46%), and nearly half of aczdemic performance informa-lives concerned language content (45%). The dominance of language content
over other academic issues may well be a function of our care in sampling
reading and writing. periods. But the heavy single-issue emphasis in the two
procedural domainswhich themselves accounted for 77% of informatives
would appear to be clearly a "real" result, meaning that over one-third of the
overall total of expectations, attributions, and sanctions transmitted simply con-
cerned talking or keeping on task.

Further questions concern the distribution of informatives by types among
domains, as well as their breakdown into the finer categorizations actual]) coded.
Table 7.4 shows the overall distribution of informatives among all categories of
:xpectations, attributions, and sanctions, as well as this same distribution for
iach domain. Given the large number of categories and the high variation in

TABLE 7.2
Characteristics of Overall Teacher Communication

Versus I nf ormat ives

Overall Informative
Reactivity

Before 22% 21%
After 78 79

Evaluative tonea
Positive 28% 8%
Negative 49 71

Distribution
Academic Outcome 41% 20%
Academic Procedure 31 37
Social Procedure 26 40
Social/Moral 2 3

N (clauses) 10,526 1416

aAmbiguous or not applicable (before) communication not presented.
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TABLE 7.3

Domain Differences in Reactivity and Quality
of Overall Communication and Informatives

Academic Academic Social Social,

Performance Procedure Procedure Moral

Overall Coinmunication

Percent Informatii ea 10% 21% 24% 31%

Reacrivityb
Before 27 47% 22% 15%

After 98 53 78 85

Evaluative tonec
Positive 64% 4% 3% 6%

Negative 30 49 76 81

N(clauses) 4300 3299 2755 167

Informarives

Reactivityd
Before 34% 16% 21%

After 92 66 84 79

Evaluative tonee
Positive 29% 4% 2% 2%

Negative 63 82 81

N(clauses) 276 525 568 47

from table including Informatises and all other communication = 1607, d.f. = 6.

p < .0001
'k' = 2251. d.f. = 3. p <

Ambigunus or not applicable {before) communication not presented. Overall X2 z". 6130,

dL = 9.p <.0001.
= 90. d.f. = 3. p < .0001.

Ambiguous or not applicable ibetotel communication not presented °serail, = 271.

if 9. p <

amount of information by domain, comparisons must be made with care. But a

number of differences are instructive. The domain of academic performance

ho1/4 s heavy use of attributions. and these have a relatively positive cast.' In

particular. negative ability is rarely communicated to students, there or in other

domains of communication. The procedural domains show heavier reliance on

An ()serail chisquare test for domain differences in kind of information (with subcategories

''la; -edr did >hoi s highly significant differences. with dramatic reliance on attributions in academic

:erormance. and expectations and sanctions dominating the, other domains, as would be expected

esamining the more finely differentiated table
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TABLE 7.4
Distribution of Expectations, Attributions, and Sanctions

in Teacher Talk Overall and by Domaine

Infornuaior: Overall
Academic

Performance
Academic
Procedure

Social
Procedure

Social
Moral

Expectations
Rule 6% 2% 3% 7% 30%
Consequences to self 12 6 17 11 4
Consequences to group 2 0 2 3 0
Consequences to other 7 2 3 13 21
Consequences to teacher 4 2 2 6 0
Consequences to object 2 0 1 4 0
Circumstances 10 2 13 10 6
Authority 2 1 2 3 4

Attributions
Positive effort 4 14 3 1 2
Negative effort 7 21 7 1 0
Positive ability 3 9 3 1 0
Negative ability 3 4 3 2 2
Unstable 1 2 2 0 0
Task 5 11 6 0 0
Mixed 4 13 2 1 0

Sanctions
Reward 1 1 2 1 0
Promise 0 0 1 0 0
Punishment 6 7 3 9 11
Threat 15 3 16 20 13
Redirection 7 0 11 7 6

N (clauses) 1414 275 524 568 47

.)(2 for domain differences = 685, d.f. = 57. p < .0001.

expectations, with a preponderance of intrinsic (consequences-oriented) com-
munication. Socialization concerning social!moral issues presents possibly the
bleakest picture: The exceedingly rare informatives in this area are essentially
negative sanctions or extrinsic explanations in terms of rules. But sanctions in
general. it is strikingly clear. are essentially negative in this data set.

The initial picture of teacher talk regarding the student role is thus mixed at
best. It is reactive, negative, and procedural. Informativesexpectations. at-
tributions. or sanctionsoccur but rarely and are even more negative and pro-
cedural in emphasis than the overall flow of talk. Socialization concerning the
core task of academic performance, although outweighed by procedural com-
munication. does offer the most positive picture: but it is perhaps most honestly
characterized as simply less negative than the other socialization that occurs.

Teacher talk may depend, however, on structural factors. The picture may be
more or less bleak when one looks at teachers of differential managerial effec-
tiveness or at classrooms with different degrees of openness of task structure.
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Further, features of the children that differ across or within classrooms may
affect teacher talk; such talk may be affected by whether it is an older or younger,
male or female, and working or middle class target who sits waiting to be
socialized. Thus we now turn to an overview of these structural effects on teacher
communication about the student role.

Teacher Talk: Managerial Effectiveness and Task
Structure

Before summarizing these results we should emphasize that both managerial
effectiveness and openness of task structure are correlational rather than causal
variables with respect to teacher talk, although in somewhat different ways. As
noted in the methods section. our indicator of managerial effectiveness was

percentage of communication devoted to academic performance. Thus, as noted,

certain comparisons, like distribution of remarks among domains, are ruled out.

But it is also true that features that emerged as characteristic of the academic

procedure domain are likely to correlate with "managerial effectiveness" be-

cause of the choice of indicator: we shall attempt to sort out in our discussion of

results the extent to which such findings might actually be part. of an overall

package of effective management. given evidence from the previous literature.

The degree of openness of task structure. in contrast. is defined independently of

an of the other measures of interest. It presents a correlational problem only in

the sense that a teacher both chooses to operate within a task structure and talks to

students. It is thus possible that some (unmeasured) teacher characteristic causes
both the selection of task structure and characteristics of teacher talk. We would

agree with this argument, although we tend to believe that task structures, once
set up. have causal effects in molding what the teacher says and how it is said. To

partially sort out this latter correlationIcausation question. we also examine dif-

ferences in teacher talk during more differentiated and less differentiated instruc-
activity, for since all teachers in fact engaged in both open and traditional

types of activity, this strategy effectively uses teachers as their own controls.

Aspects that characterize speech in the academic performance domain have

already been summarized both for overall communication and for informatives
aboe and in Table 7.3. Overall, such teacher tali. was less negative, more

e, and contained fewer informatives than that for other domains. When the

variables are all transformed to percentages for individual teachers, and the n
thus becomes 18, only one significant correlate of percent academic performance
remains: negativity. Teachers' percentage of communication devoted to

a,:ademic performance and the percentage negativity of their talk correlated a
substantial .77, highly significant even with teacher as the unit of analysis.

For the measure of openness, we first characterized the various categories of
the child activity code as either differentiated, multi-task or undifferentiated,
sir.:,:le-task, with the former considered as open and the latter as traditional. It is
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then possible both to look at the level of clauses for relationships with other
variables and to characterize teachers overall and seek relationships at that level.

At the level of clauses, several significant relationships emerged. When the
teacher talk was occurring in an open activity structure, it was significantly less
negative (43% versus 53% for traditional); more likely to involve academic
performance and less likely to involve social procedure (by I I% in each case);
and contained fewer informatives (I 47c to 21%). At the level of teachers' overall
percentages, no relationships were significant. For example, although speech
occurring in an open activity structure tended to involve more academic perfor-
mance, it was not the case that teachers who had more open classrooms had any
significant tendency to emphasize academic performance. Finally. teachers' de-
gree of openness was checked for relationships with grade or social class. Al-
though no relationship was found with grade. there w as a significant difference
between working and middle class in openness. It is not surprising that working
class schools were significantly less open, given that, as noted in the methods

section, officially open rooms had been abandoned in those schools prior w the

study.

Teacher Talk: Differences in Target

We have seen thus far certain differences in teacher communication as a function

of teacher-carried structural variables, especially with respect to the negativity of

teacher talk. The theoretical section noted, however, that we might expect dif-
ferences particularly between grade levels in the type and quality of communica-
tion, but also possibly between remarks addressed to boys and girls and between

communication to working class and middle-class students.

Grade Differences. Surprising similarity between first and fifth grades was
observed, especially given that teachers theoretically should engage in somewhat

different role socialization for optimal results. Overall communication to the two

grade levels was about equally reactive. In the first grade positive communica-
tion did form a significantly higher proportion of talk, by 62% to 50%, as would

be expected from the assumption that first-grade teachers are trying to instill

norms rather than enforce already-instilled norms. Teachers differed across
grades, however, in what was being instilled or talked about, with emphasis in

the first grade on academic performance and social procedures and in the fifth
grade on academic procedure. Yet these differences, while statistically significant,

were smallsuggesting that overall emphasis on procedural issues characterizes

both grade levels equally well.
Although informatives were found in roughly equal proportions across grades,

and were again about equally reactive, they differed both in again being more
positive in the first grade and in the kind of communication being made. First-

grade teachers provided proportionately fewer expectations than fifth-grade
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teachers (39% to 48% of informatives). When expectations were broken down
into extrinsic versus intrinsic (consequences-oriented) types, first-grade teachers
were also sitnificantly less likely to provide intrinsic expectation information.
These differences suggest that the first-grade teacher may presume less about
what her students can or will understand of their action, focusing more on telling
and doing than on explaining. relative to her fifth -grade counterpart. Overall.
however, grade had a generally slight impact on the flow of communication or of
inforrnatives within that communication.

Sect of Strident. A much more dramatic socialization difference emerged
within classrooms than across classrooms of different grades. Very simply, there

was a sizeable se difference in distribution of overall communication: it was
substantially more likely to be made to boys (39% i than to girls (29%). The
remainder of communication was addressed to small groups or to the whole
group.' This imbalance is even more pronounced in looking at informatives only,
for 39% of these were addressed to boy s as opposed to 21% to girls. Both

differences are highly significant.
One question that arises in considering such lopsided communication is the

problem that the target of communication may be such for a positive reason (e.g.,

the teacher likes boy s better) or a negative reason (e.g.. the teacher finds boys to

be behavior problems). Thus we examined overall communication received by

boys. girls. small groups. and whole groups to explore its quality and the distri-

bution of concerns addressed. Results. presented in Table 7.5. indicate that
reactive communication was addressed heavily to individuals, although about

equally to boys and girls. There was a slight but not overwhelming tendency for

boys to receive proportionately more negative feedback than girls, a difference

that may be explicable in terms of the concerns addressed to the two sexes. Girls

received an appreciably higher proportion of their communication regarding

academic performance. while communication to boys involved more of both
procedural areas. As we have already seen, academic performance communica-

tion tends to be more positive than that about procedural concerns.
The picture of informatives for boys and girls resembled that for overall

remarks. Informatives were again almost identically reactive, but more similar in

their negativity than was true of overall communication: 81% of informatives to
boys were negative in comparison to 78% to girls. Distribution of these informa-
mes among domains was somewhat more skewed, with girls receiving an even

higher relative proportion of their informatives about academic performance
137%) than was true for boys (22%). Given these differences in concerns ad-

dressed to the two sexes, it is not surprising that only 17% of the negative

'Very small amounts of communication were addressed to small groups made up entirely of girls

kt": s Because these mirrored the results for boys and girls individually. they were combined with

tut indis iduJIs in these analyses
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TABLE 7.5
Characteristics of Overall Communication to

Boys, Girls, and Groups of Students

Small Whole
Boys Girls Group Class

Reactivitya
Before 11% 10% 51% 46%
After 89 90 49 54

Quality of Feedback b
Positive 33% 41% 15% 6%
Negative 54 45 34 49

Distributionc
Academic Performance 49% 61% 17% 7%
Academic Procedure 27 23 48 44
Social Procedure 22 15 35 47
Social/Moral 2 2 1 2

512 = 1851, d.f. = 3. p < .0001.

"Ambinuous of not applicable (before) communication not presented. Overall x' = 2247.
d.f. = 9. p < .0001.
'x' = 1863. d.f. = 9. p < .0001.

informatives addressed to boys concerned academic performance, in contrast to
335 of the negative informatives to girls. The kind of information provided also
differed in congruent ways. Comparing the overall distribution of informatives
among expectations: attributions. and E2nctiens zirls proved to receive propor-
tionately more attributions among their informatives (40c1 versus 28% for boys).
This is also not surprising given that attributions were found earlier to be concen-
trated more heavily in the academic performance domain.

Despite some differences between the sexes in the nature and distribution of
teacher talk received, the overall message of these data is similar to that from our
pilot investigation (Blumenfeld et al.. 19T7, 1979). The striking difference in
teacher handling of girls versus boys concerns the amount of attention paid to
them in the first place. Within that background fact, there are relatively more
subtle tendencies for girls to receive disproportionately more academic perfor-
mance communication, and quite slight evidence of more positive communica-
tion to girls. Teachers do not appear to be attending to boys because they are
disruptorsalthough of course they might be attending to boys so as to prevent
them from becoming disruptors. In an case, although a simple explanation does
not emeree from these data, the simple fact remains: the sheer amount of both
overall communication and informatives addressed to boys substantially out-
weigh those to girls.

Social Class. In contrast to those for grade or sex, the effects of social class
on teacher talk can be readily summarized: there were almost none. Teachers in
working- versus middle-class schools did not differ significantly in the reactivity
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or negativity of overall communication; in its distribution among domains; in the
number of informatives provided: or in their reactivity and negativity. They
addressed essentially the same issues within domains and gave the same kinds of
attributions and expectation information. The sole difference of any import found
is a tendency toward more sanctioningwhich essentially means more punishing
and threateningin the working-class schools. Some 34% of informatives were
sanctions for the working class. while the percentage for middle-class schools
was only 244c. Although managerial effectiveness was uncorrelated with social
class. recall that openness was substantially related to class. Thus we examined
the relationship between class and distribution of informatives controlling for
whether the teacher talk occurred in an open or traditional structure. The class
difference proved to hold only during traditional communication (which occurred
to some extent in all rooms). Thus with the caveat that it is limited to traditional
communication. this sanctioning difference would appear to be a "real" social
class difference. But the overall similarity in teacher communication to working-
and middle-class students is far more impressive than this one rather slender
difference.

Children's Thought about the Student Role

The student role as communicated in teacher talk is one of conformity to pro-
cedural demands. enforced through largely reactive and negative means, and
rarely accompanied by further informatives that might guide internalization of
classroom norms. Structural differences in this communication were relatively
few with the effects of our indicator of managerial effectiveness and the dif-
ferences in attention paid to boy s versus girls standing out in a general picture of
cross- and within-classroom similarity. The issues then remaining are, first, what
students think about the relative importance of the domains of classroom life or
issues within them: second, how they would feel if they met or failed to meet
expectations; third. how different the children's responses are depending on their
grade, sex, or social class; and. crucially, the potential impact of differences in
teacher talk, managerial effectiveness, or task structure on children's thought
.1`aut the student role.

Table 7.6 presents average importance and feelings ratings summaries for
each issue as well as for each domain overall, separately for good and bad books.
Grade differences, also presented here for convenience, are discussed later. In
examining results or in particular in comparing importanc° and feelings data,
r:.-all that the measure of importance is a transformation of the continuous line
WIta that ranges between 0 and 1.0; feelings data represent assignment of num-
bers, ranging from 1 to 4, to the neutral face through large smile (or large frown)
stimuli.

Certain general patterns appear across domains, as well as, predictably, dif-
terences among domains. A first general pattern concerns how students react to
'!.:eting an expectation ("good books") versus failing to meet one ("bad
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TABLE 7.6
Student Thought about Classroom Norms by Domain:
Importance (tines) and Feelings (faces) for Each Norm

Issue Importance Feelings
Significance SignificanceOverall First Grade Fifth Grade rt.! Overall First Grade Fifth Grade level

A. Academie Performance

C OVERALL
O onO Math Content

.
D Language Content

Other Content
11O Language Formal
O Math Format
K
S

B OVERALL
DA Math Content

Language Content
BO Other Content

Language Format
K
S Math Format

R. Academic Procedure

G nVERAI
8 On-Task0

Assistance
Persistence
Readiness

O Routine
K Completion

OVERALL
A OTI-T.isk

.66 .74 .59 d 3.23 3.45 3.01

.74 .80 .70 e 3.50 3.58 3.42

.70 .75 c 3.47 3.14

.63 .70
.65
.57 (1 6)3.26 3.47 3.08

.57 .68 .47 d 2.90 3.27 2.57

.66 .76 .58 d 3.11 3.44 2.81

.46 .57 .37 d 2.74 3.12 2.39

.54 .61 .48 d 3.07 3.27 2.90

.55 .62 .49 c 2.92 3.14 2.72
.40 .52 .29 d 2.64 3.12 2.21
.34 .48 .21 d 2.29 2.80 1.82
.52 .64 .40 d 2.76 3.25 2.31

.63 .76 .60 d 3.09 3.43 2.79
.68 .78 .59 3.06 3.47 2.69
.65 .76 .55 d 3.01 3.38 2.68
.75 .82 .68 d 3.78 3.48 2.92
.64 .69 .59 b 3.07 3.42 2.76
.65 .75 .56 d 2.96 3.37 2.58
.70 .76 .64 c 3.27 3.47 3.08

.59 .68 .51 d 2.91 3.23 2.63
6.1 .75 .c Iry 2 1,f,

d

a

d
d

d

d

d

c

d

d

d

d



It
U Re

0 Routine
K Completion

.64
.65
.70

.rer

.75

.76

1
.5()
.64

I.

(I

L

III.
2 lift
3.27

1..17

1.47

2 /6
2.58
1.08

11 1/%1 ItAl 1
nTaxk

) O-
Assistance

11 n.ersistence0O Readiness
K Routine
S Completion

C Social Procedure

G OVERALL
O Materials
o Place
V Lining Up
13 General
O Turn Taking
O Role
K
S Lite

Cleaning Up
Noise

B OVERALL
A Materials
D Place

B Lining Up
O General
O Turn Taking
S Role

Late
Cleaning Up
Noise

.5,1 .68 .51 d 2.91 3.23 2.63 d

.64 .75 .53 d 2.99 3.36 2.66 d

.57 .67 .47 d 2.85 3.23 2.49 d

.68 .76 .61 d 1.07 3.31 2.85 d

.51 .56 .47 b 2.72 2.91 2.55 c

.62 .71 .53 d 2.99 3.36 2.65 d

.53 .63 .44 il 2.87 3.22 2.55 d

.62 .73 .53 d 2.93 3.36 2.55 d

.69 .78 .60 il 3.12 3.50 2.78 d

.55 .68 .44 el 2.79 3.27 2.35 d

.57 .69 .45 11 2.82 2.39 d

.59 .68 .50 d 2.81 33.21(5) 2.41 d

.64 .73 .55 d 2.97 3.34 2.63 d

.64 .71 .57 11 3.00 3.42 2.63 d

.63 .73 .54 d 2.93 3.38 2.53 d

.70 .81 .60 il 3.06 3.47 2.71 d

.62 .72 .53 .1 2.89 3.32 2.50 d

.58 .69 .47 d 2.82 3.21 2.47 d

.64 .77 .52 d 3.03 3.44 2.65 d

.43 .57 .31 d 2.42 2.88 2.00 d

.56 .70 .44 d 2.74 3.26 2.25 d

.67 .77 .58 d 2.99 3.35 2.66 d

.61 .71 .51 d 2.89 3.26 2.56 d

.63 .71 .56 d 3.04 3.25 2.85 d

.39 .48 .31 d 2.44 2.80 2.11 d

.66 .79 .53 d 3.03 3.40 2.69 d

.60 :15 .48 d 2.84 3.25 2.47 d
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TABLE 7.6 (Continued)

A. Academic Performance
Issue Importance Feelings

Overall First Grade Fifth Grade level Overall First Grade Fifth Grade
ignificanceSignificance

level

D. Social /Moral

G OVERALL
O Comforting
O Aggression
D ng
D

Sharing
Include Others

0 Playing 1.air
K Cheating
S Stealing

13 OVERALL
A Comforting
D

Aggression

B Lying
0 Sharing
0 Include Others
K
S Playing Fair

Cheating
Stealing
Tattling
Tcasing

.73

.78

.70
.77
.70
.68
.65
.76
.79

.69
.65
.78
.84
.57
.63
.54
.83
.89
.55
.63

.81

.84

. 83

.83

.76

.77

.75

.H2

.1i3

.76
.74
.86
.89
.69
.73
.60
.84
.89
.64

.74

.66

.72

.59

.71

.65
r; (7)

.10

. 75

.63

.56

.71

.H0

.46

.54

.49

.82

.90

.46

.53

d
d
d
d
c
d
J
c

b

d

d

d

c

d

d
b

n.s.

n.s.

d

d

3.21
3.33
3.13
3.18
3.21
3.19

.31.(2)49

3.33

3.14
3.12
3.30
3.55
2.91
2.96
2.84
3.45
3.66
2.72
2.93

3.50
3.55
3.45
3.51
3.45

.31.45(7)

3.52
3.50

3.40
3.47
3.57
3.68
3.39
3.24
3.10
3.51
3.68
3.03
3.32

2.95
3.14
2.84
2.87
3.00
2.84
2.74
2.99
3.18

2.91
2.80
3.05
3.42
2.47
2.72
2.60
3.41
3.64
2.44
2.56

d
d
d
d
d
d

d

J
c

d

d

d

c

d

d
d

n.s.

n.s.

d

d

a) t - lest p <.05
b) p < .01
e) p < .001
d) p < .0001
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books). Overall averages for good versus bad books show, across all domains,
that children rate it to be better to meet an expectation than it is bad to fail at one.
In addition, they are consistent in rating that they would feel more good in
meeting a role expectation than they would feel bad in failing to meet one. This
pattern is somewhat surprising. given that such a high proportion of teacher
communication concerns essentially the "bad books" version of issues; in addi-
tion. children are supposed to absorb learning about doing and not doing "bads"
earlier than they do about "goods" (Keasey, , 1978).

Relative imponance of the domains show s that the domain receiving least
emphasis in the classroomthat of social/moral issuesis the most important
one, at least by the criteria of how children responded to these lines and faces
measures. This both again illustrate. children's ability to distinguish moral from
other issues (e.g.. Turiel. 1978) and suggests that moral concerns might be most
fruitfully considered as outside the student role per se. They are something that is
learned in the child's daily life, rather than in the classroom itself, and are carried
into the classroom as into any other setting the child encounters.

Responses within social moral issues do suggest clues to how different types
of norms may be learned. In this domain there are clear distinctions between
issues where children are taught "thc..: shahs" and issues where they are taught
"thou shalt nots. Norms like comforting another. sharing. including others,
and playing fairly call for the commivviim of behavior. Norms about such issues
a. aggression, lying. and cheating. in contrast. call for the omission of behavior.
For the commission norms here. children consistently reported that it was more
good to do the act than it was bad to omit it: for the omission norms, they
reposed that it was more bad to do the act than it was good to omit it. There
could be a variety of reasons for this pattern of differences, including the percep-
tual and conceptual simplicity of human action (versus inaction), as well as
possibly the reinforcement patterns employed for the different types of norms. In
any case, the overall result that "good books tended to receive generally higher
Litings than "bad books", discussed earlier. may be a function of the fact that
most classroom norms are either clearly commission norms or ambiguous rather
th.in omission norms.9 The kind of norm asked about may determine what one
!Inds concerning children's comprehension or their assessments.

The three domains specifically related to classroom life look very similar with
r:ard to how good it is to meet an expectation. Teachers' relative lack of
cillphasis on academic performance may be reflected in the results for the bad
hooks that it was rated least bad not to fulfill academic performance norms and
That children indicated they would feel least bad about not doing so. Norms in
this domain are also clearly and uniformly commission norms, however, while

.inihiguot,s norm. we mean ones in which the socialization might readily he phrase) in terms

,ommission or omission (e.g . "don't he !ale sersus be on time"; "be neat" versus
mes
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some norms in the two procedural domains are ambiguous or omission norms.

Thus it is not entirely clear whether to attribute such results to the domain of

activity or to the type of norm involved.

Among the procedural issues, one essentially "moral norm stands out: per-

sistence, trying to do one's academic work. Weiner (1979) has suggested that

effort is seen by children as a moral imperative. It is clear that children here

perceived persistence as the best of the academic or social procedural activities

when fulfilled, and failure to persist as the worst violation; their feelings data

were congruent with these important ratings. These patterns suggest that

Weiner's argument is correct.

Group Differences. The one truly overwhelming set of group differences is

presented in Table 7.6: the consistent difference between first and fifth graders.

For every norm except cheating and stealing, first graders rated the actions as

more extremely good or bad and indicated that they would feel better or worse,

respectively. than was true of fifth graders. Grade differences for importance

might possibly be attributed to use of a different measuring instrument for first

and fifth graders, as described in the methods section above. But the congruence

of the reactions for feelings suggests that first graders were simply reacting with

greater conformity to any and all norms. This pattern is consistent with our

cognitive development-based
expectation that responses of first graders would be

less discriminating and more global.

Many fewer differences emerged between boys and girls and between work-

ing- and middle-class students, and in both cases they tended to involve ratings of

feelings rather than importance. For both of these variables, tests were made

using regressions with grade controlled by entering it first hierarchically: the

interaction of each variable .),ich grade vv as also entered and is discussed where

significant. Tables therefore report partial correlations rather than means for both

sex and social class. Because there are multiple nonindependent statistical tests

made for such data, we adopted the decision rule that issues only be examined

individually when the overall summary variable for the domain showed a signifi-

cant group difference. This rule was obviously unnecessary for grade dif-

ferences, where almost all tests were highly significant.) Table 7.7 shows the

results that emerge for sex differences using this selection criterion.

The consistent patterns of sex differences emerge in response to the bad books

only, and involve feelings only, in the academic procedure, social procedure,

and social/moral domains. Results are quite easy to summarize: Girls always

reported that they would feel worse about violating the norm. The other dozen-

odd scattered significant effects, for lines or for faces in the good books, might

not be ones that could be individually 'rusted; but their pattern was also consis-

tent with that found for feelings, in that girls always reported that it was better to

fulfill an expectation and that they would feel better doing so, or worse to fail an

expectation and (as shown) that they would feel worse. Thus sex differences are

simply sharpest with regard to feeling bad about norm violations.
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TABLE 7.7
Partial Correlations for Significant Sex Differences

in Feelings Ratings

Domain and issue Partial r 's Significance Level

Bad Books Academic Procedure
Overall .14 .01

On Task .16 .002

Rou tine .11 .04

Had Books Social Procedure
Overall .15 .005

Lining lip .14 .009

General Social
Procedure .12 .03

Late .14 .01

Cleaning Up .12 .03

Noise .15 .007

Bad Books Social Moral
.21 .0001

Coml:qting .14 .01

Aggression .15 .007

Lying .16 .004

Sharing .15 .005

Tatting .12 .03

Teasing .14 .008

The pattern of sex differences bears no direct relationship to the differential

treatment the sexes received from the teacher. Girls reported greater conformity

to the norms. despite receiving much less socializing attention than that received

h boys. Girls were also most different from boys in the social/moral area, at

least as indexed by number of significant differences found, and that area barely

appears in classroom life. They were least different in the area of academic

performance. the domain where teachers target the highest proportion of effort at

girls. In general. evidence from student thought about the role supports a rela-

tively "sugar and spice picture of girls--certainly more so than is true of the

teacher talk data, and in ways not particularly consistent with it.

Surprisingly, there were more significant differences between working and

middle class students than between the sexes. These were also primarily concen-

trated in the feelings ratings. as Table 7.8 shows, but did involve importance

ratings for both good and bad books in the academic performance realm. In

contrast. for feelings ratings there were significant class differences in six of the

eight possible areas, everywhere except in the good books for academic perfor-

mance and procedure. Results can be readily summarized, as they were consis-

tent across all tests: Working-class children always indicated it was better to meet

a normative expectation and that they would feel better doing so, or that it was

worse to fail an expectation and that they would feel worse doing so. Thus



TABLE 7.8
Partial Correlations for Significant Social Class Dif ferences

in Importance or Feelings Ratings

Good Books

Had Books

Bad Books

Domain and Issue

Academie Performance
Overall .1 2 .112

Language (.0111e111 . 12 .1)3

Oilier Con tern .18 .0006

Academic Procedure
Overall
On Task
Assistance
Routine

Impuriance Feelings

Pal nal r Significance Partial r Significant

Academic Performance
Overall .21) .0003 .2(1 .0002
Other Content .24 <.000I .21) .0002
Language Format .11 .05 .15 .007
ttlalli I ormat .14 .01 .19 .0(105

' r

n.s. .17 .002
.14 .01

.12 .02

.19 .0006

n.s.

162162
S.% 1.11 I'in, edute

. .11



At) 110.11., dm.
Ovet.111

On I ask
Assistance
Routine

n. I / tn

.14

.1 2 .112

.19 .0006

41tItl Hooks S. Prot etIttre
Overall 11.s. 11 .05

Bad Books Social Procedure
Overall 11.,, .20 .0001

Materials .11 .05

Place .15 .005

Lining Up .18 .001

'Turn Taking .15 .1107

('(caning Up .16 .003

Noise .16 .1)03

Good Books Social/Moral
Overall 11.5. .12 .03

Aggression .24 < .0001
Including Others .11 .05

I laying Fair .12 .03

Bad Books Social /Moral
Overall n.%. .1 I .04

Sharing .14 .008
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despite little if any evidence of differential socialization by teachers, working-
class childreneven more so than girls overallexhibited greater conformity
to the norms involved in the student role.

A couple of interactions between social class and grade level did emerge. For
the social procedure bad books, the 'corking class children gave higher impor-
tance ratings in the first grade, while in fifth erade the two social classes were
essentially equal. For the suciaL'moral bad books, in the first grade working class
children gave higher importance ratings, whereas in the fifth grade. middle-class
children did so by a very similar margin. These patterns give some indication of
reduction with age in working class conformity to the norms in question, but do
not involve the feelings ratings where most of the class differences lie.

Effects of Teacher Talk on Student Thought
Thus far we have seen a series of differences involving children's judgments of
the importance of classroom norms and their feelings about them, differences
that bear but little relationship to any patterns uncovered in teacher talk itself.
One natural question, then, is whether any aspects of teacher communication do
affect children's views of the student role. Given the theoretical foundations in
social learning and attribution theories, a number of possible candidates for
appropriate "aspects" emerge. The reactivity of the communication is not par-
ticularly appropriate. given, as we have seen, that it can s'e simple a part of a
classroom activitylike feedback about academic performancerather than re-
aily serving as an indicator that the teacher is failing to shape behaviors. The
negativity of communication is a much more plausible candidate, but given its
correlation with the teacher's emphasis on academic performance, it is more
reasonable to consider negativity as itself an effect of that structural variable.°
We are then left with aspects of the informatives provided by teachers as possible
determinants of children's thought about the student role. It is to these that we
then look for teacher effects.

Information per se would be a cateeory so broad as to be useless, for results
showed that informatives of different types were distributed across the domains
of classroom :ife in very different patterns and were also of differential negativ-
ity. Thus we chose to look at three different indices for informatives: the
teacher's percentage of attributions provided in the academic performance do-
main. for that was where attributions were concentrated; and the teacher's per-
centage of expectation and sanction information in each of the academic proce-
dure and social procedure domains, for those domains were where expectations
and sanctions were chiefly found. In addition to controlling for domains in-

loll appears more plausible that the domain of topic deteinines the affective tone than the reverse.
Thus. given their high iniercorrelation. we chose to use the more structural (and probably causal)
variabk of the two.
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volved. this di% ision also separates a relatively positive category (attributions)
from the more generally negative expectation and sanctioning information.

Each of the measures of perceived importance or feelings was regressed on
these information measures separately. using hierarchical regressions in which
grade was entered first, then the information measure, and finally the interaction
between the two. Again the decision rule was employed to look at specific issues
only when a variable had an effect on a summary variable (such as "good
books" responses for academic performance). Table 7.9 presents the results of
these regressions for all three variables for the importance data only. given that
there were generally many fewer effects on children's feelings ratings. Where
there were significant relationships to feelings. these are discussed later in text.

As Table 7.9 reveals, the effects of the teacher's percentage of attributions in
academic performance were quite specific to academic areas, and within those.
to judgments of the good books, or meeting of normative expectations. There
w as an overall positive relationship for the academic performance domain itself,
tempered by an interaction between percentage of attributions and grade: exam-
ination of that interaction revealed that there was no impact of attribution per-
centage in the first grade, but only in the fifth grade. In the good books for the
academic procedure domain, only an interaction with grade emerged. Examina-
tion showed that it was similar to the previous imeraction, in that there was a
negligible negative effect of attribution percentage in the first grade and a sub-
stantial positive one in the fifth grade.

The most dramatic news in these analyses of teacher information, obvious
from Table 7.9, concerns the difference between the impacts of expectations and
sanctions from the two procedural domains. Although we have seen that the
realm of academic procedure is a relatively negative one, and there is no reason
to believe that the expectations and sanctions being tapped by the present variable
differ from those in the social procedure domain in this respect. they have
opposite effects on children's ratings of importance. Expectations and sanctions
in the academic procedure domain, as a percentage of overall communication in
that domain, had simple positive relationships to children's importance ratings
for both academic performance and academic procedure. The chief difference
from the pattern for attributions is that the expectations/sanctions variable af-
fected ratings of the bad books, or failures to meet normative expectations, rather
than the good books. In addition, there was also a significant positive relation-
ship to ratings of the faces, or feelings data, for the academic procedure bad
books. Attributions, in contrast, had no relationship whatsoever to feelings
ratings.

Percentage of expectations and sanctions in the social procedure domain, in
contrast, had quite diffuse effects on children's ratings across all domains. For
academic performance, both good and bad books, there was a negative effect of
teacher's percentage of social procedure expectations/sanctions on children's
ratings. In the academic procedure realm, a similar main effect appeared for good
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TABLE 7.9
Partial Correlations for Significant Main Effects of

Teacher Talk Variables on Children's Importance Ratings

A. Domain and Issue

Percent Academic
Performance
Attributions Significance Let el

Good Books Academic Performance
Overall .12 .02
Math Content .16 .002
Math Format .11 .05

Percent Academic
Procedure

Expectations!
B. Domain and Issue Sanctions Significance Lerel

Bad Books Academic Performance
0%erall .15 .005
Other Content .18 .002
Language Format .12 .03

Bad Books Academic Procedure
Overall .12 .03
On Ta(k .11 .04
Assistance .13 .02

Percent Social
Procedure

Expectations/
C. Domain and Issue knctions Stgmfie.v.ce Loci

Good Books Academic Performance
Cherall -.20 .0002
Math Content -.14 .008
Language Content .02
Other Content 15 .006
Language format -.18 .001
Math Format -.15 .005

Bad Books Academic Performance
Overall -.16 .003
Math Content -.12 .02
Language Format -.12 .03

Good Books Academic Procedure
Overall -.14 .009
On Task -.15 .005
Assistance -.12 .03
Completion -.12 .02

Good Books Social Procedure
Overall -.18 .001
Materials -.12 .02
Place -.19 .0006
Lining Up -.13 .01
General Social Procedure -.24 <.0001
Role -.11 .05
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books. plus an interaction ith grade; similar!) to the previous interactions, this
now indicated that there w as a bigger negatie relationship in the fifth grade than
in the first In social procedure itself there were again relationships with the good
books, both a negative main effect of expectation/sanction percentage and an
interaction with grade. The interaction again involved a larger negative relation-
ship in the fifth grade than in the first. Results for the social/moral domain were
the only ones that differed from the general pattern at all. in that an interaction
with grade was the onl) general effect in the importance data: that interaction
showed no effect of social procedure expectations/sanctions in the first grade.
and a negative effect in the fifth. Further, the only relationships to feelings
ratings appeared in this area for the bad booksand involved a different interac-
tion. w ith a small negative relationship in first grade and no relationship in fifth
grade, Given that this was the only link of this variable to feelings ratings and
that the pattern differed tram that of all the other interactionswhich each
showed larger negative effects in the fifth gradethe results should probably be
discounted. E'en including it in the overall pattern, that pattern dearly involves a
negative impact of teachers' use of expectations or sanctions in the social proce-
dure domain: The more those were used. the lower the children's importance
ratings of a w hole series of norms across the full range of norms tapped. Further.
this relationship was general!) stronger, and sometimes appeared only among
fifth graders

Overall. then. teacher,' use of attributions in the academic performance do-
main had a positive impact on children's ratings of academically- related norms.
1 his is reasonable given that such attributions are both informative per se and, as
we have seen. relative!) positive in tone. Surprisingly, use of expectations and
sactions in the academic and social procedure realms had divergent effects on
children's ratingi. with academic procedure expectations/sanctions relating posi-
ti%el) to ratings in the two academic domains and social procedure expectations/
sanctions having diffuse negative effects on ratings. In general. however. all
three teacher communication variables affected importance rather than feelings
ratings. in contrast to the effects of sex or social class on judgments. It would
appear that the more cognitive measure was more susceptible to teacher influ-

en.:e. hereas the more affective measure was more closely linked to differences
children bring to the classroom. Some speculation about reasons for divergent
carets among the teacher variables is made in the conclusions section.

Effects c Managerial Effectiveness and Task Structure
on Student Thought

Either our indicator of managerial effectiveness or the openness of task structure
might alio affect children's thought about the student role. both because these
indicators had some relationship to teacher talk and because they might reflect
aspects of classroom life not necessarily captured in our teacher talk measures
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themselves. Simple direct effects of either variable were assessed in separate
regressions where grade and classroom social class composition were entered
first hierarchically; interactions of each with these control variables were also
entered and are discussed in the text where significant. Interactions between
academic performance as a percentage of a teacher's overall communication and
percent openness were assessed in an equation in which grade was entered first.
followed hierarchically by percentage academic performance and percent open.
followed by all interaction terms. These interactions appear in Table 7.10 below.
along with summaries of each set of main effects.

In a pattern resembling that for the teacher talk variables, both of these
structural variables had effects on importance judgments only. The managerial
effectiveness indicator had a significant positive effect on all four sets of "good
books" ratings, but no effect on "bad books" ratings. For the sociaUmoral good
importance ratings there was also a small but significant three-way interaction
with grade and social class such that in the first grade, there was an effect of
percent academic performance for working class children only: in the fifth grade
there was a positive relationship for both social classes. The only effects of
percent academic performance on the feelings ratings appeared in interaction
with social class for the academic procedure good books and the social procedure
bad books. In the case of academic procedure. the social classes showed no dif-
ferences in first grade, but in the fifth grade the working -class children showed a
negative effect of percent academic performance: the middle-class children, a
positive effect. For social procedure. at both grade levels the working-class
children showed a negative effect of percent academic performance and the
middle-class children a positive effect.

Main effects of the percentage of te' her talk occurring in open structures
were even more specific than effects of percent academic performance. There
were no effects whatsoever on the feelings ratings, and effects on only three
eroups of importance ratings: those for the academic performance good and bad
books and for social procedure good books. The most interesting feature of the
results is their negative sign, however, for the greater the teacher's degree of
openness the lower the importance ratings given to the norms shown in Table
7.10.

Interactions are what make the results for percent openness truly interesting.
however, The only interaction with a structural variable was one with social class
for the academic performance had books: it indicated that in the middle-class
schools. openness had a positive effect in first grade and a negative effect in the
fifth; in the working-class schools. the openness effect was uniformly negative.
The key feature, shown in Table 7.10, was the interactions with percent
academic performance (typically also accompanied by three-way interactions
with grade). When graphed these showed that. in general, when percent
academic performance was /ow, the effect of openness on children's ratings was
negative; when percent academic performance was high, the relationship re-
versed and the effect of openness was positive. This flip-flop pattern appeared
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TABLE 7.10
Partial Correlations for Main Effects of Percentage

Academic Performance, Percentage Openness, and Their Interactiona

Domain and Issue

Percent
Academic
Perjormance

Percent
Open

Academic
Performance X

Open

Good Books Academic Performance
Overall .13 -.15 .19

Math Content n.s. -.18 .16

Language Content .13 n.s. .15

Language Format .12 -.11 .13

Math Format n.s. n.s. .19

Bad Books Academic Performance
Overall n.s. -.14 n.s.

Language Content -.14

Language Format -.15

Good Books Academic Procedure
Overall .20 n.s. .16

On Task n.s. .19

Assistance .12 .13

Pe,sistence .18 n.s.

Readiness .15 n.s.

Routine .22 n.s.

Completion .11 .14

Good Books Social Procedure
Overall .15 -.12 .13

Materials .12 n.s. n.s.

Place n.s. -.19 .12

Listing Up n.s. -.12 n.s.

General Social
Procedure n.s. -.17 n.s.

Turn Taking .12 n.s. .12

Role .14 n.s. n.s.

Late .20 n.s. .11

Cleaning Up .11 n.s. n.s.

Noise .17 n.s. n.s.

(i,od Books Social! Moral
Overall .17 n.s. .16
Comforting .15 n.s.

Aggression n.s. .15

Lying n.s. .11

Sharing .11 .13

Including Others .15 n.s.

Playing Fair n.s. .13

Cheating .13 n.s.

Stealing .17 .13

Partials for percent academic performance and per;,::*, open are reported from equations in
which grade and social class were entered first hieraTal..:ally as controls. To simplify the num-
ber of terms involved, the partials for the interaction were obtained from an equation in which
lact grade, the two independent variables, and their interactions were entered hierarchically.
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more strongly, or only. in the fifth grade, yielding three -way interactions. One
way of making sense of this pattern is to suggest that when a teacher is not an
effective manager (i.e., when percent academic performance is low), greater
openness may simply mean greater chaos, such that it has a negative impact on
children's views of classroom life; when the teacher is an effective manager,
greater openness may accomplish some of the benefits its proponents have
suggested. Thus effects of task structure need to be considered in the context of
the teacher's managerial effectiveness. The fact that this interactive effect for
openness appeared only in the fifth grades does, however, lend support to recent
cautionary notes about open structures in the very early grades (e.g.. Brophy,
1979), in that openness in the first grade simply had negative or at best nil effects
on children's ratings.

CONCLUSIONS

As a socializing institution, the school is the arena from which the larger society
expects scholars and citizens to emerge. However, as Jackson !1968) suggested.
our data so far indicate that it is the everyday demands of the institution rather
than the long-term goal of sm./at/zing that receive emphasis in teacher communi-
cation to children about the student role. The teacher is a manager of activities,
and immediate institutional imperatives of conducting those activities and pre-
venting chaos override what might be ideal-typical socializing practices. Instead.
the teacher is a manager who mainly reacts, and reacts to things she does not like.
Those things are mostly %iolaitons of the procedures that probably must be
maintained if the show is to eo on. Relatively rarely. and primarily when spurred
by a negative event, is the teacher prompted to provide further socializing infor-
mation involving her expectations. attributions of causality, or sanctions them-
selves. The student is essentially a socializee who absorbs on-the-job experience
geared to passive citizenship in an ongoing institution.

Two kinds of potential differences in teacher talk were examined: those flow-
ing from differences in teacher managerial effectiveness and the structure of tasks
in the classroom, and those flow ing from differences among the recipients of the
communication themselves. Few effects of either type of variable were found.
perhaps because of the fundamental similarity of managerial demands across
classrooms. Our indicator of managerial effectiN eness, the percentage of com-
munication devoted to academic performance, was powerfully related to the
negativity of teacher talk, with better managers less negative. While this result
must provisionally be considered simply an empirical association, we tend to
believe that managerial effectiveness and positivity are organically linked. Pro-
cedural issues. although they form the bulk of teacher communication, are essen-
tially about interferences with the core task of instruction itselfand hence
relatively negative. When the teacher is able to talk about academic performance,
it indicates that she is doing the core task of the job. Such talk is also neither
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positive nor negative by necessity. and hence emerges as more positive than
communication about the interferences themselves. In contrast to managerial
effectiveness, the degree of openness of task structure did not relate significantly
to differences in teacher talk.

Differences among studentsgrade. sex, and social classwere linked to
few differences in teacher communication. Teachers of first and fifth graders
behaved quite similarly. with only slight tendencies for first-grade teachers to be
more positive and for fifth-grade teachers to be more expansive with information
about expectations. Given that from a socialization standpoint rather substantial
differences might be optimal. as noted earlier, it would appear here that manage-
rial imperatives work against the long-term goal. The most striking difference.

the greater attention paid to boys. may reflect perceived managerial demands of
averting classroom disruption. Our data, however, clearly do not paint boys as

sheer classroom disruptors; they are instead primarily sheer attention-getters. The

final structural difference, social class of students, proved to have almost no

impact on teacher talk, with teachers in middle- and working-class schools be-

having quite similarly. In this last case, at least, the apparent fundamental

similarities in management needs produced a heartening result. insofar as we

might have expected a still more procedurally or punitively oriented socialization

pattern in the working-class schools than was observed overall.
Children's thoughts about the student role were more rplv differentiated by

these latter structural variables than was the teacher L' them. first

graders were uniformly more eagerly conforming to classroom n ,rms. whether in

terms of their thought about the importance of these norms their feelings

regarding conformity/nonconformity . Girls and w, ,n2-class c1.1 dren were also

more conforming. although in the case of girls thi was entirel. in the realm of
their feelings and in the case of working-class children it was pr dominantly so.
These would appear to be differences imported to 0- _ classroom t the children,

rather than produced by teachers' treatment. give' the relative .,osence of dif-

ferential treatment for either first graders or wor .:hildren and the

striking lack of attention paid to girls.
Both teacher structural differencesmanagerial e ,veness and openness

and features of teacher talk itself affected children's thought about the student

role. All of these teacher variables, however, had effects on children's ratings
of the importance of norms rather thLii on their ratings of feelings about the

norms. slIggesting that the more emotional/motivation2! area is less susceptible

k teacher influence. The pattern of results generally suggests that although
all students are absorbing on-the-job experience in the student role, the meaning
of being "on-the-job differs across classrooms in systematic ways.

The indicator of managerial effectiveness, degree of attention to academic

performance. essentially reflects differential effectiveness in ability to organize

and monitor academic work. Managerial effectiveness as defined by thiscriterion

pars congruent with descriptions of good teachers (Anderson, Evertson, &
Enimer, 1930; Brophy & Putnam, 1979). in that such teachers seem to monitor
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student progress. provide feedback that is more oriented to work than to conduct.
and keep the classroom running rncothly. In addition to previous findings that
this type of environment influence actual achie% ement (Brophy, 1979; Rosen-
shine. 1976), our data show a pc, hive impact on students' ratings of the impor-
tance of conforming to the role In classrooms where teachers attended heavily to
performance. children thought It was more important to adhere to the conven-
tions of the classroom and to 0 work both properly and well.

The pattern of results foul.J for openness of task structure also suggests
something of the meaning of tusk structure for children's on-the-job experience.
Openness per se had a generali, negative effect on children's ratings of impor-
tance of various norms. How e\ cr. it also interacted with managerial effective- r
ness such that. for the olde- children. teacher': low managerial effectiveness
produced a negative imp.ict or openness and high managerial effectiveness a
positive impact of openne,s Such a pattern is sensible in terms of the managerial
demands of different structiles The more r rerentiated the organization, the
greater the degree of mama:le:nem needed to :oordinate students' efforts success-
fully (Brophy & Putnam. 1979). NIonitorinc organizing, and managing a class
in which a variety of tasks are goil'g on .LHiultaneously place great demands on
the reacher. Thus as the dec. .2 of -)er..s, Increases, the potential for disorgani-
zation increasesand hence does necessity for effective management.
Although proponents of differenti t-d activity structures (Bossert. 1978:

Horowitz, 1979: Walberg & Thomas. 1972) claim that they improve the potential
for student involvement. :nleraL:lior:. and independence, this may only be true
where the teacher is an eff,ct;%e enough manager. Yet a combination of good
management and a relatiely diffe7.ntiated structure can lead to greater commit-
ment to good quality cork the part of the student.

Children's experi.2nre of die student role w as also affected by explicit socializ-
ing information provided Oy, the teacher. In the present data set. three types of
such information proved to affect children's thought about the role: percentage of
academic perform,:mre communication devoted to attributions. percentage of
academic procedure devoted to expectations/sanctions. and percentage of social
procedure devoted to expectations/sanctions. The divergent impacts of these
kinds of information on children's thought prove explicable in terms of the
day-to-day communication they probably reflect. First, attributions about per-
formance itic:eascd children's (and particularly older children's) ratings of the
importance of .1,..idemic performance and procedure. This may reflect the fact
that most attributions were made after poor quality performance and generally
referred to lack of effort, an issue which children perceive as very serious. Thus.
it appears that the cot.Irmunication "you can do better" has the effect of focusing
children nn the idea at they must work and must persist.

In contrast. expectations and sanctions in the realm of academic procedure
were likely to concern being off task and often communicated the negative
consequen,:,:s of not working or the likely punishments to be imposed. It is not
surprising that teachers who provided proportionately more information about
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why it is bad not to work properly had students who in fact thought it was bad not
to do so. It is possible that the additional effects of such information on children's
ratings of academic performance reflect children's tendency to see work proce-
dure and outcome as related (Blumenfeld, Wessels, Pintrich. & Meece. 1981;
Stipek, 1981; Weinstein. 19811.

The divergent impact of social procedure expectationsIsanctions, which had a
negative impact on a variety of children's ratings, illustrates that frequency or
type of communication per se ha, no necessary relation to outcomes. Most of this
social procedure information concerned talking. an issue generally of low impor-
tance to the children. We would suggest that a series of relatively low affect and
predominantly negative communications about an unimportant issue are likely to
be defined as nagging and hence discounted. Certainly neither the negativity per
se nor the procedural focus per se can account for the effect, given that academic

procedure information, also negatke, had positive impacts on children's ratings.
It would appear that the meaning of the information to the child may be crucial.

Thus, despite the bleak picture of the student role as it appears in the overall
outlines of teacher communication. the pattern of effects of teacher variables on
children's thought about the Nile provides to some extent a prescription for hope.
We should emphasize that the effects found were generalfy significant but small.
possibly reflecting the overall similarities among teachers in carrying out their
role. But it appears that the teacher who focuses on the central task to be done,
who emphasizes issues of effort, who insists on keeping on tasksuch a teacher
produces students more convinced of the importance of the central academic
aspects of the role. The citizenship thus presented might be a relatively passive

one, but the scholarship will get accomplished. Such a picture is probably rela-
tkely similar to that of a good manager in any area. The American school is thus
much like the American factory , in that the small workers whose product is
themselves need good managers in order either to turn out a good product or to

are about the production process.
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